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PREFACE 

« 

Because Arizona is an arid state, residents have 

long boon concerned with water resources and their develop

ment. A considerable amount of time and enorgy has been 

expended by state, federal, and privato agencies in 

acquiring information about water and its use in the 

state. Researchers at The University of Arizona have made 

significant contributions to this fund of knowlodge. In 

particular, investigators in tho Department of Agricultural 

Economics have undertaken a comprehensive study of 

Arizona's wator resources and tholr use under two projects 

entitled "Water in Relation to Social and Economic Growth 

in an Ax^id Environment" and "Economic Implications of 

Public Water Policy in Arizona." The research reported in 

this dissertation is one phase of this investigative effort. 

It was supported under the second of the two projects 

referred to, in part, by funds provided by the United 

States Department of the Interior, Office of Water Resources 

Research, as authorized under the Water Resources Research 

Act of 196^. 

A significant portion of this overall research 

effort involved the construction of an interindustry model 

of the Arizona economy with particular emphasis upon the 

heavy water-using sectors. Another large segment of the 

iv 
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study focused upon changes in the agricultural sectors of 

the economy induced by changes in water supply conditions. 

The present study utilizes the interindustry model previ

ously developed in an effort to discover what effect 

changes in the structure of the economy would have on the 

total demand for water in the state. The major purpose of 

this inquiry is to determine whether or not the range of 

alternatives for managing Arizona's water resources could 

be extended to include alterations in tho total quantity of 

water demanded as well as alterations in the total quantity 

supplied on which most previous research has focused. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to all 

those who have aided in the preparation of this disserta

tion. In particular I wish to thank Dr. William E. Martin, 

who, as director of this dissertation, has provided helpful 

guidance at critical points in the study and has generously 

given of his time to expedite the completion of this study. 

Thanks also go to Dr. M. M, Kelso for the helpful sugges

tions and comments made during the course of this study. 

For their guidance and counsel throughout my graduate 

tenure I wish to thank Dr. Philip G. Hudson and Dr. Robert 

A. Marshall. 

A debt of gratitude is also owed Dr. Jimmye S. 

Hillman, Head, Department of Agricultural Economics, The 

University of Arizona. 
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The many discussions with Kenneth J. Hock, David 

P. Nelson, and other fellow students were stimulating and 

rewarding and much appreciated. Special thanks go t.o Mr. 

David McQueeny for his help in programming and processing 

of the data* I wish also to thank the reference librarians 

in the Government Documents section of the Main Library, 

the hard-working departmental secretaries and all others 

too numerous to mention, who were so helpful along the way. 

Finally, words are inadequate to express my 

gratitude to my wife, Frances, who has done so much to make 

this dissertation a reality. 
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ABSTRACT 

The water problem in Arizona consists of a dis

parity between the total annual supply of water and the 

total annual quantity demanded in which quantity demanded 

exceeds the annual supply. The difference is made up by 

withdrawals from the permanent groundwater stock. A more 

fundamental problem, however, is the partial perception of 

the water problem by Arizonens who attribute this disparity 

solely to insufficient supply. Those perceiving the 

problem in its entirety attribute this disparity to an 

Insufficient annual supply or an excessive annual quantity 

demanded• 

Partial perception of the problem leads to an 

incomplete water policy. Present water policy is supply-

oriented; that is, it aims solely at increasing the supply 

of water. A more complete water policy aims at reducing 

the quantity of water demanded as well as increasing 

supply. 

Arizonans are reluctant to adopt a demand-oriented 

policy, however, because they believe that decreases in the 

quantity of water demanded necessarily entail a reduction 

in the rate of economic growth. Therefore, a major 

objective of this paper is to ascertain whether or not the 

xv 
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quantity of raw water domandod can be reduced without a 

concomitant reduction in Arizona's economic growth. 

Changes in quantities of embodied water supplied 

and/or demanded are brought about by changes in the pattern 

of external trado* The supply of embodied water is in

creased by increasing aggregato imports or changing the 
* 

pattern of imports so as to reduce the average trade-price 

of water imported. The trade-price of water embodied in a 

good is the ratio of a unit value of output to the quantity 

of water used to produce that output. Since economic 

growth is held constant at tho expectod rate, the expected 

level and pattern of final demand cannot chango so that no 

reduction can bo inado in the quantity of embodied water 

consumed. Therefore, a reduction in the quantity of em

bodied water domandod can bo effoctod only by reducing the 

level of aggregate exports or changing the pattern of 

exports so as to increase the trade-price of water exported. 

The efficacy of demand-oriented water policy, or 

policy aimed at changing quantities of embodied water, is 

tested by positing several alternative patterns of external 

trade. An Arizona input-output model is used to generate 

gross domestic output In each reference year for each 

trade pattern. The quantity of water needed for such 

output--the endogenous requirement--is then added to the 

quantity taken by final users—the exogenous requiremcnt--

to find the total quantity of raw water demanded. 
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Projections oro generatod for three alternative demand-

oriented policies, one supply-oriented policy, and ono 

laissez-faire policy. 

Results of these projections demonstrate that (1) 

a naive raw wator policy alone, which calls for 75*8 

million acre-foet of water per yonr in 2020, cannot solve 

Arizona's water problem^ (2) demand-oriontod policy, which 

calls for 12.8 million acro-foet in 2020, operates effec

tively even though not consciously pursued; and (3) delib

erately implemented demand-orientod policy, which results 

in a surplus of 1.3 million acro-foet per yoar over annual 

flow in 2020, is extremely effective in solving Arizona's 

water problem. 

Therefore, tho major conclusion of this study is 

that Arizona water policy be expanded to lncludo a policy 

of decreasing the total quantity of water demanded while 

maintaining the state's currently high rate of economic 

growth. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Although of cons id oral)], o concorn in all Htutas , 

the problem of water policy formulation is particularly 

significant in an arid state such as Arizona. In such a 

region tho relatively limited wntor supply could act as a 

restraint on economic growth and standards of living, Tho 

adoption of a regional water policy might make escape from 

such a restraint possible. 

The particular policy or sot of policies adopted 

has an important influence on how effectively tho economic 

system will operate within tho regional water supply 

constraint. Policy is formulated in tho light of some end 

or goal. For purposes of this analysis the ends to be 

attained are specified as: 

1. The availability of a sufficient quantity of water 

to moot the increased consumptive needs of a grow

ing population. 

2. The availability of a quantity of water sufficient 

to permit tho economic growth of the state to 

continue at the currently predicted rate. 

Taking these specified goals as representative of the 

community's desires, the first step in developing a 

1 
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comprohoriHivo wator policy for on arid rngioii l.« to 

identify all vinblo altornntivoa for ncbloving thono ond#. 

Tho basic oikIii of thin wntor policy nro fttntnd In 

torma of tho avniLability of n quantity of wntor "HiiffL-

ciont" to moot growing noodn. "Sufflcioncy" in thin caso 

moans tho nbaonco of n dinpiu'lty botwoon tho totnl annually 

available supply of water and tho totnl quantity of water 

demanded • 

Tho total quantity of any oconomic good purchasod 

by uaors is dotormlnod by aovaral factors. For oxampLo, 

tho markot demand for a commodity depends on tho prico of 

the commodity, tho level of monoy income, taatos and 

preferences of cansumora, and pricos of rolatod commodltioa. 

Or| tho firm's domand for a rosourco input varlos with tho 

prico of tho input, tho lovol of tochnology, domand for tho 

commodity produced, and pricos of othor inputs. 

Tho moat important determinant of tho domand for an 

economic good is its price* Therefore, economists express 

domand as an inverse relationship botwoon the price of a 

good and the quantity of a good domniidod. If the total 

quantity of a good purchasod by consumers changos because 

of a change in price, ceteris paribus, tho change is 

conceptualizod as a movement along the demand schodule and 

is termed a "change in tho quantity demanded." If the 

total quantity of a good purchased by users changes because 

of a change in any factor other than price, all other 
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factors held constant, the change is conceptualised as a 

shift of the demand schedule and is termed a change in 

demand. Thus, the total quantity of a good purchased by 
4 

users--quantity demanded--changes whether there has been a 

movement along the curve or a shift of the curve, i.e., 

whether there has been a change in quantity demanded or a 

change in demand. 

As used in this paper, then, a change in "quantity 

demanded" includes both a change in the total quantity of 

water taken or purchased by users resulting from a change 

in the price of water, and a change in the total quantity 

of water taken or purchased by users resulting from a 

change in some other factor. Thus, the basic goal of water 

policy is elimination of the disparity which exists when 

the total annual quantity of water demanded exceeds the 

total annual quantity of water supplied. There are two 

possible ways in which this disparity can be eliminated; 

by an increase in the total quantity supplied or by a 

decrease in the total quantity demanded. Thus, two basic 

water policies are available to any arid region: a water 

policy of increasing the total quantity of water supplied, 

and a water policy of decreasing the total quantity 

demanded. 
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Objectives of This Research 

At the present time most arid regions are pursuing, 

with varying degrees of vigor, a policy of increasing the 

total quantity of water supplied. Few, if any, are 

pursuing a policy of decreasing the total quantity of water 

demanded. In fact, in few regions are people even aware 

that such a policy alternative exists. This paper attempts 

to ascertain whether or not thin widespread failure to give 

any consideration to a water policy of decreasing the total 

quantity of water demanded is justified. It would be 

justified only if such a policy were totally ineffective. 

Therefore, a major goal of this study is to test the 

efficacy of this policy. 

If it is discovered that a policy of reducing the 

quantity of water demanded is indeed effective, and if it 

is subsequently recognized as surH by policymakers, the 

alternative means of dealing with the water problem in arid 

regions will have been expanded. The importance of such an 

increase in alternatives has beon emphasized by the 

National Academy of Science's Committee on Water in their 

report on the application of science to water use in the 

United States (National Academy oC Sciences, 1966:48). 

They express the opinion that . . all organizations, 

public and private, engaged in planning for the use of 

water, should give increased attention to alternative 

approaches and courses of action, to the appraisal of 
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social costs and benefits, and to the use of research as 

one of the means by which new effective solutions could be 

reached." The Committee also calls for applying present 

knowledge more intensively ". . . by identifying all 

available alternatives for coping with water problems and 

taking systematic steps to discover new alternatives; . . . " 

There has been a great reluctance on the part of 

residents of arid regions to accept a reduction in the 

total quantity of water as a viable policy alternative 

because of the persistent belief that such reductions will 

necessarily result in a concomitant reduction.in the rate 

of growth of the economy and/or in the standard of living 

of the population. Consequently, this paper seeks to 

determine not only whether demand-oriented policy is 

effective, but also whether it will work without 

occasioning a decline in economic growth. 

Proc edure 

One reason for the absence of any deliberate 

demand-oriented water policy in arid states is that people 

do not readily understand such policy because of its 

relatively complex nature. Supply-oriented policy is 

easily understood because it consists simply of increasing 

the supply of water. Demand-oriented policy, on the other 

hand, does not consist of reducing the quantity of water 

demanded directly; rather, such policy operates indirectly 
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on quantity demanded through changes in the structure of 

the economy. Therefore, the first task of this paper is to 

identify and describe demand-oriented water policy. After 

the nature and operation of such policy have been examined, 

it will be tested, through a case study, for its effective

ness in solving Arizona's water problem. 

The first step in conducting such a test consists 

of making projections of the level and pattern of economic 

activity in the state over the period selected for study, 

in this case through the year 2020. The analytical 

technique selected for this purpose is an adaptation of 

interindustry or input-output analysis. The input-output 

model developed for the state of Arizona by Tijoriwala, 

Martin, and Bower (1968) is used to generate gross domestic 

output over time. These projections are conditional, and 

as such are subject to the usual qualifications. There

fore, the results of this study are not to be interpreted 

as forecasts. A forecast would require the imposition of 

realistic conditions and constraints, and the development 

of such conditions themselves would present a substantial 

forecasting problem. Owing to resource and data limita

tions, a forecast of the actual course of the Arizona 

economy over time lies beyond the scope of this study. 

Nevertheless, the projections made are approximations to 

what we might reasonably expect to occur. In any event, 

the degree of approximation is not crucial because it is 
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the comparison of these projections which is of central 

importance in this study. 

Five separate projections of the level and pattern 

of economic activity are generated in this paper. The 

first, designated Trade Pattern I, is the "benchmark" 

projection, or the projection of that level and pattern 

of economic activity which would be expected in each 

reference year if present economic trends and growth rates 

were to persist. The other projections are "comparative" 

projections, so called because it is assumed that one or 

the other of the alternative water policies is adopted and 

the consequences of its implementation are projected and 

compared with the results under Pattern I. Three separate 

projections, Trade Patterns II, III, and IV, are made for 

different levels of policy activity toward changing the 

total quantity of water demanded. Only one projection, 

the Naive Trade Pattern, is made for a policy of changing 

the total quantity of water supplied* For all projections 

the economy is assumed to grow at the rate reflected in 

Trade Pattern 1$ that is, the rate of economic growth is 

not allowed to decline when deliberate changes are made in 

the total quantity of water demanded. 

The next step in the analysis consists of calcu

lating total water requirements under each alternative 

projection. The total endogenous demand for water under 

each comparative projection is then compared with that 



under the benchmark projection to 
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determine to what extent, 

if any, the disparity between the quantity of water 

supplied and quantity demanded ex 

reduced under Patterns II, III, a 

results of alternative projection 

implications for the conceptualiz 

problem and for the formulation o 

policy for the state. 

Related Rese 

isting under Pattern I is 

nd IV. Finally the 

s are examined for their 

ation of Arizona's water 

f a comprehensive water 

arch 

This study is part of a c 

into the relationship of water to 

growth in Arizona being conducted 

Agricultural Economics at The Uni 

Department of Agricultural Econom 

represents a logical extension of 

efforts in this area, and, in tur 

results useful for further invest 

A sampling of the results 

reveals the importance of water a 

of water supply. In their examination of the patterns of 

water use in Arizona, Martin and 

that even though water is scarce 

ontinuing investigation 

social and economic 

in the Department of 

versity of Arizona (see 

ics, 1969). As such, it 

previous research 

n, is designed to provide 

igative efforts. 

of some of these studies 

llocation as well as that 

Bower (1966) point out 

in Arizona, the state has 

an extremely high per capita usage, ranking as the seventh 

largest water using state in the 

water use of economic sectors revealed that agricultural 

nation. Examination of 
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industries in Arizona use over 90 per cent of the water 

supplied for economic production. Looking at water uae 

per $1,000 of output it was found that the agricultural 

crop sectors are the largest direct demanders of water per 

dollar of output. Relatively small quantities of water 

are demanded by the nonagricultural-oriented manufacturing 

sectors. The crucial decision in their view is essentially 

whether the income generated from agriculture is worth the 

present rapid rate of water table decline. The authors 

conclude that the important issue for Arizona is the one 

of reallocating our present water usage so that withdrawals 

are reduced in line with available supply. 

Another set of studies, currently in process, seeks 

to ascertain the probable changes in resource use, enter

prise combinations, and net income to farmers in Arizona 

as the groundwater table declines. The emphasis upon 

reactions of the agricultural sector to such a decline is 

justified by the fact that this sector accounts for over 

90 per cent of total water use in the state. Some of the 

agricultural adjustments through the year 2006 projected 

in one of the completed studies of a water-short Arizona 

county (Martin, Burdak, and Young, 1969) are: 

1. A decline of 26.5 per cent in total acreage with 
w — 

a decline of only 9*8 per cent in net farm income. 

This difference arises from the fact that low-

valued feed grains and alfalfa which contribute 
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only slightly toward net income will drop out of 

production first. 

2. A decrease in water use in agriculture of 27.2 per 

cent. 

In an article on the economics of Arizona's water 

problemf Young and Martin (19&7) briefly examine two major 

alternative solutions to the water problem in terms of the 

ability of each to meet state goals. The alternatives 

examined are: (l) augmentation of existing supply through 

the Central Arizona Project, and (2) more efficient use of 

the existing supply. On the basis of their analysis, the 

authors conclude that the water crisis in Arizona is not as 

widespread or critical as is commonly believed; that is, 

Arizona's water problem is found not to be a physical 

shortage of water or a rapidly collapsing agricultural 

sector due to groundwater overdraft. Rather, Arizona's 

real problem lies in allocating its available water so as 

to maintain a high rate of economic growth. They contend 

that economic growth can continue in Arizona without 

importation of water if the existing water supply is re

allocated from low-valued uses, such as agriculture, to 

high-valued uses, such as manufacturing. The central 

purpose of the present study is to test rigorously this 

contention. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE WATER PROBLEM IN ARIZONA 

In Arizona the total quantity of water demanded 

exceeds the annually available supply so that groundwater 

reserves are being depleted at the rate of approximately 

3.0 million acre-feet per year. In the opinion of a 

majority of Arlzonans, the existence of this disparity is 

the water problem. A more deliberative appraisal of the 

situation, however, leads one to conclude that this is not 

in fact the basic problem. Rather, the fundamental "water 

problem" in this state is the failure of the majority of 

its citizens to comprehend fully the true nature of this 

disparity. This is the basic problem because if the nature 

of this disparity is not fully perceived, then measures 

advocated for the equilibration of quantities supplied and 

demanded will necessarily be superficial. Therefore, if 

the water resources of Arizona are to be managed in a 

rational manner, the policies for doing so must be formu

lated on the basis of a complete conceptualization of the 

water supply and demand situation. 

11 
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Nnlve View of tho Problem 

The nalvo view of the water problem in Arizona is 

an example of instinctive conceptualization of a problem. 

For many citizens the mere fact that Arizona is semi-arid 

is sufficient to demonstrate the validity of the contention 

that Arizona's water problem is simply that it hasn't got 

enough* Tho solution is equally simple; obtain more* 

A sampling of statements concerning the water 

problem in Arizona demonstrates the simple terms in which 

it is generally conceived. 

. . water is scarce in Arizona, . . . Man has 

made great strides in learning to live in the desert, but 

his most urgent problem continues to be water" (Arizona 

Academy, 196'*: 9)* 

In a booklet written to . . help those 

interested to understand the problem," we read: "Water is 

a scarce commodity in Arizona, as it is in all semi-arid 

lands. . . . The basic problem still exists--a shortage of 

useable water to meet the needs of a rapidly growing 

economy" (Harshbarger et al., 1966). 

In a report of the Arizona Interstate Stream 

Commission (1967:1), the stated purpose of which is "To 

provide the general public with basic information for 

understanding Arizona's water problems . . ."a discussion 

of the water problem includes the following: "While the 

largest magnitude of the total water demand is in central 
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Arizona, the saino long range water shortage problem exists 

in many areas and communities throughout the state*" 

In a puper presented at the Arid Lands Colloquia 

held at The University of Arizona we read: "Arid lands are 

characterized by two dominant factors: (l) an abundance of 

sunshine, and (2) a shortage of water" (Harshbarger, 1958-

1959:1*0 • 

Some random statements taken from an Arizona State 

University sominar entitled "Project Rescue," the aim of 

which was to . • inform and educate those who attended 

. . are as follows: 

Perhaps the most pressing economic problem of 
Arizona is water. . . . The magnitude of Arizona's 
water problem becomes more apparent and appalling 
when expressed in terms of gallons of water instead 
of acre-feet. This simple fact must be faced: 

We Arlzonons have the stupendous job of finding in 
as short a time as possiblo 717 billion gallons of 
water per year more than we have now--just to 
maintain our present status quo, . . . But find it 
we must; find it we will--else we perish ultimately 
as the area we all know and love (Farris and Scott, 
196^:1). 

In a book devoted to setting forth the essential 

factors that must be considered in ultimate water-

management plans, Mann (1963:1) writes: "[there is] one 

situation in Arizona which conditions and circumscribes 

all human endeavor—the perennial shortage of water." 

It would be silly to question the truth of these 

statements when understood within the narrow context in 

which they are made. However, it would be folly to accept 
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thorn as accurately depicting the state's water problem. 

Thoso statements, by concentrating on water supply while 

glossing ovor water demands, represent a mibilnted, hence 

essentially erronoous, view of the water problem. Oomond 

for an economic good is equally as important as supply in 

establishing the relativo scarcity of an item* A few 

words from Lionel Robbins are apropos. Me writes: ". « . 

the quality of scarcity in goods is not an 'absolute' 

quality. Scarcity does not mean mere lnfroquency of 

occurrence. It means limitation in relation to demand. 

Good eggs are scarce because, having regard to the demand 

for them, there are not enough to go around. Hut bad eggs, 

of which, lot us hope, there are far fewer in existence, 

are not scarce at all in our sense. They are redundant" 

(Robbins, 1937:^6). 

Thus water can be deemed "scarce" only after 

thorough consideration of the demand for water in relation 

to its supply. The following quotations provide some 

indication of how demand is treated in the simplistic 

view. 

Water needed to provide a satisfactory water budget 
for Arizona far exceeds the present available 
supply, and does not properly satisfy agricultural, 
municipal, and industrial needs (Arizona Academy, 
1964:iii). 

Estimates of [water] requirements for agricultural 
purposes were made for each of the sub-basins of 
the State based upon the factors of the con
sumptive use of wator; the cropped area, ... 
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and tho estimated efficiency of application of 
wator in irrigation proctice (Arizona Interstate 
Stronm Commission, 1967:3'0. 

. . . man's success in arid zones is dupendont 
upon tho availability of ample wator supply. Mo 
noods largo amounts for agriculture, . * . 
Harshbarger , 1958-1959s1^)• 

No mention is modo of prlco, tho basic indicator 

of relative scarcity, when assessing the wator "noods" or 

water "requirements1' of the state. Thus, "noods" or 

"requirements" are really expressions of tho existing 

quantity of wator demanded at current prices. This implies 

that future wator needs aro calculatod on the basis of no 

change in the price of water or in the pattern of water 

use. Therefore, to find future water requirements all one 

need to do is increase the existing quantities of water 

demanded at tho same rate at which tho economy is expected 

to grow. 

The supplemental water required by the entire area 
is estimated to be about 2,190,000 acre-feet 
annually under the present water supply-water use 
regimen (United States Department of the Interior, 
1962:11). 

If growth continues at tho present rate or at a 
higher rate, much more water will be needed 
(Harshbarger et al., 1966:6). 

Of considerable significance in this regard is the 

report on Arizona's water supply published by the Arizona 

Academy (1964), the avowed purpose of which is ". . . to 

create by research and discussion media a group of citizens 

well informed in the major facets of the state's economic 
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and social lifo. • . ." In assessing the future wntor 

needs of the state, tho proportion ol,' tho stuto's water 

supplies used in industries that create mora porsonal 

income per acre-Toot than doos crop production wan hold 

cons tant. Thus, in tho naive view no allowance is made 

for a change in tho pattern of water use. 

While those holding this view do not propose 

measures aimed at holding tho proportion of agricultural 

to Industrial production constant over time, they do 

advocate measures which would prevent an absolute decline 

in agriculture thereby hindering the more rapid change in 

water use patterns which would likely occur in tho absence 

of restrictive measures. Thus, positive steps are taken 

to mitigate changes in the pattern of water use over time. 

This is ovidenced in an appraisal report on tho Central 

Arizona Project wherein is found tho following; 

The plan of development sot forth in the 
original report on tho Central Arizona Project 
was designed primarily to provide supplemental 
water for the stabilization of tho existing 
agricultural economy of the project area. 

To save the existing diversified agricultural 
economy, • . * positive action is essential 
(United States Department of the Interior, 1962:10). 

In another source we find: . . planning 

objectives should be to sustain the existing agricultural 

economy by supplying water to the lands presently under 

irrigation. ..." (Arizona Interstate Stream Commission, 

1967:46). 



An important, if not tho major ronton for thin 

disinclination to change tho structuro of tho economy, is 

tho foar that such a change will precipitate a doc lino in 

tho rata of development onjoyod by tho state in rocont 

years. It is difficult to find o woll-reasoned juatlflca 

tion for this contention in spito of tho fact that 

assertions as to its validity abound. For oxamplo, state 

monts such as tho following tiro common: 

Wator lovols are dropping progressively year 
by yoar and, unless remedial measures aro takon 
without delay, tho present economy will suffor 
seriously and progressivoly until an additional 
wator supply can be brought into tho area (Arizona 
Acadomy, 196'ls67)« 

Water . . • is an inevitable limitation on 
future irrigated crop production, and through its 
effect on crop production it will havo a significant 
impact on tho state's oconorny. ... If tho supply 
of water woro constant, tho prosont lovol of income 
created directly and indirectly in crop agriculturo 
would coiitinuo indofinitoly. Tho degroo to which 
it will decline [os tho wator table declines] is 
the magnitude of the loss ( Arizona Acadomy, 
196'i: 162) . 

Any shrinkage in agriculturo shrinks tho entire 
economy (Farris and Scott, 196'i:3)« 

When water demand exceeds supply or perennial 
replenishment, man has several choices to meet 
his needs: (l) transporting wator into the area, 
(2) capturing additional water that escapes under 
natural conditions, and (3) moving into areas 
blessed with ample water (Harshbarger, 1958-1959: 

22)  .  

We are faced with a situation that could have 
perilous consequences on the economy of our state. 
Unless the Central Arizona Project is forthcoming 
within the next few yoars, Arizona is going to be 
hard pressed to produce adequate wator for all her 
projected needs. One or more elements of our 
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economy will suffer heavily. We are already 
fooling tho pinch of inadequate water resources, 
especially in the agricultural sector. Hut make 
no mistake agriculture will not suffer alone, 
tho State's industry and industrial prospects 
will be affected (Farris and Scott, 1964:71)* 

Often it is a related and equally questionable 

assertion which is promulgated, to wit, that water in 

quantities adequate to meet all needs, however defined, is 

sufficient in itself to assure unlimited growth and devel

opment of the economy. 

With Colorado River water, the area has a 
tremendous potential for the future growth of its 
already billion-dollar-plus economy. Future 
economic health is obviously continent upon the 
importation and development of additional water 
supplies (United States Department of tho 
Interior, 1962:11). 

Arizona's water problem can be solved, and 
then there's no holding us back 1 (Farris and 
Scott, 1964:7). 

The statements cited in this section were all 

taken from publications having as their purpose an en

lightenment of the citizenry as to the nature of the 

state's water problem. Little wonder that the naive view 

is so popular. 

To summarize, the naive view is correct only in 

that it recognizes a disparity between the quantities of 

water annually supplied and demanded. It errs in con

centrating solely on increasing the quantity supplies as a 

means of eliminating the water deficit, virtually ignoring 
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the possibility of reducing the quantity demanded as on 

equally efficacious alternative. 

Balanced View of the Problem 

In the balanced view of the water problem con

sideration is given to both the quantity of water supplied 

and the quantity demanded. Any disparity between them can 

be eliminated not only by an increase in the quantity 

supplied, as in the naive view, but also by a decrease in 

the quantity demanded. 

' The total quantity of water demanded can be 

disaggregated into (l) that amount needed for the production 

of goods and services produced in the economy--the endo

genous quantity demanded, and (2) that portion used 

directly by final users such as households and munici

palities --the exogenous quantity demanded. The endogenous 

water requirement represents an indirect final demand for 

water in that the water consumed is embodied in economic 

goods and is consumed along with these goods. More 

explicitly, the concept of "embodied water" is defined as 

gross water intake--the number of acre-feet of new water— 

required directly by an industry to produce its output 

plus gross water intake of all other industries used in 

producing the inputs needed, directly or indirectly, to 

produce the output of the initial industry, on the 
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assumption that no good which can be produced domestically 

will be imported. 

In general then, embodied water is all water re

quired directly and indirectly, to produce a particular 

products The water "embodied" in an economic good is the 

maximum amount of water required for the production of that 

good because the concept is defined to exclude all imports 

of goods that can be produced in the state. Thus, it is 

not possible to reduce the quantity of water embodied in 

a good by replacing a domestically produced input, with its 

attendant water requirement, with an imported input. A 

similar concept of embodied water is used by Carter and 

Ireri (19&8) in their recent study of Arizona-California 

water transfer patterns. The concept of embodied water 

used by Carter and Ireri differs slightly from the above 

because they use Arizona and California input-output 

models which specify particular patterns of imports. Use 

of their concept leaves the quantity of water embodied in 

any good subject to variations in the pattern of imports. 

This concept must be interpreted slighly differ

ently when applied to imports. The quantity of water 

embodied in imports is not the direct and indirect gross 

water intake actually required for their production when 

produced out-of-state but rather the gross intake required 

if these products were instead produced in Arizona. Thus 

it becomes a sort of "water opportunity sacrifice" concept 
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when applied to imports. This difference in interpretation 

does not affect the analysis, however, as the water 

embodied in imports can be thought of as the Arizona water 
I 

that would have been required in their production if 

produced in-state rather than imported. 

The quantity of embodied water demanded is added 

to that of raw water, or water as such, to yield the total 

quantity of water demanded by final users in the economy. 

Thus, the total quantity of water demanded can be reduced 

either by reducing exogenous or endogenous requirements for 

water, that is, by reducing the quantity of either raw or 

embodied water demanded. 

It is the contention of this thesis that such a 

reduction can be made without the necessity of a con

comitant reduction in the rate of growth of Arizona's 

economy or a reduction in the standard of living of her 

citizens. A detailed discussion of the mechanism whereby 

the total quantity of water demanded is reduced while the 

standard of living of the population is held constant 

appears in Chapter 3* Briefly, it consists of reducing 

the quantity of embodied water demanded, or reducing the 

endogenous requirement for water, by replacing lower-

valued uses of water with higher-valued uses while 

maintaining the total value of output at a constant level. 

For example, suppose k2 acre-feet of water is required for 

the production of ttl,000 worth of food and feed grains 
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while 11 acre-feet of water is required for producing 

$1,000 worth of citrus. By substituting production of 

$1,000 worth of citrus for production of Si,000 worth of 

food and feed grains the total water requirement can be 

reduced by 31 acre-feet while the value of aggregate output 

is unchanged. 

When the water situation in Arizona is viewed from 

a balanced perspective it is not immediately clear whether 

the economic development of the state is or is not 

threatened by an eventual insufficiency of water. For even 

if we assume an effective allocation of water resources, (it 

is quite possible that the quantity of water available will 

not be sufficient to permit the continued rapid growth of 

production and incomes realized in recent years. On the 

other hand, it is also quite possible that a continuous 

reallocation of water from lower to higher valued uses, or, 

synonymously, a continuous reduction in the total quantity 

of water demanded, will permit the state to grow and 

develop at the same rapid pace. 

The important point is that a balanced view permits 

the consideration of alternative solutions to the problem 

of a limited quantity of water while the naive view admits 

of only a single solution; namely to obtain more water. 



CHAPTER 3 

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO THE WATER PROBLEM 

As shown In Chapters 1 and 2, the fundamental 

"water problem" in Arizona is an incomplete perception of 

true nature of the problem of limited water resources. 

This in turn results in the formulation of a restricted 

range of alternatives for solving the problem. When the 

water problem is conceived solely in terms of scarcity, 

only a single basic solution exists: increase the 

available supply. 

Increase the Water Supply 

Although an increase in the water supply is the 

only viable solution to the water problem as naively 

conceived, a large variety of alternative possibilities 

for doing so have been advanced. First, and foremost, is 

the plan to augment the available water supply in central 

and southern Arizona by transporting water from the 

Colorado River via the 770 million-dollar Central Arizona 

Project system. Even the most ardent supporters of this 

system believe, however, that this is at best merely a 

stop-gap measure. Already grandiose schemes for importing 

water from sources thousands of miles distant are being 

formulated. For instance, an ambitious bill (HR'l67l) 

23 
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providing for an expensive regional water plan was reported 

in Congress in midsummer of 1966 (Congressional Quarterly 

Incorporated, 1966). This bill directed the Interior 

Department to study the practicality of importing water 

into the Colorado River Basin from other areas in the West, 

most likely from the Pacific Northwest and the Columbia 

River. 

In addition to the possibility of importing water 

from distant sources, water to which Arizona has no 

existing right, various other methods for augmenting the 

available supply are being investigated. Included among 

these are such possibilities as: (l) obtaining additional 

quantities of water from the atmosphere through weather 

modification; (2) desalinization and importation of sea 

water; (3) water catchment or "harvesting" to increase the 

runoff from rainfall, and coupled with this (4) the control 

of uneconomical water-consuming plants (phreatophytes), 

such as salt cedars, to increase water yields; and (5) the 

augmentation of groundwater supplies by artificial induce

ment of surface water into the groundwater reservoir. 

Conservation of Current Supplies 

Concurrently with water development programs, many 

water research and salvage programs concerned with the 

full utilization and conservation of available water 

supplies have been developed. One effort has been the 
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lining of canals, laterals, and ditches with concrete. 

Chemical treatment in the form of canal sealants has also 

been effective in salvaging water by reducing canal 

seepage losses. In addition to canal and ditch lining, 

on-farm practices recommended for more attention include: 

proper timing of irrigation, short-row irrigation, stricter 

control of tail water from irrigated fields including pump-

back practices for reuse where feasible, use of crop 

species requiring less water, and better land leveling. 

Other programs for water conservation and maximum 

utilization include those for reducing the amount of 

evaporation from exposed water surfaces, wastewater 

reclamation and reuse and channelization and bank 

stabilization programs in natural rivers or streambeds. 

Reduce Economic Growth 

A basic tenet of those adhering to the naive view 

of the water problem is that the only alternative to an 

increase in the quantity of water supplied is a reduction 

in the economy's rate of growth. The remarks of Wesley 

E. Steiner, State Water Engineer, made in an address 

before the American Society of Civil Engineers, exemplify 

this position. He said: "With an adequate water supply, 

Arizona's potential for development is limitless, but 

without the development of new sources of water, water 
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shortages will severely .limit Arizona's growth in the 

foreseeable future" (McCune, 1969)* 

The provision of water in quantities sufficient to 

satisfy all existing demands at current water prices is 

viewed as the key to the future growth and development of 

the state. A superficial examination of the problem 

results in the ingenious formulation of the axiom: If the 

supply of water is increased the economy will grow, if the 

supply of water is not increased the economy will not grow. 

Investigations into the relationship between water 

availability and economic growth have revealed that such a 

straightforward relationship does not exist. For example, 

in a recent study of this relationship in the United States 

Howe (1968:^88) finds that ". . . water did not constitute 

a bottleneck to rapid economic growth in the water 

deficient areas of this country, nor did its presence in 

large quantities in other regions guarantee the rapid 

growth of these regions." In the preface to several 

studies of the relationship of resources and economic 

development (Burton and Kates, 1965:395)> we find the 

statement: "That there is no simple relationship between 

resources and economic growth is clear." In another study 

(Ginsburg, 1965:^0*1), it is concluded: "In no sense . . . 

are natural resources responsible for development and 

economic growth. ..." Finally, in a study of water 

management alternatives in the Colorado Basin, an 
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examination of tho Arizona oconomy yielded the following 

observation: "It seems clear that recent economic growth, 

in Arizona at least, has not been stimulated by irrigation 

and has not been impeded by water scarcity" (National 

Academy of Sciences, 1968:15)* 

Reduction in the Quantity of Water Demanded 

If the standard of living enjoyed by the citizens 

of the state is held constant, a reduction in the total 

quantity of water demanded implies a reallocation of water 

from lower-value to higher-value uses. Those having this 

view of the water problem contend that Arizona's relatively 

rapid economic growth can continue without importation of 

water. They maintain that "Reallocation of water from low-

valued uses, such as agriculture, to high-valued uses, such 

as nianufacturing, is an important avenue for growth" (Young 

and Martin, 1967:18). 

One method of achieving such a reallocation is to 

change the pattern of final goods consumed in the economy. 

As domestically produced goods requiring less water in 

their production are substituted for those requiring more, 

the total quantity of water needed to produce all goods 

would decline. The only change in consumption patterns 

amenable to systematic analysis is that dependent upon a 

change in income. This particular change has been in

corporated into the present study. Otherwise the 
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consumption pattern of final purchasers is held constant 

over time. The analytic utility of this assumption is that 

under all alternative economic structures posited, the 

pattern and level of projected final consumption is held 

rigid so that there is no change in the standard of living 

enjoyed by the population in any given year as a result of 

posited changes in the total quantity of water demanded. 

Changes in the Pattern of External Trade 

Another method of reducing total water requirements 

is that of changing the external trade pattern. In the 

absence of external trade, all final demand would have to 

be satisfied with domestically produced goods and services. 

Under such circumstances, the productive structure of the 

economy being determined by the structure of final demand 

and the total water requirement being dependent upon the 

productive structure, it is the structure of final demand 

which determines the total water requirment. This latter 

relationship can be severed, however, by the introduction 

of external trade. 

Trade permits the domestic production of a set of 

economic goods and services domestically consumed with 

surplus goods being traded for deficit goods produced 

externally. Assuming trade balance, the economy must 

produce an equivalent value of what is consumed but it need 

not produce what is actually consumed. Thus it is possible 
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to havo an infinito variety of water requirements 

associated with any given final demand structure. Holding 

final demand constant one may reduce total water require

ments through some change in the trade pattern, such as 

substituting an export product requiring less water in its 

production for one of equal value requiring more water. 

External trade, then, provides an avenue of escape for the 

Arizona economy whereby rising living standards and 

economic growth may be sustained despite the existence of 

a rather stringent water constraint. 

Water-Trade Position 

Through the productive process water becomes 

embodied in a product. For example, if 9*337 acre-feet of 

water are required (direct plus indirect requirement) to 

produce $1,000 worth of beef cattle for final demand, then 

9*337 acre-feet of water are contained or "embodied" in 

each Si,000 worth of cattle. If the total final demand 

for beef cattle is $10,000, then the economy consumes 

93.37 acre-feet of embodied water. If all cattle are 

produced domestically then the amount of water needed to 

produce the cattle is equal to the amount of water 

consumed. 

Suppose that half of the cattle are supplied by 

out-of-state producers. The economy still demands $10,000 

worth of cattle and still consumes 93*37 acre-feet of 
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embodied water but now producoa only 8?f000 worth of cattle 

which require (9• 337/&1 ̂ 000 x ttf>,000) 46.69 ncre-feet of 

water. But the $5^000 worth of imported cattle must be 
l 

paid for if trade equilibrium is to be maintained. Assume 

cattle imports are "purchased" with $5»000 worth of 

machinery exports. Since .131 acre-foot of water is needed 

to produce ftl,000 worth of machinery, .66 acre-foot of 

embodied water is exported. Machinery is exported in 

exchange for cattle imports so that dollar-trade is 

balanced. But with .66 acre-foot of water being exported 

and 46.69 acre-foot imported, water trade does not balance. 

There is a water-trade deficit of 46.03 acre-foot which is 

the difference between total water consumed in the economy 

and total water requirements. Thus water requirements are 

reduced from 93*37 to 47*35 acre-foot through a change in 

the production-trade structure. This example demonstrates 

the manner in which a change in the trade pattern can 

mitigate the water supply constraint. 

The water-trade position of a state is the 

difference between exports and imports of embodied water. 

An economy may export water or import water on a net basis 

or its water trade may be balanced. 

Terms of Water Exchange 

The "terms of trade," a concept used in inter

national trade theory, is the ratio at which commodities 
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are trndod for onch other internationally. The moat widely 

used measure of the terms of trade is the not barter or 

commodity terms of trade. It is simply an index of export 

prices divided by an index of import prices with the 

quotient exprossed as a porcontage ((Pe/Pm X 100). A rise 

in the net barter index over time means that a given volume 

of exports will exchange for a larger volume of imports 

than formerly. Analogously, the terms of water exchange is 

the average trade-price of water oxported divided by the 

average trade-price of water importod with the quotiont 

expressed as a percentage (Pw /Pw X 100) . A rise in the 

terms of water exchango means that the state may import a 

larger quantity of water for each unit of water exported. 

Since variation in the import-export pattern is a 

mechanism for conserving water the state might develop a 

water-oriented view of exports and imports. Traditionally 

exports are thought of only as a "payment" for imports. 

To this must be added the notion of exports (and imports) 

as a medium of water exchange. 

To calculate the terms of water exchange, first 

find the average trade-price of exported and imported 

water. The trade-price of water depends upon the economic 

good in which it is embodied. It is found by dividing 

$1,000 worth of a particular good by the amount of water 

needed to produce that good. For example, if 9*337 acre-

feet of water are required to produce $1,000 of cattle, 
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ncre-foot. Tho moro wntor usod to produce n dollar's worth 

of good, tho lowor is tho trudo-price of tho wntor ombodiod 

in thnt good. To find tho nvorngo trade-price of wntor 

exported, divide tho totnl value of nil oxporta by tho 

total quantity of wntor oxportod. Tho avorago trado-prico 

of water imported is found in an analogous manner. Tho 

higher the trade-price of water oxportod rotative to that 

of wator imported the moro favorable are tho terms of water 

exchange. 

Reducing Wator Requirements 

Water requirements are roducod when there is an 

increase in tho water-trade deficit and/or when tho terms 

of water exchange are improved. Thus, if water conserva

tion is the goal, the state's immediate objective would be 

to increase the quantity of water Imported and reduce the 

average trade-price of all water imported while decreasing 

the quantity of water exported and raising the average 

trade-price of all water exported. This is accomplished 

by substituting imported water of a lower trade-price for 

imported water of a higher trade-price, and substituting 

exported water of a higher trade-price for exported water 

of a lower trade-price. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR EXAMINING THE WATER 
PROBLEM AND THE SOLUTION PROPOSED 

A Brief Outline of Procedure 

The basis of this study is the input-output model 

of the Arizona economy of 1958 constructed by Tijoriwala, 

Martin, and Bower (1968). The detailed data used in 

constructing their interindustry flow table appear in 

Part II (Statistical Supplement) of their study. These 

data were aggregated somewhat differently for the model 

used in the present study so that the resulting inter

industry flow table (Table l) differs somewhat from theirs. 

Most importantly, their model distributes domestically 

produced output from individual production sectors, while 

the model used in this study distributes total supply. 

Total supply consists of domestically produced current 

output and inventory withdrawals plus competitive imports. 

A distinction is made between "competitive" imports, con

sisting of types of goods which are also produced 

domestically, and "noncompetitive11 imports, consisting of 

types of goods not produced in the state. Noncompetitive 

imports are recorded in the "Net Imports" row and 

competitive imports are recorded in the "Competitive 

Imports" column. The latter column and the "Total Supply" 

33 



Table 1. Interindustry Flows of Goods and Servi 
Industry of Origin and Destination, Ar 
Economy, 1958a (Thousands of Dollars) 

3k 

ces by 
izona 

Producing Sectors 

Purchasin S Sectors 

Producing Sectors 

1 
Meat Animal 
and Product 

s 
s 

2 
Poultry 
and Eggs 

1 Meat Animals and Products 0 0 
2 Poultry and Eggs 0 958 
3 Farm Dairy Products 0 0 
k Food and Feed Grains 3,276 1,520 
5 Cotton 0 0 
6 Vegetables 0 0 
7 Fruits and Tree Nuts 0 0 
8 Citrus Fruits 0 0 
9 Forage Crops 23,3^2 0 
10 Miscellaneous Agriculture 638 0 
11 Grain Mill Products 1,860 3,*»92 
12 Meat and Poultry Processing 0 0 
13 Dairy Products 0 0 
1^ Canning, Preserving, and Freezing 0 0 
15 Miscellaneous Agri. Processing 0 0 
16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 212 36 
17 Petroleum 178 117 
18 Fabricated Metals and Machinery 968 53 
19 ̂ Aircraft and Parts 0 0 
20 Primary Metals 2 0 
21 Other Manufacturing 2k$ 6k 
22 Mining O 0 
23 Utilities 812 6k 
2k Selected Services 31^ 12 
25 Trade and Transportation 1,775 3 
26 Unallocated Services 5,072 117 
27 Construction 500 21 

S Scrap and By-Products 1,460 170 
M Net Imports (Noncompetitive) 68,7^ 0 
VA Value Added 33,986 1390 

Gross Domestic Outlay 1^3,384 8,117 
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Table 1.—Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

( Purchasing S ectors 

3 4 5 6 
Producing Farm Dairy Food and 
Sectors Produc ts Feed Grains Cotton Vegetables 

1* 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 678 0 0 0 
k 3, 330 768 0 0 
5 0 0 189 0 
6 0 0 0 291 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 4,520 0 0 0 
lO 116 688 14,428 682 
11 2,169 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 
l*t 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 
16 3,454 8,263 2,930 
17 15 1,862 2,881 999 
18 357 2,733 3,176 1,328 
19 0 0 0 0 
20 1 0 3 1 
21 65 227 ^35 4,697 
22 0 0 0 0 
23 225 165 1,5^2 I 10 2 
24 43 35 110 47 
25 1,385 31 188 50 
26 718 2,006 8,145 1,722 
27 104 189 857 236 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 348 0 - 725 

M Net Imports 
(Non competi

16 tive ) 109 32 16 6 
VA Value Added 11,823 15,972 110,562 59,725 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 26,055 28,162 150,795 73,8^1 

""Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 3^* 
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Table 1.--Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Purchasing Sectors 

7 8 9 10 
Producing Fruits and Citrus Forage Miscellaneous 
Sectors Tree Nuts Fruits Crops Agri. 

1* 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 301 
5 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 O 1,84 7 
10 34 601 447 328 
n 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 
16 115 499 1,059 384 
17 9k 338 854 217 
18 82 333 1,443 1,453 
19 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
21 71 285 126 441 
22 0 0 0 26 
23 17 67 115 166 
24 k 15 15 17 
25 6 20 24 298 
26 95 364 1,172 886 
27 12 44 143 49 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 27 73 — 11 

M Net Imports 
(Noncompeti
tive) — 1 33 3 

VA Value Added 1,1^3 7,250 28,829 20,462 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 1,700 9,899 34,26o 26,889 

^Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 
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Table 1."-Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Purchasing Sectors 

11 . 12 13 
Producing Grain Mill Meat and Dairy 
Sectors Products Poultry Proc. Products 

I* . 0 34,962 0 
2 0 5 24 0 
3 0 0 20,640 
k 6,713 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
6 o 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 
11 870 0 33 
12 46 4,496 0 
13 80 138 5,561 
l4 0 0 0 
15 512 0 116 
16 1,893 191 658 
17 54 101 222 
18 575 363 402 
19 0 0 0 
20 0 2 2 
21 1,350 320 2,595 
22 35 23 40 
23 105 371 354 
24 62 250 388 
25 1,023 4,699 3,670 
26 627 2,205 2,117 
27 6l 109 216 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 1,788 2,667 — 

M Net Imports 
(Noncompeti
tive ) 270 284 184 

VA Value Added 7,209 11,430 8,944 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 23,273 63,135 46,142 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 
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Table 1.—Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Purchasing Sectors 

lk 15 
Producing Canning, Preserving, Miscellaneous 
Sectors and Freezing Agri. Processing 

1* 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 0 117 
5 0 0 
6 71 0 
7 3 109 
8 168 0 
9 0 0 
10 0 773 
11 29 5,836 
12 30 728 
13 27 304 
14 195 233 
15 76 2,003 
16 271 3,196 
17 23 270 
18 63^ 989 
19 0 0 
20 7 77 
21 353 1,986 
22 3 19 
23 32 334 
24 18 152 
25 326 3,757 
26 196 3,315 
27 23 291 

S Scrap and 
By-Products - -

M Net Imports 
(Noncompeti
tive) 610 872 

VA Value Added 1,066 25,092 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 4,l6l 50,453 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 
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Table 1.--Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Purchasing Sectors 

l6 17 18 
Producing Chemicals & Fabricated Metals 
Sectors Fertilizers Petroleum & Machinery 

1* -0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 
10 45 0 0 
11 498 0 0 
12 299 0 0 
13 124 0 0 
l4 64 0 0 
15 1,350 0 0 
16 8,126 103 910 
17 824 1,783 349 
18 895 55 23,460 
19 1 0 452 
20 46l 0 16,313 
21 l,24l 25 4,981 
22 652 12 4i 
23 825 44 907 
24 233 4 269 
25 2,511 166 5,262 
26 2,039 123 5,373 
27 109 4 148 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 12,688 1 181 

M Net Imports 
(Noncompeti
tive ) 1,5^4 1,615 1,681 

VA Value Added 4,424 1,215 38,621 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 38,953 5,150 98,948 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 3^. 
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Table 1 *--Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Purchasing Sectors 

19 20 21 22 
Producing Aircraft Primary Other Manu
Sectors and Parts Metals facturing Mining 

1* 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 2,182 0 
11 0 0 1 0 
12 0 0 54 0 
13 0 0 4 0 
14 0 0 4 0 
15 0 3 19 0 
16 311 4,055 4,775 11,993 
17 2lk 690 978 2,815 
18 12,244 9,335 4,467 13,681 
19 18,892 4 178 0 
20 5,988 55,307 1,720 16,446 
21 3,580 2,972 52,455 6,571 
22 18 15,036 3,592 69,154 
23 884 4,216 2,817 9,068 
24 107 333 914 345 
25 2,503 9,060 11,660 11,612 
26 7,063 4,572 10,477 22,010 
27 201 104 331 422 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 45 7,027 107 239 

M Net Imports 
(Noncompeti
tive ) 544 2,449 8,903 873 

VA Value Added 45,995 49,255 70,153 149,291 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 98,589 l64,4i8 175,791 314,520 

^Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 
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Table 1.--Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Servicesby Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Purchasing Sectors 

23 24 25 
Producing Selected Trade and 
Sectors Utilities Services Transportation 

1? 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 O 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 
11 0 4 19 
12 0 33 143 
13 0 20 88 
l4 0 15 64 
15 0 28 135 
16 87 3,150 458 
17 7,891 1,381 10,155 
18 2,210 17,647 4,940 
19 0 2,042 797 
20 544 56 421 
21 1,430 15,004 10,531 
22 4,184 97 l4i 
23 21,006 3,676 16,909 
24 297 12,071 10,546 
25 3,862 13,805 21,743 
26 25,816 24,481 94,015 
27 6,697 2,211 11,806 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 0 1,065 588 

M Net Imports 
(N oncorapeti-
tive) 6,248 3,531 253 

VA Value Added 107,230 109,534 448,746 

GrosB Domestic 
Outlay 187,502 209,831 632,498 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 
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Table 1.--Continued Interindustry Plows of Goods and 
Servicesby Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Purchasing Sectors Final Demand 

26 27 h 
Producing Unallocated 
Sectors Services Construction Households 

1* . o 0 2,310 
2 0 0 27,971 
3 0 0 1,300 
4 0 0 44 
5 0 0 0 
6 0 0 12,329 
7 0 0 6,089 
8 0 0 2,165 
9 0 0 0 

10 0 0 1,253 
11 488 0 11,626 
12 3,715 0 85,562 
13 2,254 0 47,733 
14 1,646 0 27,457 
15 3,705 0 94,383 
16 7,780 11,338 52,716 
17 3,381 8,883 40,739 
18 11,224 70,100 93,222 
19 5,694 0 158 
20 1,802 26,096 183 
21 52,943 72,182 169,509 
22 1,005 5,421 1,627 
23 16,771 1,806 69,656 
24 11,769 2,032 105,719 
25 30,911 56,037 393,508 
26 141,200 26,497 471,049 
27 56,448 64 0 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 55 609 85 

M Net Imports 
(Noncompet i-
tlve) 2,969 1,895 47,586 

VA Value Added 638,781 217,040 0 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 994,541 500,000 1765,979 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 
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Table 1.--Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Final Demand 

si' f e 
Producing State and Local Federal 
Sectors Government Government Exports 

1* 0 0 108,091 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
4 10 0 10,246 
5 49 o 67,669 
6 2k 0 61,126 
7 1 0 452 
8 3 0 7,554 
9 30 0 4,84i 
10 3 o 4,625 
11 294 0 0 
12 147 0 0 
13 632 0 0 
l4 123 0 0 
15 81 0 0 
l6 2,231 0 7,859 
17 1,9^5 0 0 
18 4,697 0 9,935 
19 0 0 72,002 
20 0 0 84,145 
21 4,246 0 449 
22 366 0 222,711 
23 3,302 3,801 30,840 
24 84l 43,878 55,695 
25 3,0l4  15,608 22,975 
26 103,361 26,426 5,438 
27 163,739 18,025 0 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 1,720 0 0 

M Net Imports 
(Noncompeti
tive) 185 0 0 

VA Value Added l4l,824 390,248 0 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 432,868 497,986 776,653 

*Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 
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Table 1«--Continued Interindustry Flows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

Final Demand 

Ak AI S 
Producing Private Capital Inventory Scrap and 
Sectors Formation Additions By-Produc ts 

1* 0 3,302 560 
2 0 1^7 0 
3 0 ^50 2,987 
k 0 3,605 0 
5 0 69,790 13,098 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 
10 0 17 59 
11 0 0 172 
12 0 109 0 
13 0 k 0 
lk 0 37 0 
15 0 3k 9 
16 0 81 3,12'i 
17 0 0 2 
18 *11,689 1^9 738 
19 1,031 0 216 
20 0 1,220 1,^38 
21 5,220 295 9,276 
22 0 0 0 
23 1,066 0 0 
2k 0 0 0 
25 11,006 0 0 
26 3,57^ 0 0 
27 236,836 0 0 

S Scrap and 
By-Products 0 0 0 

M Net Imports 
(N oncompeti-
tive) 0 0 0 

VA Value Added 0 0 0 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 300,422 79,2'iO 31,679 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 3k. 
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Table 1. --Continued Int orlndiintry Plows of Goods and 
Services by Industry of Origin and Destination, 
Arizona Economy, 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

TS M u 
Producing Competitive Inventory 
Sectors Total Supply Imports Withdrawals 

1* 149,225 5,600 l4l 
2 29., 6 00 21,478 5 
3 26,055 0 0 
4 29,930 290 1,^78 
5 150,795 0 0 
6 73,841 0 0 
7 6,65^ k,9$k 0 
8 9,899 0 0 
9 3^,580 0 320 

10 26,919 0 30 
11 27,391 ^,036 82 
12 95,362 32,227 0 
13 56,969 10,827 0 
l4 29,838 25,677 0 
15 102,454 52,001 0 
l6 142,307 103,309 45 
17 90,255 85,095 10 
18 335,577 234,654 1,975 
19 101,467 0 2,878 
20 212,235 **7,735 82 
21 426,170 250,260 119 
22 324,203 9,683 0 
23 192,365 4,863 0 
2k 246,515 36,684 0 
25 632,498 0 0 
26 1,002,271 7,730 0 
27 500,000 0 0 

S Scrap and 
By-Produc ts 31,679 0 0 

M Net Imports 
(Noncompeti
tive ) 151,440 0 0 

VA Value Added 2,757,340 0 0 

Gross Domestic 
Outlay 7,995,834 937,203 7 ,165 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 



Tablo 1.--Continued Interindustry Plows of Goods and 
Sorvicos by Industry of Origin and Destination! 
Arizona Economy, 1950 (Thousands of Dollars) 

GDO 
Producing Sectors Gross Domostic Output 

1* 1*13 384 
2 8 117 
3 26 055 
k 28 162 
5 150 795 
6 73 841 
7 1 700 
8 9 899 
9 3k 260 
10 26 889 
11 23 273 
12 63 135 
13 46 142 
14 k 161 
15 50 '153 
16 38 953 
17 5 150 
18 98 9 48 
19 98 589 
20 164 '118 
21 175 791 
22 31 k 520 
23 187 502 
24 209 831 
25 632 498 
26 99k 54I 
27 500 000 

S Scrap and By -Products 31 679 
M Net Imports (Noncompetitive) 151 44o 
VA Value Added 2,757 34o 

Gross Domestic Outlay 7*051 ,466 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 34. 

Source: Adapted from Tijoriwala, Martin, and 
Bower (1968). 
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column do not appear in Tijoriwala, Martin, and Bower'* 

flow table. In thoir table all imports are distributed 

from a single import row. 

The addition of a "Competitive Imports'* column may 
t 

introduce some confusion over a sector's trade position. 

When both Imports and net exports appear in tho same row 

they refer to different classes of goods produced in that 

sector. The class of goods to which each applies is 

specified in the discussion of alterations in the trade 

pattern of each sector (Chapter 5). 

Anothor "unbalanced" aspect of the sectoral data 

for the 19f>8 Arizona economy is its inclusion of estimated 

additions to inventory (currently producod but not currently 

consumed) and withdrawals from inventory (currently 

consumed but not currently producod). These estimates are 

recorded in Table 1. 

Because this paper is concerned with long term 

projections it is believed inadvisable to extend this 

unique and unbalanced base year pattern through time. 

Therefore, tho first analytical step consists of balancing 

current production and consumption by setting inventory 

additions and withdrawals at zero. Next, so that all 

projections are comparable and the economy is shown on a 

balanced and self-sustaining basis, external trade is 

brought into balance through a proportionate change in 

exports and imports. Table 2 shows Arizona's commodity 



Table 2. Arizona's External Trade Position in 1958 (Thousands of Dollars) 

1958 
Adjusted for 

1958 Trade Balance 

Net Competitive Net Competitive 
Producing Sectors Exports Imports Exports Imports3 

1 Meat Animals and Products 108,091 5,700 150,866 5,287 
2 Poultry and Eggs 0 21,478 0 19,311 
3 Farm Dairy Products 0 0 0 0 
4 Food and Feed Grains 10,246 290 14,301 225 
5 Cotton 67,669 0 94,448 0 
6 Vegetables 61,126 0 85,316 0 
7 Fruits and Tree Nuts 452 4,954 631 4,606 
8 Citrus Fruits 7,55^ 0 10,543 O 
9 Forage Crops 4,841 0 6,757 0 

10 Miscellaneous Agriculture 4,625 0 6,455 0 
11 Grain Mill Products 0 4,036 0 3,186 
12 Meat and Poultry Processing 0 32,227 0 24,156 
13 Dairy Products 0 10,827 0 7,506 
14 Canning, Preserving, and Freezing 0 25,677 0 24,432 
15 Misc. Agricultural Processing 0 52,001 0 42,537 
16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 7,859 103,309 10,969 106,46l 
17 Petroleum 0 85,095 0 89,282 
18 Fabricated Metals and Machinery 9,935 234,654 13,867 241,508 
19 Aircraft and Parts 72,002 0 100,496 0 
20 Primary Metals 84,145 47,735 117,444 50,610 
21 Other Manufacturing 449 250,260 627 235,877 
22 Mining 222,711 9,683 310,846 9,707 
23 Utilities 30 ,84o 4,863 43,044 3,656 
24 Selected Services 55,695 36,684 77,735 28,305 
25 Trade and Transportation 22,975 0 32,067 0 



Table 2.--Continued 

26 Unallocated Services 5,^38 7,730 7,590 5,089 
27 Construction 0 0 0 0 

Total 776,653 937,203 1,084,002 901,741 

Noncompetitive Imports 151,44o 182,261 

Total Exports and Imports 776,653 1,088,643 1,084,002 1,084,002 

Imports do not show a proportional change in this table because a 
proportionate change in exports and imports will cause sectoral outputs to change 
and these changes will induce further changes in imports. 



trade position in 1958 before and after this trade balance 

adjustment. 

The input-output model is also used to generate 

conditional projections of gross domestic output from 

independently projected final demands. By hypothesis, the 

standard of living is not allowed to vary under alternative 
« 

economic structures so that domestic final demands are the 

same for each. Such being the case, any change in the 

economic structure implies a change in the external trade 

pattern and vice versa. A particular trade pattern is 

specified by an export vector and a set of net import to 

total supply ratios. Four alternative trade patterns are 

posited. The export vector having been specified and the 

inverse of the input-output matrix having been modified by 

a particular import matrix, the input-output model is used 

to generate the economic structure attributable to the 

posited trade pattern. The structure is then examined for 

the water position which it engenders and water policy 

implications of each trade pattern are drawn. 

The Arizona Input-Output Model 

The analytical device for generating the projec

tions of this study is a Leontief-type open input-output 

model of the 1958 Arizona economy. A brief discussion of 

input-output analysis and a more complete presentation of 
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the model used appears below (see Miernyk, 19^5; Chenery 

and Clark, 1959; Dorfman and Solow, 1958; and Leontief, 

1951). 

Theoretical Framework 

An input-output model consists of three basic 
* 

parts: a transaction or flow table, a set of direct 

coefficients, and a set of interdependency coefficients. 

The flow table is the base of the model and all other 

tables are derived from it. 

An inter-industry flow table presents the distribu

tion of each sector's output among the purchasing sectors. 

These purchasing sectors may all be treated as intermediate 

purchasing sectors in which case the model would comprise 

a "closed" system, or they may be divided into intermediate 

(endogenous) sectors and final demand (exogenous) sectors 

in which case the model is "open" because final demand is 

autonomously determined by factors outside the system. 

Each row entry of the table represents the dollar amount 

of goods or services sold by the producing sector to the 

purchasing sector represented by each column. 

The flow table for Arizona's economy in 1958 (Table 

l) is the basis of the input-output model used in this 

study. A detailed exposition of the construction and 

features of this table is to be found in Tijoriwala et al. 
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(1968). Briefly, the exogenous sectors include households, 

government, external trade, and private capital formation. 

The first three of these may be regarded approximately as 

purchases for current consumption, while the last includes 

for each row sector, capital goods produced over and above 

that required for replacement of capital used by the 

economy during the year. The endogenous sectors are: 

1. Meat Animals and Products 

2. Poultry and Eggs 

3. Farm Dairy Products 

4. Food and Feed Grains 

5. Cotton 

6.  Vegetables 

7- Fruits and Tree Nuts 

8. Citrus Fruits 

9- Forage Crops 

10.  Miscellaneous Agriculture 

11. Grain Mill Products 

12. Meat and Poultry Processing 

13- Dairy Products 

l4. Canning, Preserving, and Freezing 

15. Miscellaneous Agricultural Processing 

16.  Chemicals and Fertilizers 

17. Petroleum 

18. Fabricated Metals and Machinery 

19. Aircraft and Parts 
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20. Primary Metals 

21 . Other Manufacturing 

22. Mining 

to
 

•
 

Utilities 

2k. Selected Services 

25. Trade and Transportation 

26. Unallocated Services 

10
 

-v
j •
 

Construction 

The column headed "Total Supply" represents the 

total supply of the product of the corresponding endogenous 

(row) sector in a given year required to support the level 

of economic activity for that year. Since a certain pro

portion of the total supply of product for several sectors 

is imported from other states, total supply is larger than 

the gross domestic output of that sector. These imports 

appear in the "Competitive Imports" column and, along with 

Inventory Withdrawal, account for the difference between 

the total supply and gross domestic output of each 

endogenous row. 

To summarize with an illustration, we see by 

looking at the first row of Table 1 that the Meat Animals 

and Product sector produced $1^3»38^,000 worth of product 

in 1958* To this must be added #51700,000 of competitive 

imports and $1^1,000 of inventory withdrawals to yield a 

total supply of $1^9,225,000 for this sector. Of this 
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total supply, $3^,962,000 was purchased by the Meat 

Processing sector, $108,091,000 was exported, $560,000 was 

scrap and by-products, $3,302,000 was used to build up 

Inventories, and $2,310,000 went to consumers. 

An examination of the rows in Table 1 reveals three 

exogenous sectors: Scrap and By-Products, Noncompetitive 

Imports, and Value A'dded. Included in the latter are 

government and household inputs and other factor payments 

such as profits and depreciation* Noncompetitive imports 

refer to imports of types of products not produced in 

Arizona* They represent imports over and above those 

included in the import column described above* (The latter 

are competitive imports, i.e., imports of types of products 

which are produced in Arizona also*) Government inputs are 

empirically measured by taxes paid by the sector to 

government for public services. The household component 

of input includes payments to households for services 

provided by households (e.g., labor, management, capital), 

aggregating all types of household income. Thus from the 

household point of view row entries are household income 

received from input buying sectors. Entries of these 

exogenous rows in the final demand columns represent direct 

purchases by exogenous sectors from exogenous supply 

sectors. 

Again summarizing with an example, we see that the 

production of $1^3,384,000 worth of output in the Meat 
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Animals and Product sector required inputs (purchases) of— 

reading down the Meat Animal and Product column--S31276,000 

worth of product from the Food and Feed Grain sector, 

$23,342,000 from the Forage Crops sector, $1,860,000 of 

grain mill products and so on down to the importation of 

$68,744,000 worth of products not produced in Arizona— 

noncompetitive imports—used as inputs to sector 1 and 

finally government services and factor inputs of $33)986,000 

which includes tax payments and wages, interest, rents, and 

profits. 

Technical Coefficients 

Direct or technical coefficients are calculated by 

dividing all entries of a given column in the flow table by 

the total outlay of that column. Since total outlay of a 

given sector is equal to the total domestic production of 

that sector, these coefficients indicate the amount of 

input required from each sector per dollar of output of the 

given sector. For example, the Meat Animals and Product 

sector purchased $3,276,000 worth of products from the Food 

and Feed Grain sector and use $231342,000 worth of forage 

crops in the production of $143,384,000 worth of product. 

Thus each dollar's worth of output of meat animals and 

product requires an input of $0.022848 (approximately two 

cents) worth of food and feed grains and $0.162794 (approx

imately sixteen cents) worth of forage crops. Coefficients 
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are not computed for final demand sectors because for most 

of these sectors purchases peir dollar of output is not a 

relevant concepts 

Technical coefficients indicate the gross input 

requirement per dollar of output of a given sector. They 

are derived from a distribution of total supply and a part 

or all of any particular input may be imported. These 

coefficients are assumed constant over time; a reflection 

of the simplifying assumption of constant technology. 

Interdependence Coefficients 

Direct and indirect or "interdependency" coefi-

cients indicate the total change in input requirements as 

a result of a one dollar change in the final demand of a 

sector. The total change includes the direct effect as 

well as all indirect effects resulting from the initial 

one dollar change. For example, consider a one dollar 

change in demand for products of the Meat Animal and 

Products sector. Technical coefficients show the direct 

effect on all sectors necessary to produce one dollar more 

output. However, as the amount of purchases from other 

sectors change, each sector will change its output to meet 

the new demand. These sectors in turn will change their 

purchases from every other sector, including the livestock 

sector. This secondary change on the livestock sector is 

referred to as the indirect effect. The interdependency 
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coefficients indicate the combined direct and indirect 

effects. 

Mathematical Formulation of the Model 

The inter-sector flows of goods and services 

depicted in Table 1 may be represented by a system of 

linear equations and interpreted as describing the produc

tion system of the Arizona economy. A definition of the 

terms used in this system appears below followed by a 

description of the system in equation (4-1). In these 

definitions subscripts i and j refer to endogenous rows and 

endogenous columns respectively while the subscripts for 

exogenous sectors are h (households), s (state and local 

government), f (federal government), e (exports), k (capital 

formation), and m (noncompetitive imports). 

X_^ = gross domestic output of sector i 

M^ = competitive imports of sector i product 

AU^ = withdrawal of inventories of sector i product 

X®^ = total supply of sector i product 

X^j = domestic output of sector i used as input in 

sector j 

**ij = competitive imports of sector i product used as 

inputs in sector j 

= withdrawal from inventory of sector i product 

used as inputs in sector j 
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X®. . = total supply of sector ± products used as Inputs 
1 J 

in sector j 

Y^ = purchases by households of sector i product 

(includes home consumption of agricultural 

production) 

^is = purchases by state and local governmont of 

sector i product 

= purchases by federal government of sector i 

product 

Y_^ = total final demand for product of sector i 

excluding exports and capital formation 

<Yi • Y±h • Y±s 
+ Yif' 

= exports of sector i product 

= sector i product flowing to capital formation 

(expansion capital) 

AI^ = sector i product flowing to additions to 

inventory 

= noncompetitive imports used as inputs by 

sector j 

Zms, ̂ mf® ^mk = noncompetitive imports used as 

inputs by exogenous sector denoted by second 

subscript 

V. = value added inputs to sector j 
J 

Vh, V , Vf, Vk = value added inputs to exogenous sector 

denoted by subscript 
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a scrap and by-products of sector 1 

X? = X®. + X®0 + X? + Y. + E_ + AK, + AX. + S. 
1 11 12 in 1 1 1 11 

X2 = X21 + *22 X2n + V2 + E2 + AK2 + iX2 * S2 

Xs = Xs, + X® + Xs + Y + E + AK +AI + S 
n nl n2 nn n n n n n 

(4-1) 

Equation (4-1) may be written alternatively in the 

form of the Leontlef balance relations: 

Xl ' Xfl " Xf2 -••Xin = Y1 + E1 + iKl + fiIl + S1 

X! - X!l - X22 "* * *X2n - Y2 * E2 + iK2 + AI2 + S2 

Xs - X® - X® 
nl . n2 

.Xs 
nn 

Y + E + 
n n 

AK + AI + S 
n n n 

(4-2) 

To transform the balance equations into the con

ventional form expressed in terms of input-output coeffi

cients, define: 
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X® s 

- i - l f  

mi B 
xg 
i 

The coefficients a. . are the technical coefficients 

(in base year prices) described above. The coefficients 

reprosent the ratio of not imports to total supply for 

sector i» The ratio of scrap and by-product production to 

the gross domestic output of sector i is represented by the 

scrap and by-product coefficients s^. 

The proportion of total supply of sector i domestic

ally supplied in a given year is represented by (l-m^) so 

that we may write: 

Xi + AUi = Xf 

from which we obtain: 

TT^T cxi + AV " xi 

The level of scrap and by-product produced by any 

sector is directly related to the gross domestic output of 

that sector. Therefore may be replaced by 
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Equation (4-2) in«y now b» wrlttoni 

X1 " nllXl " °12X2 " * " *lnXn " 01X1 

Yi * ej. + iKi + "i - T*57 iUi 

1-m„ X2 " °2lXl " n22X2 " ' " a2nXn " S2X2 

Y2 • E2 • AK2 • AI2 - J— AU2 

7-i X - a .X, - a 0X0 - ... a X - s X 
1-m n nl 1 n2 2 nn n n n 

n 

Y + E + AK + AI - rr* AU (h \\ n n n n 1 -m„ n (4-3) 

The system (4-3) is moro convoniontly dealt with 

in condensed matrix form. Accordingly, define: 

X® = n element column vector of total supplies 

X = n element column vector of gross domestic outputs 

Y = n element column vector of total final demands, 

excluding exports and capital formation 

E = n element column foctor of exports 

AK = n element column vector of flows to capital 

formation 

AI = n element column vector of inventory additions 

AU = n element column vector of inventory withdrawals 
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A » x matrix of technical coefficients 

D « (n x n) diagonal matrix of import coefficients 
Ih 

I a idontity matrix 

D a (n x n) diagonal matrix of scrap and by-product 
8 

cooffic ionta 

Introducing , those definitions* tho matrix expression 

representing tho system (4-3) may be writton: 

[(I - D )-1 -A-D] X=Y+E+AK+AI-(I- D i^AU 
m s in 

Ct-'O 

Denoting tho (n x n) matrix [(I - D )~'-A-D ] as C, wo havo: 
in fl 

CX » Y + E + AK + AI - (I - D )_1AU Ci-3) 
in 

Now, for givon levels of tho final demand vectors and tho 

invontory withdrawal vector, the sectoral gross domestic 

outputs which the economy is roquired to produco to support 

final demand may be obtained by solving (4-5) fo** the 

vector X. The solution is given by: 

X = C"1 [Y + E + AK + AI - (I - D )-1AU] (4-6) 
m 

The projection scheme used in this study is derived 

from the system as given in (4-6). But the system is not 

yet in suitable form for direct generation of projections. 

Since the model is to be used for generating 

projections of gross domestic output over a rather extended 
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time period, It doos not seem appropriate to permit 

withdrawal*! of lnvontory as a source of supply of product* 

Thus, AU is set at zero# Bocauss this study also is con

cerned with the level of domestic output needed to sustain 

a given level of demand satisfaction for the economy over 

time it seems reasonable to disallow inventory additions 

as a source of final demand. Therefore AX is also sot at 

zero. With these modifications the system becomes J 

X = C"1 [Y + E + AK] (4-7) 

This is the final form of the model which is used for 

generating the projections of this study. Elements in 

the solution for X include domestically produced sector 1 

products flowing to final demand plus domestically produced 

sector 1 products required as inputs in othor endogenous 

sectors to meet the levels of final demand represented by 

given Y, E, and AK. Thus, the solution X reflects direct 

and indirect requirements of outputs X^. 

Certain difficulties in this model necessitate 

further elaboration. First, the common practice of 

assuming that base year technical coefficients apply 

without change throughout the projection span has been 

adopted. While it certainly would be preferable to adjust 

these coefficients for projection purposes, data for 

developing the empirical basis for such an adjustment do 

not exist. 
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Secondly, the model is to be used to generate 

alternative patterns of external trade* In this study 

exports refer to all out-of-state sales of goods and 

services and imports refer to all purchases from other 

states or countries. 

While exports con be easily changed by changing 

elements E^ in vector E, imports are determined endoge-

nously. The proportion of imports making up the total 

supply of any sector must be changed by changing the import 

coefficients in the C matrix. Hence, in the course of 

making alternative projections, alternative C matrices 

must be substituted into the model. 

Finally, the most desirable way of handling 

additions to capital in the projection scheme would be to 

allow AK to be generated by the endogenous mcchanism, 

simultaneously with X, for exogenously projected final 

demand. This would call for the use of a capital coeffi

cient matrix. Such a matrix is not available for the state 

of Arizona and would require a major research effort to 

develop. Thus, capital formation is projected as growing 

proportionately with the growth in Gross State Product. 

Gross State Product is essentially equal to that portion 

of total final demand satisfied by domestic output. No 

distinction is made among the various components of final 

demand with respect to capital accumulation associated 

with changes in each. Thus, if capital accumulation is a 
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certain proportion of aggregate domestically produced final 

demand, it is the same proportion of aggregate domestically 

produced exports, inventory additions, or household 

demands * 

The distribution of total capital accumulation 

among sectors is assumed to remain over time in the same 

proportions as in the base yearj that is, sectoral capital 

coefficients remain constant throughout this study. 

Capital accumulation is a component of final demand but 

since it is assumed not to change autonomously, total 

capital accumulation is also functionally related to the 

household, export, and inventory addition components of 

final demand. 

Where: 

AK =• Capital accumulation vector 

Yd = Vector of household demand satisfied by domestic

ally produced output 

Ed = Vector of export demand satisfied by domestically 

produced output 

AId = Vector of inventory accumulation satisfied by 

domestically produced output 

l£y = 27-element row vector in which each element is 

unity. 

1^?AK = f(i£? Yd + 1^? Ed + l£? AId) (4-8) 

The aggregate capital coefficient - k - is found by 
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dividing total capital accumulation recorded in the base 

year by the sum of household, export, and inventory 

addition demand in the base year. 

k .  ^  

*27 yd + H7 
E<1 - H? ild 

The level of capital accumulation for any level of domes

tically produced final demand is found by multiplying the 

latter by this aggregate capital coefficient. 

Four alternative trade patterns are posited in this 

study and projections made on the basis of each. Any trade 

deficit or surplus associated with these projections is 

then eliminated through adjustments in exports and imports. 

In the case of Trade Pattern I this adjustment is made by a 

proportionate change in exports and imports so that the 

posited pattern is not disturbed. In the case of the other 

trade patterns, however, the posited pattern is modified 

slightly when trade is balanced. In Pattern II for 

example, the exports of all sectors and imports of sectors 

16 through 27 change proportionately while imports of 

sectors 1 through 15 are changed to a lesser degree. In 

Patterns III and IV exports of all sectors and imports of 

sectors 1 through 15 remain as posited. The external 

trade position is brought into balance by means of pro

portional changes from posited levels in the imports of 
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sectors l6 through 27• These "trade balancing" changes in 

exports and imports cause gross domestic outputs to change, 

which, in turn, induce changes in capital formation. 

Trade Balance Adjustment 

In any one year Arizona's external trade may be 

unbalanced. Over the long run, however, in the absence of 

net debits or credits in other elements of the state's 

balance of payments, external trade must balance. The 

investigation of this study centers on the ability of the 

Arizona economy to sustain continually higher domestic 

living standards. The emphasis is upon "self-sufficiency," 

not in the sense of directly satisfying all domestic final 

demand with commodities produced in the state, which by 

thwarting specialization would reduce efficiency, but 

rather in the sense of indirectly satisfying all domestic 

final demand with commodities produced in the state. Some 

of these commodities are consumed directly while others are 

exported in exchange for products not domestically pro

duced. Thus, domestic final demand is exactly satisfied, 

directly and indirectly, by domestic production. This 

condition implies a balance in external trade. 

While not entirely realistic, because it ignores 

other items in the balance of payments, notably capital, 

it will be imposed for two reasons. First, examination 

of the level of domestic production required to continuously 
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satisfy domestic final demands is of itself an important 

subject of inquiry. Second, the complexities introduced 

by a more realistic treatment of the capital market would 

likely not alter the results of this study to any 

significant degree. Thus, external trade is balanced in 

the base year and each reference year. 

Capital formation, as mentioned previously, is 

assumed to grow proportionately with the growth in that 

portion of final demand satisfied by domestic output. 

Since all exports are assumed to be produced domestically, 

capital accumulation associated with a change in exports 

is found by multiplying the sum of the vector of changes in 

exports by the aggregate capital coefficient. 

Where: 

k = Aggregate capital coefficient 

AE = Vector of changes in exports 

AK0 = Vector of capital accumulation associated with 

exports 

= Vector of changes in capital accumulation induced 

by changes in exports 

k<i£7iB) = W*. 

Changes in capital accumulation associated with 

changes in imports are not so straightforward as in the 

case of changes in exports. When imports fall they must be 
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replaced with domestic production. But, capital accumula

tion is associated with changes in final demand. There

fore, that portion of imports flowing into final demand 

is the amount by which the aggregate capital coefficient 

is to be multiplied in order to find capital accumulation 

associated with imports. 

Where: 

Ym = Vector of household demand imported 

Em = Vector of goods imported for purpose of sub

sequent export 

AIm = Vector of inventory additions imported 

AK = Vector of capital accumulation associated with 
m 

imports 

AAK^ = Vector of changes in capital accumulation 

induced by changes in imports 

Em = AIm = 0 by assumption 

k(li7 Y1" +1.? Em • lh Im) = lh Km 

To find the change in AK associated with a change in 
m 

imports, first find AK^ and then change this vector by the 

same percentage as imports are changed. The total change 

in capital accumulation associated with a posited change 

in exports and imports is: 

AAK = AAK + AAK 
e m 
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In summaryt exports and imports are changed in 

order to balance trade and such changes induce a change in 

capital formation. 

A trade balance formula is used to find the effect 

of all these changes on the external trade balance of the 

Arizona economy. This formula is derived as follows: 

Where: 

V = External trade balance 

E = Vector of exports 

M = Vector of competitive imports 

X = Vector of gross domestic outputs 

^mf> ^ms = Noncompetitive imports of final 

demand sectors (h-householdsT f-federal government, 

s-state government) 

z  =  z . + z „ + z  
my mh mf ms 

Z^ = Noncompetitive imports of sector j 

Z . M. 
m.j x 

J Xj ^ Xi 

Z = Vector of noncompetitive import coefficients 

Q = Vector of competitive import coefficients 

Trade balance is given by: 

1' (E) - 1' (M) - Z' (X) - Z = V (k-9) 
/ s f my 

The sum of imports can be written as: 

1£? (M) = Q' (X) 
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Substituting into (4-9) gives: 

1,»7(E) - Q' (X) - Z»(X) - Zmy = V 

which can be written! 

1£7<E) - [Q' + Z>](X) - Zmy = V 

Substituting from equation (4-7) yields: 

1£?(E) - [Q1 + Z,][C"1(Y + E + AK)] - Zmy = V 

(4-10) 

Equation (4-10) is the expanded version of trade balance 

equation (4-9)* We are concerned with changes in the trade 

balance brought about by changes in exports, imports, and 

induced changes in capital accumulation so this formula 

becomes: 

1 ' (E + AE - AM) - [Q' + Z,][C"1(Y + E + AK + AE + 

AM + AAK)] - Z = V + AV (4-11) 
my 

Since, however, we are concerned only with changes at this 

point, formula (4-11) may be reduced to: 

1£?<AE - AM) - CQ' + Z'][C"1(AE - AM + AAK)] = AV 

(4-12) 

Notice that direct changes in imports are included in the 

first element of equation (4-11) because they have the same 
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effect upon the trade balance as exports but with opposite 

sign. 

Since trade Is to be balanced In each reference 

year, the change required In trade balance Is equal to the 
« 

trade deficit or surplus in each year. The change in trade 

balance associated with posited changes in exports and 
* 

imports is then related to the required change in trade 

balance to find the "adjustment factor" which is then 

applied to the posited changes to modify them in such a way 

that they will be just sufficient to result in a zero 

trade balance. 

Where: 

= Trade deficit or surplus to be eliminated 

= Change in trade balance associated with posited 

changes in exports and imports 

= "Adjustment factor" 

= Posited change in exports 

= Posited change in imports 

= Change in capital accumulation induced by 

AID and AM 

AE° = (AE) 
AV 

AM" = TW- (AM) 

AV° 

AV 

AV° 
TV 

AE 

AM 

AAK 
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aV° 
AAK° = ( AAK) 

AV 

To find gross domestic output for each reference year 

equation (4-7) i® expanded bo include the changes in 

exports, imports, and induced changes in capital accumula

tion which are Just.sufficient to balance external trade* 

X = C"1 [Y + E + AK + AE° - AM0 + AAK®] (4-13) 

Alternative Trade Patterns 

The central objective of this study is tq, examine 

the effectiveness of changes in the external trade pattern 

as a means of reducing water requirements. For this 

purpose four alternative external trade patterns are 

posited and introduced into the model. These patterns are 

split into two groups: (l) trade patterns based on trends 

in the Arizona economy, and (2) trade patterns calculated 

to have a significant impact on the total quantity of water 

demanded in Arizona. The results are examined for the 

water requirement associated with each. 

All four trade patterns posited in this study are 

purely hypothetical. That is, no attempt has been made at 

predicting the economic structure which will actually 

evolve over time. The trade patterns selected are, how

ever, subject to the constraint of potentiality. That is, 

the trade patterns posited must be capable of being 
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realized given the basic resourcos of the state* This does 

not mean that no allowance may be made for certain changes 

such as, for oxample, attitudes necessary for implementa

tion of certain desirable public policies which would be 

unacceptable in present circumstances or for the introduc

tion and growth in relative importance of products and 

industries not currently in the state, or though present, 

insignificant. The general nature of each trade pattern 

is discussed below. 

Naive Trade Pattern 

The naive trade pattern is that of the ad.justed 

base year economy. It consists of the base year import 

coefficient matrix and the export and import vectors 

existent after inventory additions and withdrawals are 

eliminated and trade is balanced. As the adjusted base 

year economy grows proportionately at the expected growth 

rate in the naive projection, so does the naive trade 

pattern. 

Trade Patterns Based on Economic Trends 

The four trade patterns posited in this study are 

split into two groups. Trade Patterns I and II, comprising 

one group, are essentially projections of past trends. In 

the case of Pattern I it is assumed that no conscious 

efforts at conserving water are made. A minimal effort at 

water conservation is assumed in Pattern II. 
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Trade Pattern I. Of the four alternatives, Trade 

Pattern I comes closest to prediction. It is formulated 

on the basis of an analysis of basic economic trends in the 

Arizona economy since World War II, together with theoret

ical speculation on future trends contained in numerous 

recent studies. It is derived by extending past trends, 

appropriately modified in light of theoretical conjecture, 

through the projection period. 

Trade Pattern II. In Trade Pattern II past 

economic trends are accelerated or decelerated somewhat in 

order to reduce water requirements from the level generated 

under Pattern I. Therefore, Pattern II is merely Pattern I 

modified so as to require less water input. 

The formulation of this pattern has as its purpose 

the demonstration of possible results to be expected from 

rather minimal policy oriented efforts at water conserva

tion within the state. If the structural changes which 

might be expected to occur in the absence of any conscious 

effort at reducing water requirements were to be delib

erately encouraged so as to save water, to what extent 

would the total quantity of water demanded be reduced? 

Trade Pattern II is introduced in an attempt to answer this 

question by providing some indication of the relationship 

between the extensiveness of water policy action and the 

magnitude of consequent reductions in water use. 
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Trade Patterns for Effecting Water Policy 

Trade Patterns III and IV are based, not on past 

economic trends as such, but rather on economic changes 

introduced for the express purpose of reducing total water 

requirements• 

Trade Pattern III. Total water requirements are 

reduced when the average trade-price of imported water is 

reduced and that of exported water increased* The purpose 

or Trade Pattern III is to effectuate those changes* In 

so doing, the structure of Arizona's economy changes 

considerably, with agriculture doclining rather markedly 

and manufacturing showing very dramatic gains. 

It is the contention of economists who have 

systematically investigated the state's water problem, that 

economic growth can continue in Arizona without an increase 

in the annual supply of water currently available. This 

would be accomplished through reallocation of water from 

low-valued uses, such as agriculture, to high valued uses, 

such as manufacturing. Trade Pattern III is formulated 

with a view toward demonstrating the feasibility of such 

structural changes as a solution to the water problem. 

Trade Pattern IV. The purpose and basis of 

formulation of Trade Pattern IV are similar to those of 

Pattern III. The only difference between the two is that 
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water conservation policy* 



CHAPTER 3 

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATES OF ARIZONA'S 
ECONOMIC GROWTH 

In this chapter, the method used in developing 

empirical estimates of Arizona's economic growth Is 

described and the resulting estimates presented* These 

estimates are used to generate the Naive Trade Pattern 

projections. They also represent the growth constraint 

within which all other trade patterns are formulated. 

Projected Rate of Growth for Arizona 

The first task in making any projection of economic 

growth is tho selection of meaningful statistical indica

tors . Economic growth is usually considered to bo growth 

in the output of the economy. Such growth can bo measured 

in terms of output either on a total) a per capita, or a 

per worker basis, depending upon the problem at hand. All 

growth analysts consider real gross national product, as 

distinguished from money gross national product, to be a 

more appropriate measure of output. In many areas there is 

a lack of actual output data so that the physical volume 

measures cannot be built up directly. Therefore, the in

direct way of measuring output is used; that is, dollar 

volume figures are adjusted using price deflators. But 

78 
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monetary GNP is used for another reason, for even if we had 

complete information on physical volumes we would need some 

method of weighting goods and services for aggregation, and 

value fulfills this function* 

While GNP is a significant indicator of economic 

growth for the nation, the difficulties in estimating gross 

state product (the state's counterpart of GNP) are such as 

to prompt Perloff (1957s50) to write, "The measurement of 

the value of output within each of the states by way of 

final-product purchases by consumers, and by government 

and business on capital account . . . appears impractical•" 

(See also Hochwald, 1957*)  

In a complete social accounting system, each 

economic transaction is seen from two points of view, as 

the source and the termination of a circular value flow 

that must be the same wherever it is measured. Such a 

system is exemplified by the National Income and Product 

accounts wherein changes in net product, in aggregate 

incomes, and in total expenditures are all closely inter

related and refer to the same set of institutions. Thus 

the measurement of national product can be approached 

either by summing product values or by summing income 

flows. These considerations give rise to the use of 

personal income as a proxy for "State GNP," because of the 

close relationships between the output produced and 

personal income received by the residents of a geographic 
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region. In this study then, the projected real economic 

growth of Arizona is measured in terms of personal income 

expressed in constant (1958) dollars. 

Use of personal Income as a measure of economic 

growth is subject to one important limitation. The 

estimates for income received may, in fact, differ some

what from income produced by residents of the state. In 

a study by Easterlin (1957)* for example, when income was 

adjusted from a "received" to a "produced" basis for the 

state of Arizona, the income estimate was increased by 

slightly over five per cent. This indicates that Arizona 

residents receive slightly less income than is produced 

within the state. Since personal income is used as an 

approximation of state GNP in this study, Arizona's GNP 

will actually be slightly higher than estimated here. This 

in turn implies that total demand for water might be 

slightly higher than projected. Fortunately, however, the 

slight discrepancy which may exist is irrelevant because 

this study focuses upon the impact of alternative struc

tures on Arizona's water status and so long as magnitudes 

for all alternatives vary slightly in the same manner, 

comparisons among them are not affected* 

In another study, Borts (1964) estimated income 

produced by states for the years 1929 and 1953- We found 

that his estimates differed from the income received data 

by as much as 10 per cent, in some census geographic 
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divisions, due mostly to entrepreneural income which arose 

from production in one region and was received by residents 

of another region* Dr. Borts concluded that these regional 

differences are relatively stable, however, and have little 

effect upon comparisons of long-term trends. Since there 

is little reason to expect the income received-income 

produced situation to change appreciably in Arizona over 

the reference period, and since our attention is focused 

on the comparison of the effects of alternative policies, 

personal income in Arizona is used to measure the economic 

growth of the state. 

Growth In Arizona Personal Income 

Growth in Arizona personal income is used as a 

proxy for the state's economic growth and also as a basis 

for estimating final demand vectors for each reference 

year. Growth in Arizona income is estimated by relating 

Arizona personal income to United States personal income 

which, in turn, is related to estimated future levels of 

Gross National Product. This section contains historical 

data on GNP and outlines the procedure whereby future 

levels of aggregate GNP and United States and Arizona 

personal incomes were computed. 

Aggregate GNP of the United States. The five major 

components of Gross National Product have been independently 

projected and then added together to yield a "computed" 
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level of GNP. To this sum has been added an amount calcu

lated on the basis of the observed discrepancy between GNP 

as computed in this study and as recorded for the years 

1952-1968. This "discrepancy ratio" stayed fairly constant 

at one per cent of computed GNP and the assumption is that 

it will remain so throughout the study period. The sum of 

these six components yields aggregate GNP. 

Total GNP of the government sector was divided by 

total government employment to yield per capita GNP of 

government for the years 1952-196? (United States Department 

of Commerce, 1966 and 1968d). Average per capita GNP for 

the latest years, 1965-1967* is S3>823* Where a market 

transaction takes place between a buyer and a seller a good 

or service is exchanged for money or claims on money. The 

nature of the commodity or service involved in the trans

action is quite clear. In the case of government services, 

however, no clear cut market transaction takes place so 

the quantity of output may be difficult to determine. 

Since much effort and expense would be involved in 

attempting to devise proper indicators of the output of 

governmental departments, public services are treated on a 

cost basis. Thus, productivity is assumed constant. In 

the national income accounts the output of general govern

ment is approximated by employee compensation. Since this 

implies no change in productivity (Alterman and Jacobs, 
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196l), projected per capita 6NP of government is held* 

constant at $3)823* 

The starting point for finding total government 

employment levels is total population of the United States. 

That proportion of population l4 years and up (United 

Stated Department of Commerce, 1968b) is related to total 

population of the United States for the years 1960-1990 

and this relationship extrapolated for the years 1995-2015• 

Labor force participation rates of 1960-1980 (United States 

Department of Commerce, 1968b) are analyzed and used along 

with other data (United States Department of Labor, 1968b) 

as a basis for projecting labor force participation rates 

through 2015* The future levels of United States popula

tion over Ik years of age multiplied by labor force partic

ipation rates yields total labor force for each reference 

year. Projections of civilian government employment are 

simply an extrapolation of the trend of the ratio of 

civilian government employment to total labor force. 

Military employment for the years 1952-1967 was found by 

subtracting the civilian labor force (United States 

Department of Labor 1968a and 1968b) from the total labor 

force. Projections of military employment were based on 

recent past--1958 to 1967--levels with an allowance for 

growth over time as United States commitments increase, 

and on other independent projection (Landsberg, Fischman, 

and Fisher, 1963)* Projected total government employment 
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is the sum of projected military and civilian government 

employment. 

Finally, per capita GNP of government multiplied 

by total government employment yields total GNP of the 

government sector* 

To the per capita levels of GNP of agriculture 

(United States Department of Labor, 1967) is applied the 

growth rate for per capita GNP of agriculture developed by 

Landsberg et al. (1963) to arrive at projected levels of 

per capita GNP of agriculture through the year 2000. Since 

there is good reason to presume that this rate will tend 

down somewhat as absolute amounts of per capita GNP reach 

the higher levels of projected years it has been slightly 

reduced for the 15 years beyond 2000, 

The percentage decrease in agricultural employment 

observed during the period 1952-1967 (United States 

Department of Labor, 1968a and 1968b) corresponds with 

Landsberg et al. (1963) medium rate of decline and is used 

for computing future levels. 

Total GNP of the agricultural sector is the product 

of per capita GNP and the number employed in agriculture. 

Per capita GNP for the private nonagricultural 

sector during the period 1952-1966 was found (United States 

Department of Labor, 1967) and to this was applied the 

medium rate of growth as projected by Landsberg et al. 

(1963) to arrive at projected levels of per capita GNP 
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through the year 2000* For the years beyond 2000 the 

growth rate of that year was used. 

Total private nonagricultural employment was 

derived by subtracting government employment and agricul

tural employment from the employed civilian labor force. 

The latter, in turn, is the difference between the 

civilian labor force and the level of unemployment. In 

calculating unemployment levels it was assumed that the 

federal government would exercise its responsibilities for 

maintaining full employment which for purposes of this 

study is defined as 96.5 Per cent of maximum possible 

employment. The level of unemployment then is 3*5 per cent 

of the total civilian labor force. Total GNP of the 

private nonagricultural sector is the product of per capita 

GNP and total employment for this sector. Projections of 

Household and Rest-of-World GNP are simple linear extra

polations of amounts recorded for the period 1952-1967 

(United States Department of Commerce, 1966b and 1968d). 

Aggregate Personal Income In the United States. 

Aggregate personal income in the United States for the 

years 1952-1967 was deflated to 1958 dollars by the United 

States consumption expenditures implicit price deflator 

(United States Department of Commerce, 1966b and 1968d).  

Aggregate personal income was then related to aggregate 

GNP for the years 1952-1967* This relation was used with 
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projected GNP to obtain projected personal income. Finally, 

aggregate personal income was divided by total United 

States population to yield per capita personal income for 

the United States. 

Aggregate Personal Income In Arizona. As in the 

case of United States income, aggregate personal income in 

Arizona was deflated to 1958 dollars by the United States 

consumption expenditures price deflator. Per capita income 

for this period was obtained by dividing aggregate Arizona 

personal income by Arizona population (United States 

Department of Commerce, 1968b and 1968c). Arizona per 

capita income was then related to United States per capita 

income by least squares fitting to annual data for the 

period 1953-1967* Arizona per capita income was projected 

through use of this relation with projected United States 

per capita income. Finally, projected per capita income 

was multiplied by projected population (Table 3) to yield 

projected aggregate personal income in Arizona (Table k). 

Proportional Growth Projections for Arizona 

In the naive view of the water problem, the 

present-day economy of Arizona is envisioned as growing at 

the expected rate of economic growth without changing 

structurally so that the economy in any future year differs 

from the current economy in size only. To quantify this 

view, all sectors in the base year economy are expanded at 



Table 3* Arizona Population Projections 
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Year Total Arizona Population (thousands) 

1980  2 ,142 .7  

1990® 2 ,680  

2000 3»320.6 

2010® 4,200 

2020 5»003.3 

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, 
1969 .  

aEstimated from trend of 1980,  2000, and 2020 
projections• 
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Table 4. Arizona Aggregate Personal Income and Its Rate 
of Growth, 19**8-2020 

Agg* Personal Inc. Ariz. 

Year 

Aggregate 
Personal 
Income--
Arizona 
(Millions 
of 1958 
Dollars) 

Rate of 
Growth 
Preceding 
10 yr. 
Period 
(per cent) 

Average 
Annual Rate 
of Growth 
over Years 
Between 
entries 
(per cent) 

Rate of Growth 
from Base Year 
(per cent) 

1948 1,068 — — — 

1958 2,222 108.1 10.8 — 

1968 4,234 90.5 9.1 

I960 2,608 mm — — 

1970 4,115 57.8 5.8 85 • 2 

1980 6,246 51.8 5.2 181.1 

1990 9,211 47.5 4.8 314.5 

2000 13,734 49.1 4.9 518.1 

2020 27,028 — 4.8 1,116.4 

States 
Sourc e: 
Department 

Data for 1948 
of Commerce, 

-1968 are found 
1966b and 1968 

in United 
e. 
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Arizona's projected rate of economic growth, or at the 

projected rate of growth in Arizona personal income. Since 

all changes are proportional it follows that future water 

requirements will necessarily exceed current requirements 

because the latter increase along with the economy at the 

expected rate of growth. Thus, for the naive pattern of 

external trade, total water requirements in each reference 

year are found by increasing total water requirements of 

the adjus ted base year economy at the expected rate of 

growth in Arizona personal income. 

Pinal Demand Projections for Arizona 

Final demand vector Y is an aggregate of four 

components--household purchases, state and local govern

ment purchases, federal government purchases, and farm 

household consumption. Each of these components is pro

jected separately for year t. Final demand vector E 

consists of net exports from Arizona. This component of 

final demand has been isolated from the others for 

analytical purposes. 

In addition to its use in calculating future water 

requirements for the proportional growth thesis, projected 

levels of Arizona personal income are also used as a basis 

for estimating household expenditures and state and local 

government purchases. They are not used directly in 

calculating the other components of final demand. 
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Household Purchases. Total household expendlturos 

In the base year (1950) wore divided by Arizona's 1958 

population to yield base year per capita household expendi

tures. Per capita household expenditures were projected 

as rising proportionately with per capita personal Incomet 

implying a marginal propensity to consume of one. Total 

household expendlturos in Arizona for the period 1970-2015 

then are the product of projected per capita household 

expenditures and projected population. 

In this study income elasticity of total household 

expenditures is assumed to be unity. It is not valid to 

assume unitary income elasticity of indIvidual sectors when 

projecting sectoral expenditures, however. The mass of 

empirical evidence over the years points to relatively low 

income elasticities of demand for most agricultural products 

and elasticities somewhat greater than one for convenience 

or luxury items Including many consumer durables. There

fore income elasticities varying over sectors have been 

applied in projecting the household and export components 
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of final demand.''' The sectoral income elasticities used 

are found in Daly (1956 and 1957) and Lee (1967)* 

State and Local Government Demand* The ratio of 

state and local government demand to aggregate personal 

income in Arizona in the base year is assumod to remain 

constant throughout the projection period. Projected 

aggregate personal income multiplied by this ratio yields 

projected state and local government demand. Income 

elasticity of every sector is unity. 

Federal Government Demand. Federal government 

expenditures in the United States (United States Department 

of Commerce, 1966b and 1968d) wero related to aggregate GNP 

for the years 1952-1967* This relation was used to project 

federal government expenditures in the United States. The 

base year ratio of federal government expenditures in the 

1. Let denote purchases by households from 
endogenous sector i in year t, 

27 
£ H±t = H. 
i = 1 * 

denote total household purchases from endogenous sectors, 
and Hit anc* denote the corresponding per capita magni
tudes. Designate total population in year t by and 
sector elasticities by u^. Further, denote independently 
projected Arizona per capita incomes by Y^. Then the pro
jections for year T based on year 0 are given by: 
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United Statos WHS applied to projected levels of government 

exponditurea in the United Statos to yiold projected lovels 

of federal government expenditures in Arizona. As with 

state and local government, income elasticity of each 

sector is unity. 

Farm Household Demand. Farm employment in Arizona 

in 1950, estimated from Census of Population data, was used 

along with total farm household consumption to find per 

capita farm household consumption for the base year* An 

estimate of total agricultural employment in 1975» prepared 

by tho Arizona Employment Service (Valley National Dank, 

1968:17) is used in establishing the expected rate of 

decline in farm employment over time. This rate is used to 

project the level of farm employment in each reference year. 

The base yoar level of per capita farin household con

sumption is multiplied by projected farm employment to 

yield total farm household demand. This demand is 

allocated among the various sectors just as in the base 

year. 

Demand for Products Sold Out-Of-State. Projections 

of export (products sold out-of-state) expenditures were 

generated by a formula similar to that used for household 

expenditures except that per capita personal income and 
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population of Arizona hove boon replaced by similar magni

tudes for the United States.^ The income elasticities 

usod in projecting household demand were applied in 

individual sector projections so that some change in 

sectoral distribution did occur* However, those sectors 

which were net exporters, net importers, or balanced in 

the base year continue as such throughout the projection 

period. The export vector so generated is subsequently 

modified to conform with conditional projections under each 

of four hypothetical trade patterns as explainod in Chapter 

5. 

Summary* Final demand projections for Arizona for 

the years 1980, 2000, and 2020 are shown in Table 5* 

Figures shown are the sum of projected farm and non-farm 

household, and federal, state, and local government 

expenditures. Projected export demands aro not included. 

Total final demand projections (final demand projections 

1. Formula used in projecting export expenditures 
in individual sectors: 

r I Tt , 7 EioNt 

"it = | ui ( Y0 
_IJ | N0 

Where: E^ =s Expenditure on exports in sector i year t 
u^ = Income elasticity of sector i 
Y^ = Per capita income in the United States, year t 
Y = Per capita income in the United States, base 

year 
= Population of tho United States, year t 
= Population of the United States, base year 



Table 5. Base Year- and Projected Aggregate Domestic Pinal Demand (Thousands of 
1958 Dollars) 

Year 

Sector 1958 1980 2000 2020 

1 Meat Animals & Products 2,310 2,901 3,800 5,200 
2 Poultry & Eggs 27,971 62,702 ll4,6o6 195,850 
3 Farm Dairy Products 1,300 1,239 1,186 1,133 
4 Food & Feed Grains 54 70 102 160 
5 Cotton 49 138 303 596 
6 Vegetables 12,353 24,209 40,089 63,620 
7 Fruits & Tree Nuts 6,090 12,120 20,501 33,146 
8 Citrus Fruits 2,168 4,947 9,259 16,139 
9 Forage Crops 30 84 185 365 
10 Miscellaneous Agriculture 1,256 2,339 4,300 7,686 
11 Grain Mill Products 11,920 19,722 29,086 42,434 
12 Meat & Poultry Processing 85,709 185,405 329,115 549,965 
13 Dairy Products 48,365 91,733 148,233 231,051 
l4 Canning, Preserving, & Freezing 27,580 59,710 106,082 177,4o8 
15 Misc. Agricultural Processing 9^,464 241,875 487,108 893,279 
16 Chemicals & Fertilizers 54,947 141,240 285,579 525,518 
17 Petroleum 42,684 176,869 521,313 1,248,950 
18 Fabricated Metals & Machinery 97,919 302,499 704,375 1,433,515 
19 Aircraft & Parts 158 438 938 1,797 
20 Primary Metals 183 569 1,328 2,707 
21 Other Manufacturing 173,755 445,926 900,176 1,654,182 
22 Mining 1,993 5,537 11,905 22,923 
23 Utilities 76,759 281,002 760,789 1,724,632 
24 Selected Services 150,438 382,443 817,461 1,590,169 
25 Trade & Transportation 412,130 1,121,714 2,385,229 4,557,472 



Table 5-—Continued 

26 Unallocated Services 600,836 1,737,695 3,891,506 7,727,915 
27 Construction 181,764 486,531 1,051,134 2,052,357 

Total 2,115,185 5,791,657 12,625,688 24,760,189 

o 
ui 
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including exports) for each reference year under alterna

tive trade patterns are shown in Table ko in the Appendix. 

These final demand vectors are based upon the pro

jected rate of growth of the Arizona economy with due 

allowance made for differing income elasticities among 

sectors. Projected final demand vectors are held constant 

throughout the analysis so that posited changes in the 

pattern of exports and imports will have no effect on the 

level and pattern of products consumed by Arizonans over 

time. 

Table ^1> in the Appendix, shows the gross state 

output associated with each level of projected total final 

demand and each posited pattern of imports. 



CHAPTER 6 

ALTERNATIVE PATTERNS OP EXTERNAL TRADE 

Structural Change In Arizona's Economy 

In this section an attempt is made to identify in 

the historical record important changes in the economic 

structure of Arizona, and to attempt to deduce what these 

changes may imply for the future development of the state. 

The purpose of this analysis is to provide an empirircal 

basis for the formulation of hypothetical patterns of 

external trade. An important qualification of each 

alternative trade pattern posited in this study is that it 

be inferable from past and potential developments in the 

Arizona economy. 

Theoretical Framework 

To understand what has been happening in the 

Arizona economy over time the recently developed shift 

technique of regional analysis will be employed. For a 

more detailed explanation of this technique, see Dunn (1959 

and 1962) and Perloff et al. (i960). This approach is 

based upon a fundamental premise: A region or local area 

can be understood only as one views its relationships to 

other regions and to the nation as a whole. The technique 

is built upon understanding shifts in economic activity 

97 
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between regions. Computation is based upon the regional 

distribution of employment for different time periods. The 

standard of reference is the growth rate of the nation as a 

whole, both in total employment and in employment within 

the various industries• 

An analysis of relative rates of economic develop

ment among regions reveals two reasons why some grow more 

rapidly than others. One stems from the fact that certain 

regions may have a favorable "business-mix." This means 

that the industrial composition of the area is concentrated 

in the fast-growing industrial sectors of the economy so 

that its growth rate will exceed that of the nation as a 

whole. Another reason for rapidly expanding regional 

economies stems from the competitive advantages accruing to 

some or all of its major industrial sectors. That is, the 

industries of an area gradually improve their competitive 

positions relative to the same industry in other regions. 

A variety of factors may account for this improvement, such 

as (l) an increase in markets occasioned by the shifting 

regional pattern of industries and population, (2) in

creased access to important inputs because of resource 

discoveries or shifts in intermediate input sources, or . 

(3) gains in relative access to both markets and inputs 

resulting from changes in technology that alter input and 

output requirements for the industry. 
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Differential Growth Measurement 

Underlying the various statistical indicators of 

regional economic development are population magnitudes. 

Within the institutional framework of the United States 

there is, generally speaking, a correlation between in

creases in population and economic growth. 

An examination of census data shows the population 

of Arizona growing faster than that of the nation as a 

whole in every decade since statehood. This growth 

accelerated with the second world war. Changes in popula

tion from the war through 19&7 are presented in Table 6. 

The decade 19^0-1950 registered a ^9 per cent increase in 

Arizona's population, while the population of the United 

States increased by 15 per cent. In the period 1950-1960 

the increases were 75 per cent and 19 per cent respectively, 

while increases from 1960-1970 were Zk per cent and 10 per 

cent. Arizona's share of the nation's population increased 

from 0.^ per cent in 19^0 to 0.8 per cent in 19&7* 

The major single factor determining the distribu

tion of population over broad regions of the United States 

is economic opportunity and the major single dimension of 

economic opportunity is employment opportunity. When the 

growth of employment in Arizona is compared with that of 

total United States employment for the periods 19^0 to 1950 

and 1950 to i960 we find Arizona's growth rate to be nearly 

2-1/2 times the national rate for the period 19^0 to 1950 



Table 6. Changes in the Population of the United States and the Population of 
Arizona, 1940-1967 

Arizona 
United Per Cent Arizona Per Cent Population 
States Change in Popula Change in as Per Cent 
Population U.S. Popu tion Arizona of U.S. 

Year (Thousands) lation (Thousands) Population Population 

1940 131,954 
15.0 

506 
49-3 

0.4 

1950 151,863 
18.6 

756 
74.7 

0.5 

I960 180,684 
10.2 

1,321 
23.6 

0.7 

1967 199,118 1,634 0.8 

Source: United States Department of Commerce (1968b and 1968c). 

o 
o 
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and about 5-1/4 times the national rate from 1950 to i960. 

Of all fifty states, Arizona had the second fastest rate of 

growth in employment from 1940 to 1950 and the highest 

growth rate from 1950 to i960 (Table 7)* 

Table 7« Rate of Growth in Employment for the Fastest 
Growing States, 1940-1950 and 1950-1960 

Per Cent Change 
in Total 

Employment 
1940-1950 

Per Cent Change 
in Total 

Employment 
1950-1960 

United States 26.7 United States 15.5 

1. Alaska 117.0 1. Arizona 81.6 

2. Arizona 63.8 2. Nevada 80.6 

3. California 61.4 3. Florida 70.9 

4. Nevada 60.0 4. California 48.7 

(1965). 
Source: United States Department of Commerce 

Differential Growth Analysis 

Now examine the economic performance of the state 

as revealed by these rapid rates of growth in total 
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employment. Table 7 shows the rates of growth of total 

employment in the United States for the periods 1940 to 

1950 and 1950 to i960. These rates are applied to recorded 

levels of total employment in Arizona for 1940 and 1950 to 

derive changes commensurate with national growth (Table 

8). Table 8 reveals a substantial inward shift of total 

employment in Arizona during the study period. This shift 

is nearly three times greater during the most recent 

period, 1950-1960, than during the earlier period, 1940-

Table 8. Shifts in Total Employment in Arizona, 1940-1950 
and 1950-1960 

1950 

Actual 
Total 
Employment-
Arizona 
(Thousands) 

Hypothetical 
Total Employment Shift in 

Total 
Employment-
Arizona 
(Thousands) 

Arizona: At 
U.S. Growth 
Rate 

Year (Thousands) 

19^0 150.2 

1950 246.0 190.2 + 55.8 

I960 446.8 284.0 +162.8 

Source: United States Department of Commerce, 
(1965). 
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The next analytical step is the disaggregation of 

this shift in total employment* As mentioned) the 

theoretical explanations for regional growth behavior fall 

logically into two categories. First, some regions grow 

faster or slower than other regions because they specialize 

in the rapid-growth or slow-growth sectors of economic 

activity. Thus there is a composition effect which is 

based upon the industrial-mix of the region. Second, some 

regions grow more or less rapidly than other regions 

because they are enjoying expansion in employment sectors 

that is more or less rapid than for the same sectors in 

other regions. In classical terms, their comparative 

economic advantage in certain activities is being strength

ened relative to the same activities for other regions. 

The shift in total employment attributable to a competitive 

advantage or disadvantage is designated as the competition 

effect. Occasionally an apparent competition effect may, 

however, be a disguised composition effect within sectors. 

The observed shift in total employment is the net effect 

of combining these two elements — the composition effect 

and the competition effect. 

The Competition Effect. A detailed analysis of the 

shift in total employment begins with a consideration of 

the competition effect. Columns 1 and 3 of Table 9 show 

employment shifts for each of the major industrial 



Table 9* Competition Shifts in Employment in Arizona for Each Major Industrial 
Component, 1940-1950 and 1950-1960 

Employment 

1940-1950 1950-1960 

Distri Distri
Compe bution A Compe bution A 
tition of Shift tition of Shift 
Shift (Per Cent) Shift •{Per Cent) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Total 61,504 100.00 169,495 100.00 

1 Agriculture 8,662 12.77 12,445 7.24 
2 Forestry-Fisheries 34 279 
3 Mining -2,489 7,297 4.25 
4 Construction 5,694 8.39 17,503 10.18 
5 Food & Kindred Products 1,000 2,395 
6 Textiles -678 -1,183 
7 Apparel Mfs. 279 2,059 
8 Lumber & Wood Prod. 528 657 
9 Printing-Publishing 561 2,002 
10 Chemicals 271 194 
11 Machinery (elec. & other) 420 8,958 
12 Motor Vehicles & Equip. 15 391 
13 Transportation Equip. 98 5,316 
14 Miscellaneous 2,266 9,850 
15 Railroads 892 1,102 
16 Trucking-Warehousing 340 1,513 
17 Other Transportation 1,038 1,131 
18 Communications 987 2,795 
19 Utilities & Sanitation 2,843 1,549 



Table 9•—Continued 

20 Wholesale Trade l,26l 
21 Food & Dairy Products 1,970 
22 Eating•& Drinking Estab. 2,692 
23 Retail Trade 7,693 
24 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 3,389 
25 Hotels & Personal Services 3,848 
26 Hous eholds 2,692 
27 Business & Repair Services 2,105 
28 Entertainment & Recreation 304 
29 Medical & Professional Services 5,700 
30 Public Administration 2,504 
31 Armed Forces 3,245 
32 Other l,34o 

11-34 

8.40 

4,763 
4,156 
4,487 

14,872 
10,997 
5,432 
4,121 
4,074 
1,435 
16,923 
9,059 
4,673 
8,250 

8.65 
6.40 

9.85 

Source: United States Department of Commerce (1965)* 

£1 
For emphasis and clarity only the more significant percentages are shown 
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components of total employment* A positive figure in these 

columns moans that tho corresponding sector is enjoying an 

expansion in omploymont moro marked proportionnlly that 

for the same sector in many othor statos and for the United 

States as a whole* Its competitive partition, as measured 

by employment, has improved vis-a-vis othor regions. When 

the competitive gains and losses of all sectors are added 

algebraically the result is the total net competition shift 

for the state* 

An examination of Table 9 reveals that, with a 

single exception, Arizona has consistently gained in 

competitive position in all sectors of industrial activity 

during the period under study. The contribution which each 

sector makes to Arizona's competitive performance is 

reflected in columns 2 and *1 in which are recorded the 

percentages of gross competition shift (i.e., the sum of 

the shifts in columns 1 and 3 added without regard to sign)* 

The greatest contributor to competitive gains in 

Arizona from 1950 to i960 was construction, followed 

closely by medical and professional services, retail trade, 

and agriculture* In the earlier period of somewhat slower 

growth, agriculture made the largest contribution followed 

by retail trade, medical and professional services, and 

construction. The one sector to lose competitive position 

during both periods was textile mill products manufacturing. 

While mining lost competitive position from 19**0 to 1950 it 
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recovered strongly to contribute por cent of the total 

competitive shift from 1950 to I960. In general it can be 

observed that Arizona is quite competitive throughout the 

broad range of the industrial structure. 

The Composition Effect. The composition oloment 

of the shift in total employment is shown in Table 10. The 

growth rate of total employment in the United States is the 

benchmark used for classifying the growth characteristics 

of each sector. The national differential growth rate for 

any sector is found by subtracting the growth rate of total 

employment in the United Statos from the growth rato of 

employment in that sector for the United States as a whole. 

To find the contribution of a particular domestic sector to 

Arizona's total composition effect, we multiply domestic 

employment in that sector by the differential United States 

growth rato for that sector* The algebraic sum of the 

components generates the composition shift for the state. 

Concentration of domestic economic activity in 

rapid-growth sectors will give rise to a positive composi

tion shift while concentration in slow-growth or declining 

sectors will result in a negative or unfavorable composition 

shift. 

A glance at Table 10 reveals that during both study 

periods the agricultural sector far surpassed all others in 

its retardation of Arizona's economic growth. Agriculture 



Table 10. Composition Shifts in Employment in Arizona for Each Major Industrial 
Component, 1940-1950 and 1950-1960 

Employment 

194O-1950 1950-1960 

Compo
sition 
Shift 

Distri
bution 
of Shift3 

(Per Cent) 

Compo
sition 
Shift 

Distri
bution 
of Shift3 

(Per Cent) 

Total -5,752 100.00 -6,711 

1 Agriculture -14,425 33.90 -18,987 
2 F orestry-Fisheries -34 -165 
3 Mining -3,242 7.62 -4,742 
4 Construction 3,572 8.39 -l,o44 
5 Food & Kindred Products 28 528 
6 Textiles -4^3 -708 
7 Apparel Mfs. 3 -23 
8 Lumber & Wood Prod. 1 -939 
9 Print ing-Pub1is hing 118 435 
10 Chemicals 91 135 
11 Machinery (elec. & other) 244 348 
12 Motor Vehicles & Equip. 16 -21 
13 Transportation Equip. 9 126 
14 Miscellaneous 201 214 
15 Railroads -270 -3,866 
16 Trucking-Warehousing 188 354 
17 Other Transportation 244 -284 
18 Communications 578 0 
19 Utilities & Sanitation 351 -60 
20 Wholesale Trade 1,770 -346 

IOO.OO 

29.92 

7.47 

6.09 



Table 10.—Continued 

21 Food & Dairy Products -554 -1,328 
22 Eating & Drinking Estab. 1,13* -879 
23 Retail Trade 1,591 498 
24 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 119 1,805 
25 Hotels & Personal Services -1,248 -1,364 
26 Households -3,806 8.9^ 107 
27 Business & Repair Services 785 496 
28 Entertainment & Recreation -34 -329 
29 Medical & Professional Services 2,272 - 10,423 16.42 
30 Public Administration 2,577 1,515 
31 Armed Forces 2,508 3,895 
32 Other -96 7,^95 

Source: United States Department of Commerce (1965). 

aFor emphasis said clarity only the more significant percentages are shown. 

O 
o 
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accounted for 34 per cent of the total composition shift 

for the period 19^0-1950 and 30 per cent from 1950-1960. 

Agriculture accounted for 60 per cent of the adverse 

composition shift from 19**0-1950 and 5^ p©r cent from 1950-

1960. Three sectors, agriculture, mining, and domestic 

services (households) accounted for just over 50 per cent 

of the total composition shift in tho earlier period while 

agriculture, mining, and railroads accounted for 4 3 per 

cent of the shift in the later period. The largest 

favorable composition effect during 19^0-1950 was posted by-

construction which accounted for 8.3 per cent of the total 

composition shift, followed by public administration, armed 

forces, and medical and professional services, in that 

order, which together accounted for 25-7 per cent of the 

total composition shift. From 1950 to i960 the major share 

--82 per cent--of the positive composition shift was 

accounted for by sectors 29 through 32. The medical and 

professional services sector registered the largest 

favorable shift. 

In general, during the period under study, Arizona 

was laboring under the handicap of an adverse business-mix. 

There was considerable specialization in agriculture and 

mining both of which are slow-growth or declining indus

tries in the United States. It would appear that this 

situation of an adverse business-mix is changing, however, 

and at a relatively rapid rate. Bureau of Census data for 
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19*10, 1950, and i960 show agriculture as a share of 

Arizona's total employment declining from 21.? per cent to 

1^.3 per cent to 7*6 per cent (United States Department of 

Commerce, 1^65) * A recent projection by the Arizona State 

Employment Service shows agriculture falling to k,k per 

cent of total employment in 1975 (Valley National Bank, 

1968:17)• As agriculture declines in relative importance 

Arizona should realize a somewhat larger share of the 

employment gains of the nation. 

Analysis of Specific Industrial Components. The 

analysis to this point has focused upon the broad sectors 

of employment activity. Shifts in total employment re

sulting from composition and competition elements have been 

disaggregated and ascribed to the individual sectors from 

which they arise. Xn this way the unique observable 

contribution to the total result made by each sector could 

be identified. Unfortunately, there is no element in that 

analysis that serves to explain the direction or dimension 

of these component shifts. For this reason an attempt 

will be made to deepen the analysis by giving more careful 

consideration to those industry sectors of particular 

importance. 

In selecting which industry sectors are to be 

examined more intensively, we are guided by the principal 

finding of a recent historical survey of regional growth in 
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the United States by Perloff et al. (i960). They found a 

convergence of demographic, labor force, and income 

structures among regions of the United States. Although 

some regional differentials in the structures of productive 

activities remain, there is a tendency for the business-mix 

of regions to move closer to the national average. 

Arizona's economic experience conforms with this generaliza

tion as shown in Table 11. In most cases, the proportion 

of total employment accounted for by a particular sector in 

Arizona tended over time to a closer correspondence with 

comparable national magnitudes. As of i960 most major 

industrial sectors in Arizona had employment ratios similar 

to those of national sectors with one significant exception 

--manufacturing. While for the nation manufacturing 

employment accounted for 27 »1 per cent of total employment, 

in Arizona it represented only 12.8 per cent of total 

employment. Without strong justification for supposing 

otherwise, it is presumed that past economic tendencies 

will persist. Thus, Arizona would be expected to realize 

a steady growth in the manufacturing sector of its economy 

until the ratio of manufacturing to total employment in 

Arizona approximates that for the nation as a whole. 

Thus, there are two. sectors which command our 

attention; agriculture because of its restraining effect 

upon the economic growth of the state, and manufacturing 

because of its tremendous growth potential. 
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Table 11. Per Cent Distribution of Employment Among 
Industries for Arizona, 1940, 1950, and i960 
and for the United States, i960. 

1940 

Arizona 

1950 i960 

U.S. 

i960 

Agriculture 21.6 14.9 8.0 6 . 7  

Mining 8.6 4.4 3.4 1.0 

Construction 6 . 0  8.6 9.3 5 . 9  

Manuf ac turing 8.4 8.8 1 2 . 8  2 7 . 1  

Transportation; Communi
cations ; Public Utilities 7.9 8.9 6.8 6 . 9  

Wholesale-Retail Trade 1 8 . 5  21.9 

01 •
 

0
 

CM 

1 8 . 2  

Finance; Insurance; 
Real Estate 2 . 0  3.0 4.9 4.2 

Services: 2 1 . 6  22.5 24.0 21.0 
Business Repair 2 . 2  3.1 2.9 2.5 
Personal 9.5 8.2 7.2 6.0 
Entertainment 8e 

Recreation 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.8 
Professional 8 . 7  10.1 13.0 11.7 

Government 3 . 9  5.3 5.9 5-0 

Other 1.5 1.6 4.7 4.0 

Total 100 .0 lOO.O 100.0 100.0 

Source: United States Department of Commerce (1940, 
1 9 5 0 ,  and i 9 6 0 ) .  
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The Application of Differential Growth Analysis to 

Agriculture * The composition shift of agriculture accounted 

for 52 per cent of the total adverse shift in aggregate 

Arizona employment for the period 1950 to i960. While the 

favorable competition shift of agriculture contributed to 

the inward shift of total employment for Arizona, special

ization in agriculture resulted in a rather substantial 

reduction in this shift. 

An attempt must be made to probe beneath the 

aggregate of agricultural employment in the same way as 

total employment was analyzed in terms of the major employ

ment shares. Thus, shifts in agriculture are recognized as 

being composed of two basic elements. Part of the shift in 

total agricultural employment is a result of the agricul

tural product-mix of the region. Those regions with a 

greater concentration of slow-growth sectors will experience 

an adverse agricultural composition shift. Another com

ponent of the shift in total agricultural employment is the 

net competitive gains and losses that reflect the regional 

comparative advantage or disadvantage for individual 

agricultural commodities. 

It is difficult, however, to carry on the analysis 

of agricultural employment at this level. Published 

sources do not provide data for agricultural employment on 

a commodity breakdown for the different states. In order 

to present a more detailed analysis, therefore, data on 
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the value of agricultural products sold in each of the main 

categories are used. This approach is used for two 

reasons. First, there is no better alternative for pro

viding disaggregated detail within the time available. 

Second, the within-component changes reveal many things of 

direct value in arriving at an understanding of the shifts 

in agricultural employment. 

Tables 12 and 13 show the total change in the value 

of Arizona agricultural products sold in each agricultural 

sector and relate these changes to national growth and to 

composition and competition elements. Table 12 gives data 

for the years 19*10 to 195*1 and Table 13 for the years 195^ 

to 1964. 

These tables show for agriculture what Tables 8, 9, 

and 10 show for the "Arizona economy. For example, Table 12 

shows the value of Arizona meat animals and products sold 

increasing by $56,212,000 from 19*10 to 195*1 • If sales from 

this sector had increased at the same rate at which sales 

of all agricultural products sold in the United States had 

increased, they would have increased by $*13,238,000. 

Arizona had a favorable shift of $12,97*1,000 for this 

sector during the period. Of this total shift, $11,877,000 

was accounted for by the competition element which means 

that Arizona was enjoying an expansion in sales from this 

sector more marked, proportionally, than for the United 

States as a whole. The balance of this shift, $1,087,000, 



Table 12. Changes in the Value of Arizona Agricultural Products Sold, 1940-1954 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Changes Related To: 

National Product- Competition Total 
Sector Growth mix Element Change 

1.  Meat Animals & Products 43,238 1,097 11,877 56,212 
2. Poultry 8c Eggs 2,906 -252 -46l 2,193 
3. Farm Dairy Products 8,098 -2,129 4,117 10,086 
4. Food & Feed Grains 1,089 97 23,175 24,361 
5. Cotton 35,985 2,487 114,996 153,468 
6. Vegetables 6,743 -1,142 22,386 27,987 
7. Fruits & Tree Nuts 1,443 — — 1,443 
8. Citrus Fruits 3,379 615 203 4,197 
9. Forage Crops 4,132 -1,224 2,872 5,780 
10. Miscellaneous Agriculture l , l4o  428 1,210 2,778 

Total 108,153 -23 180,375 288,505 

Source: United States Bureau of the Census (194l, 1956, and 1966). 



Table 13* Changes in the Value of Arizona Agricultural Products Sold, 1954-1964 
(Thousands) 

Arizona 
Growth 
Rate 

Changes Related To: Minus 

Sector 

National 
Growth 
(1) 

Product-
mix 
(2) 

Competition 
Element 

(3) 

Total 
Change 
(4) 

U .5. 
Growth 
Rate 
(5) 

1 .  Meat Animals & Products 31,239 10,883 54,720 96,842 76% 
2. Poultry & Eggs 1,415 537 1,941 3,893 59# 
3. Farm Dairy Products 5,660 -5^0 6,866 11,986 52% 
4. Food & Feed Grains 10,702 -5,039 3,313 8,976 13% 
5- Cotton 72,099 -80,350 -34,521 -42,772 -21% 
6.  Vegetables 13,177 3,003 12,707 28,887 42% 
7. Fruits & Tree Nuts 6 2 3  -189 383 817 27% 
8. Citrus Fruits 2,357 942 10,786 14,085 198% 
9. Forage Crops 3,161 8,376 -1,740 9,797 -24% 

10. Miscellaneous Agriculture 1,384 1,628 4,944 7,956 154% 

Total l4l,8l7 -60,749 59,399 140,467 -0.4% 

Source: United States Bureau of the Census (1941, 1956, and 1 9 6 6 ) .  
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was accounted for by the agricultural product-mix which 

means that this sector was a relatively rapid-growing 

sector, accounting for a significant portion of Arizona's 

total agricultural productive activity. 

An examination of Table 13 shows that the com

position effect is especially important for the period 

195^-1964. Just as the major factor in the net outward 

composition shift in total employment in Arizona is 

specialization in the slow-growth sectors of total employ

ment , so also is Arizona's specialization in slow-growth 

or declining sectors of agriculture the major factor in 

the net outward composition shift in agricultural products 

sold. Cotton alone accounted for 93 per cent of the total 

adverse product-mix effects on agricultural commodities 

sold during the period 195'±-1964. The only other signifi

cant contributor was food and feed grains which accounted 

for six per cent. On the other hand, during this period 

the livestock and livestock products sector was the 

greatest contributor to the favorable total shift in 

products sold, accounting for 53 PG*" cent of the total. 

Next in importance was the vegetable sector which accounted 

for 16 per cent. This was followed closely by the citrus 

fruit sector which accounted for 8 per cent. In all, 77 

per cent of the favorable total shift in agricultural 

commodities was attributable to these three sectors. The 

competitive advantage enjoyed by these sectors is reflected 
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in column 5 of Table 13 in which is recorded the difference 

between the growth rate of a particular sector in Arizona 

and in the nation. Notice that the adverse effects of 

cotton offset the competitive advantages in nearly all 

other sectors to cause the growth rate of total agricul

tural products sold in Arizona to be slightly under that 

for the nation as a whole. Miscellaneous agriculture 

(sector 10) while contributing only four per cent to the 

total favorable shift, nevertheless exhibits a strong 

competitive advantage by growing at a much faster rate in 

Arizona than in the nation. Finally, column 5 reveals a 

competitive disadvantage in the production of hay (sector 

9) and a relatively insignificant advantage in food and 

feed grains (sector 4). 

Table ik shows for each reference year the distri

bution among various sectors of all agricultural products 

sold in Arizona. From a high point in 195^» cotton's 

share of total product has decreased markedly. Food and 

feed grains have also exhibited a downward trend since 

195^. On the other hand livestock and livestock products 

have increased their share over this period and now 

account for the largest proportion of total product sold. 

Vegetables exhibit a significant steady increase since 

19^0. Miscellaneous.agriculture, while still a small 

sector, has increased its share rather sharply. In 

summary, of all agricultural sectors only cotton (sector 5) 
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Table 14. Por Cont Distribution Among Sectors of Total 
Value of Arizona Agricultural Products Sold 

Sector 19 40 1954 1964 1967 

1. Meat Animals fie Products 40.5 22.0 36.0 38.0 

2. Poultry & Eggs 2.7 1.0 1.5 1.3 

3. Farm Dairy Products 7.6 4.0 5.4 6.1 

4. Pood & Feed Grains 1.0 7.6 7.2 6.8 

5. Cotton 33.7 50.8 26.5 15.1 

6. Vegetables 6.3 9.3 12.7 17.0 

7. Fruits & Tree Nuts — 0.4 0.5 0.2 

8. Citrus Fruits 3.2 1.7 4.2 5.4 

9. Forage Crops 3.9 2.2 3.6 4.7 

10. Miscellaneous Agriculture 1.1 1.0 2.4 5.4 

Source: United States Dureau of the Census (1941, 
1956, and 1966); United States Department of Agriculture 
( 1 9 6 8 ) .  
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and food and feed grains (sector 'i) exhibit appreciable 

declines in their share of total product. Poultry (sector 

2) and fruits and tree nuts (sector 7) remained relatively 

constant, while all remaining sectors showed an increase in 

their respective shares. 

The Application of Differential Growth Analysis to 

Manufacturing• An examination of Table 9 reveals that 

total manufacturing—componenta 5 through l'i--accounted for 

seven per cent of the favorable competition shift in total 

employment from 19^0 to 1950 and 18 per cent from 1950 to 

I960. 

When the shift technique of analysis is applied to 

the individual components of this sector it is found that 

several contributed heavily to the favorable shift in manu

facturing employment (Table 15)* In order of their impor

tance, those making the largest contribution were electrical 

machinery (SIC 36), other machinery (SIC 35), and aircraft 

and parts (SIC 372). Of special significance is the fact 

that every single component of the manufacturing sector 

showed competitive gains. An examination of differential 

growth rates (Arizona growth rate less United States growth 

rate) for each sector reveals an outstanding advantage for 

instruments and related products in Arizona (SIC 38), very 

large competitive advantages in electronics, aircraft, and 



Table 15* Changes in Manufacturing Employment in Arizona by Industry, 1947-1963 

Changes Related To: Arizona 
Standard 
Industrial 
Classification 

National 
Growth 

Business-
mix 

Competition 
Element 

Total 
Change 

Growth Rate 
Minus U.S. 
Growth Rate 

All 2,647 42,851 283% 

201 105 -55 186 238 33% 
202 43 369 1,148 1,560 49254 
204 87 -87 15 15 3% 
205-8 205 -231 1,095 1,069 99?1 
209 175 -279 219 115 23* 
23 12 2,568 2,580 383* 
24 472 -761 781 492 31% 
25 49 -5 564 608 214% 
26 (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data) — 

27 289 139 2,l44 2,572 138% 
28 115 -13 136 238 22% 
29 5 -12 50 43 193% 
30 (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data) 
31 (no data) (no data) (no data) (no data) 
32 161 48 2,093 2,302 243% 
33 638 -1,542 1,964 1,060 57% 
34 91 -36 2,032 2,087 415% 
35 67 -87 5,432 5,412 1,513% 
36 36 136 8,765 8,937 4,518% 
37 — — — — 187% 
372 31 315 4,8o4 5,150 2,911% 
38 1 1 1,491 1,493 24,852% 
39 21 -39 249 231 222% 

Sum 2,603 -2,137 35,746 36,202 

Source: United States Department of Commerce (1965). 
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other machinery, substantial advantages in another ten sec

tors ( and modest advantages in the remaining six soctors* 

These competitive gains in manufacturing are 

reflected in the dramatic changes from 19**7 to 19&7 in 

i 

manufacturing's share in income production for Arizona 

(Table l6). Manufacturing in 19**7 accounted for 21 per 
* 

cent of Arizona Income. This share increased to 3'* per 

cent in 1957t then to 54 per cent in 19^7* From 1957 to 

1967 the value of manufacturing production in Arizona in

creased by more than a billion dollars. Total output in

creased by 228 per cent during this period and in 19^7 

stood at $1*67 billion. The impressive growth in imporr 

tance of manufacturing in generating domestic income is 

shown in Figure 1. 

Table 16. Distribution of Arizona Income by Source 

Year 

19^7 1957 1967 

Agriculture 33.2% 25.3% 16.2% 

Manufac turing 20.7% 34. k% 53.5% 

Mineral Production 32.9% 25.1% l k .  9% 

Tourism and Travel 13.2% 15.296 15.4% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source: Valley National Bank (1948, 1958, and 1968) 
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The major oron of manufacturing expansion in 

Arizona in recent years has boon machinery production* 

Machinery (electrical and non-oloctrlcal) now accounts for 

about 36 per cent of the state's value of manufacturing 

output* The 1968 Sales and Employment Survey of the 

Western Electronics Manufacturers Association indicates 

that sales of Arizona firms aro now growing at a faster 

rate than those of California* In current employment 

totals and sales figures showing last year's growth and 

1969 projections for various areas of tho Vest, Arizona 

ranks third with $580 million in 19^71 $620 million in 

1968, and $660 million ostlmated for 19&9 (Modern Arizona 

Industry, Inc., 1969b)* 

While growth of the electronics industry in Arizona 

has boen exceptional and virtually unparalleled in any 

other part of the country, it is not tho only type of 

manufacturing experiencing impressive growth in tho state* 

Arizona has the largest machine job shop and production for 

small gas turbine equipment in the United States. Other 

producers manufacture aircraft and parts, aerospace equip

ment, water and sewage treatment equipment, guided missiles, 

electronic computers, construction supplies, motal and 

plastic extrusions, wearing apparel, food products, and 

process primary metals. 

There are over 1,200 establishments engaged in 

manufacturing activity in Arizona, an increase of about 
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500 from ten years ago. Attracted to Arizona by high labor 

productivity as well as climate and markets, new manu

facturers have tended to concentrate operations in the 

state's metropolitan centers. The situation in Phoenix 

and vicinity (Maricopa County) has been especially 

favorable* This area has emerged as a notable manu

facturing center--with particular emphasis on science-

oriented industries. Manufacturing employment in 19&9 is 

projected to average 71»500--an increase of almost seven 

per cent of the state's total manufacturing employment. 

Motorola, now with four major divisions in Maricopa County, 

pioneered local electronics manufacturing and remains the 

largest employer with 16,000. A partial listing of major 

companies includes Air Research, Clarke Can, General 

Electric, Goodyear Aerospace, IMC Magnetics, ITT Cannon 

Electric, Kaiser Aerospace and Electronics, Sperry Flight 

Systems, Reynolds Metals, Unidynamics, and Western Electric. 

Among the many factors influencing Arizona's 

dramatic growth in manufacturing one is of particular 

significance—the variety of competent support services and 

facilities serving industrial needs. The post-war opera

tions and growth of major divisions of such national firms 

as enumerated above have attracted to Arizona many pre

cision machine shops, tool and die-making firms, metal

lurgists, heat treating and testing facilties, research 

laboratories, and makers and suppliers of electronic 
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components) optical, and other technical items* More than 

k00 firms in seven major industrial classifications now 

provide a broad spectrum of state-of-the-arts services 

and products. The magnitude of recent growth in the number 

of support firms is revealed by the 68 per cent gain 

during the period 1962 to 1968 as shown in Table 17* 

Table 17* Growth of Arizona Firms Providing Support 
Services 

Industrial Classification 

Number of 

Y ear 

1962 

Firms 

1968 
Per Cent 
Increas e 

Machinery (except electrical) 80 1^3 78.8 

Fabricated Metal Products 9 k l4l 50.0 

Electrical Machinery 36 55 52.8 

Rubber & Plastic Products 13 35 169.2 

Primary Metal Products 17 32 88.2 

Instruments & Related Products 11 18 6 3 . 6  

Ordnance & Accessories 3 4 33.3 

Total 254 428 68.5 

Source: First National Bank of Arizona (1968)* 
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A series of quotations from Modern Arizona Industry 

—Arizona's industrial journal—summarize what has been 

happening to the Arizona economy in recent years: 
* 

The semi-arid desert has been transformed--first, 
into a highly productive agricultural region and, 
subsequently, into one of the nation's leading 
metropolitan markets. . * . most of Phoenix's and 
Arizona's phenomenal growth has been due to 
industrial development. In Arizona, the land of 
the traditional four "C's"—copper, cattle, climate, 
and cotton--manufacturing is king. When the first 
American lands on the moon, products from Arizona 
will form essential component's of the space craft 
and supporting equipment. The "Phoenix" was a long 
time rising, however. The combination of climate, 
people, space, and altitude which now make manu
facturing king in Arizona have not always mixed quite 
as well as they have in the past quarter century. 

The breakthrough in the feasibility of large-
scale air conditioning is, accurately, described as 
the key which opened the door to the dramatic growth 
which has taken place since 19^8. Until that time 
the heat, geographical location, slow population 
increase, and a general agricultural-mining 
orientation continued to impede the state's 
industrialization. . . . By 1963, economists were 
ready for Arizona to take a breather from the dizzy 
pace of the preceding 15 years. The state, however, 
refused to fit into their pattern. In the past five 
years the state's unparalleled growth has continued 
unabated. Manufacturing output passed the Si 
billion mark in 19&3» bY 1966 was up another third 
and 1967 reports showed the total over Si .67 
billion. Final 1968 figures reveal that the output 
has now climbed over Si.85 billion. Manufacturing 
employment by mid-1964 was up to 59?000 and by mid-
1968 had reached 83)600.  

The diversity of electronic and other aerospace 
items manufactured make Arizona a growing force in 
the vital aerospace industry. These Arizona-made 
space products range from components of complex 
communication, guidance, power, and life support 
systems to assemblies that blast loose expended 
rocket motors. The Phoenix electronics industry, 
which boasted just six firms IO years ago, now 
numbers nearly 100 plants. The variety of 
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Arizona-made products is itself a marvel. Revlon 
makes cosmetics, Air Research makes jet engines, 
and Southwest Forest Industries makes cardboard 
boxes. Spreckles Sugar refines homegrown sugar 
in Chandler, Hughes Aircraft makes aerospace 
equipment in Tucson, Deer-O-Paint makes paints 
to withstand the southwest sun in Phoenix, and 
Hayden Flour Mill turns out flours, pie crust mix 
mill, and bakers bran in Tempe. There are Arizona 
ceramics, chemicals, and plastics. Bell Plastic 
produces telephone book covers. Ovenware and 
tableware roll off the assembly lines at La 
Salana Potteries in Scottsdale. Knit underwear, 
pre-cooked taco shells, foam plastic cups, 
commercial diamonds, metal detectors, rifles, 
golf clubs, potato chips, allergy serums, torpedo 
nose cones, brooms, doors, sport shirts, sponges, 
gaskets, atomic bomb triggers, and solar batteries 
are but a few of the products of the Grand Canyon 
State. 

. . • the state's future appears bright. There 
is an understandable, justifiable pride in what 
has been accomplished to remove Arizona from its 
dependence on the uncertainties of the commodity 
and meat prices and the vagaries of the weather 
which shape the fate of the agriculture and 
tourism industries. . . . The state's growth has 
surpassed 19^8 predictions. In fact, economists 
have already projected that, as early as 1970, 
Arizona will have jobs for 282,500 workers, about 
20 per cent of whom will require four years of 
college or more. And, at Motorola, the state's 
largest employer, no one even blinks when the 
firm's Semiconductor Products Division says it 
might need 100,000 plus workers soon (Modern 
Arizona Industry, Inc., 1969a). 

This rather lengthy series of quotations has been 

included to give some appreciation of the "growth 

vibrations" being felt throughout the state as Arizonans 

become increasingly aware of the dramatic structural 

changes taking place in their economy. A change in the 

public's economic orientation away from agriculture and 

mining toward manufacturing, and particularly toward the 



more technologically sophisticated industries, is evident, 

and portends an increasingly favorable "attitude climate" 

for industrial expansion. This change will directly 

contribute to the further development of the economy* 

Implications for Future Development 

Turning to consideration of future development, 

the question is, will the past trends persist and if so, 

to what extent? Insight into the likelihood of a con

tinuation of Arizona's recent growth experience can be 

gained from a United States Department of Commerce (196?) 

study on industrial location and regional economic 

development. An examination of the locational patterns of 

American industry over time revealed four significant 

trends: 

1. Regional decentralization out of the Northeast 

to the South and West. 

2. Local decentralization out of the large central 

cities. 

3» Increasing market orientation of industry. 

k. Growth of intellect-oriented industries. 

1 

It is expected that the trend toward regional de

centralization in favor of the South and West will continue. 

This general trend will undoubtedly contribute to future 

relative growth in Arizona manufacturing. The tendency 

for industry to move from the large central cities to 
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outlying areas does not seem of great import for Arizona's 

total industrial picture* 

The third trend in industrial location is that 

toward market orientation. This trend has been based on at 

least two factors* One has been the declining importance 

of other locational factors, particularly the raw materials 

factor* This stems from the fact that raw materials no 

longer figure as importantly in the production process of 

the average plant as they did previously. This being the 

case, Arizona stands to gain in the future as its geo

graphical disadvantage becomes less important. 

Another aspect of the growing market-orientation 

of industry is the fact that such industries grow more 

rapidly. The resource-oriented activities of the economy 

have been declining in relative importance since 1870. In 

the past two decades, manufacturing industries, particu

larly those producing consumer goods, have been prolifer

ating and growing at a very rapid rate. As fast as a 

regional market passes the threshhold of size that permits 

economical operations, company after company puts branch 

plants into the market. 

Even where the economic advantages are small, when 

one company in an industry branches, competitors tend to 

follow suit. Herein lies perhaps the strongest impetus to 

increased economic growth and development of the state. 

The projections generated in this study will rely heavily 
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upon this trend in industrial location. It is assumed 

that over time an ever increasing share of the total 

supply of many consumer goods currently being imported 

will he produced domestically, 

The final trend is also of very great importance 

for Arizona's future development. It is difficult to pro

vide a precise definition of "intellect-oriented" indus

tries* Essentially it includes such things as research and 

development activities of both industry and government, 

much of the aerospace industry, parts of the electronics 

and precision instruments industries, and a number of other 

related activities. It is characterized by a high per

centage of total employment in scientist, engineer, and 

other specialized professional categories. Its locational 

patterns emphasize the desires and needs of the profes

sionals it employs, as well as the external economies it 

must have to survive. 

The phenomenal recent growth and great potential 

of this class of industries is explained in part by the 

fundamental change occurring in the American economy. 

Exploration of expected industrial patterns of the 1970's 

has led Fortune magazine to conclude that we are on the 

verge of a new era. It was found that most working 

technologists estimate that the next stage of advance is 

likely to be the most expansive in this century. The pro

pulsive force of this new age will be that 
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chemical-electric-electronic-aerospace complex which now 

contains the country's technological elite, and which is 

growing and intermixing into one giant highly competitive 

innovative Industry (Leasing, 1967)* 

This group of industries is of particular importance 

to Arizona not only because of the economic stimulation 

they provide in the manner of more traditional manufac

turing activities but more significantly because they are 

among the fastest growing segments of the economy; they 

are attractive in terms of the income characteristics of 

their employees; and they have a high propensity for the 

generation of new business enterprises. 

There are two basic criteria by which to judge 

whether products intended for national distribution can 

be successfully manufactured in Arizona. Products must 

either be small and light or be priced high enough that 

transportation costs account for only a very small part 

of the total selling price. Products of "intellect-

oriented" industries tend to be rather expensive because 

of the high-valued labor used in their production. The 

greater the engineering and scientific content of a 

product, ceteris paribus, the higher the selling price; 

and for any given transport cost, the higher the selling 

price the lower the relative transport cost. 

As industry continues its trend toward the 

development and production of more and more scientifically 
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sophisticated products Arizona can become increasingly 

competitive in the production and sale of nationally 

distributed products* Whether it will in fact do so 

depends ultimately on its ability to draw and hold per

sonnel needed by these scientifically-oriented firms. As 

Dr. Daniel E. Noble (19^7)* Vice Chairman of the Board of 

Motorolaf Inc., said in a recent appearance before the 

state legislature: "Our competitive position in the 

country and in the world depends on the effectiveness of 

our brain power in our search for superior technical 

capabilities." 

The conditional projections of this study focus 

upon the less difficult problem of predicting what can 

happen rather than what will happen. This being the case, 

the "intellect-oriented" industries, because of their 

great growth potential in Arizona, will figure heavily in 

the projections generated. 

Alternative Patterns of External Trade 

In this section individual projections of the net 

exports and net imports of each sector for each reference 

year under each alternative trade pattern will be discussed. 

The analysis of the preceding section provides a basis for 

the alternative trade patterns posited here. These alter

native patterns are expressed in terras of export vectors 

and sectoral net import to total supply ratios. 
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Export vectors have been projected for each 

reference year on tho assumption that Arizona's share of 

out-of-state markets remains constant ovor time. Theso 

vectors, which are designated "normal projections," are 

modified in light of the foregoing discussion in tho first 

instance to reflect actual trends in structural change and 

subsequently to reflect changes, the occurrence of which 

would be considered reasonable. 

Base year sectoral net import to total supply 

ratios are adjusted so that the import pattern of each 

reference year roflects discernible economic trends a* well 

as policy induced changes in economic activity over time* 

In the discussion which follows, exports and 

imports for each sector arc posited on a net basis. When

ever both not exports and net imports are shown, for the 

same sector they refer to different products. In addition, 

note that in those sectors in which there are net imports 

of one group of commodities and net exports of another, 

the overall net trade position of the sector is not 

specified because in this case the analysis is based on 

classes of goods within the sector for which net exports 

and net imports are recorded, and not on the net trade 

position of the sector as a whole* 

Table 2 (Chapter shows the external trade 

pattern of the 1958 Arizona economy before and after 

external trade has been balanced. In order to facilitate 
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the substitution of lour pricod water imports for high 

priced water imports and high priced water* exports for low 

priced water oxports, the external trade patterns doveloped 

in this section will be presented with sectors arranged 

according to water trade-prices. So that comparisons can 

be readily made, the adjusted base year external trade 

pattern arranged according to water trade-price is 

presented in Table 18. Trade patterns resulting froft 

posited changes in exports and imports are compared kith 

the Naive Trado Pattern In Tables 20, 21, and 22 whith 

appear at the end of this chapter. Trade patterns shown 

in Tables 20 through 22 reflect not only the changes 

discussed under each sector in this section, but als 

changes resulting from the adjustment needed to balance 

trade in each reference year. 

The Naive Trade Pattern 

The naive pattern of external trade is that pattern 

which would exist if the adjusted base year economy Were to 

grow proportionately at the expected rate of growth t»f the 

total economy. To find the naive trade pattern for ^ach 

reference year (Tables 20, 21, and 22) it is only 

necessary to expand the adjusted base year pattern at the 

same rate at which the total economy grows. 



Table l8. Distribution of Adjusted Base Year (1958) Exports and Imports Among 
Arizona Sectors 

Distribu Distribu
tion of Competi tion of 

Water Exports tive imports 
Trade Exports Among Imports Among 
Price (Thous and Sectors (Thousand Sectors 

Producing Sector (Dollars) Dollars) (Per Cent) Dollars) (Per Cent) 

25 Trade & Transportation 19,181.71 32,067 3-0 0 O 
17 Petroleum 15,6l8.4l 0 0 89,282 9.9 
24 Selected Services 12,169.89 77,735 7.1 28,305 3.1 
19 Aircraft & Parts 11,690.44 100,496 9.3 O 0 
27 Construction 8,324.80 0 0 0 0 
26 Unallocated Services 8,173.27 7,590 0.7 5,089 0.6 
18 Fabricated Metals 

5,089 

& Machinery 7,610.29 13,867 1-3 241,508 26.8 
23 Utilities 3,603.64 43,044 4.0 3,656 0.4 
22 Mining 3,551.77 310,846 28.6 0,707 1.1 
21 Other Manufacturing 3,531.66 627 0.1 235,877 26.2 
20 Primary Metals 2,586.73 117,444 10.8 50,610 5-6 
16 Chemicals and 

F ertilizers 1,774.56 10,969 1.0 106,46i 11.8 
14 Canning, Preserving, 

& Freezing 984.45 0 0 24,432 2.7 
15 Misc. Agric. 

Processing 467.31 0 O 42,537 4.7 
12 Meat & Poultry 

Processing 173.67 0 0 24,156 2.7 
6 Vegetables 151.92 85,316 7.9 0 O 
13 Dairy Products 110.48 0 0 7,506 0.8 
l Meat Animals & 

Products 107.10 150,866 13.9 5,287 0.6 



Table 18.--Continued 

7 Fruits & Tree Nuts 97.78 631 0.1 4,606 0.5 
10 Misc. Agriculture 97-02 6,455 0.6 0 0 

8 Citrus Fruits 84.45 10,543 1.0 0 0 
11 Grain Mill Products 74.82 0 0 3,186 0.4 
5 Cotton 67.13 94,448 8.7 0 0 
2 Poultry & Eggs 63.28 0 0 19,311 2.1 
3 Farm Dairy Products 56.64 0 0 0 0 
4 Food & Feed Grains 22.92 14,301 1-3 225 0 
9 Forage Crops 21.23 6,757 0.6 0 0 

1,084,002 100.0 901,741 lOO.O 



External Trade 

Trade Pattern I is essentially an extrapolation of 

trends extant 1 

Sector 

largest of Ari 

38 per cent of 

the growth rat 

percentage poi 
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Pattern I 

n the Arizona economy since World War II. 

Where appropriate these trends are modified slightly to 

reflect present expectations based on recent research or 

economic developments. In any event, for each sector the 

rationale underlying the posited trade position of that 

sector is set forth. Trade Pattern 1 in each reference 

year is shown in Tables 20 through 22, which are located 

at the end of this chapter because of the continual 

reference to them from this point forward. 

1--Meat Animals and Products. This is the 

onA's agricultural sectors, accounting for 

total product sold in 19&7• This sharo has 

been steadily increasing since 195'i (Table l'l). Meat 

animals and products exhibit strong competitive gains in 

both periods in which shifts in the value of agricultural 

products were studied (Tables 12 and 13)• In both periods 

j of this sector in Arizona was around 75 

its higher than the national growth rate of 

this sector. 

Net exports in 1958 amounted to 75 per cent of the 

sector's gross domestic output (Table l). These exports 

consisted mostLy--97 per cent—of cattle and calves. 

Whether or not Arizona can continue to increase its share 
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of totnl cattle marketings depends on the competitive 

advantages and disadvantages of its cattle foedlng opera

tion* Access to feed sectors is an important locational 

determinant for livestock production. Therefore, it is 

anticipated that Arizona producers will have to import 

ever increasing quantities of food over time as the lower-

valued crops such as forage crops and feed grains are 

partially forced out of production by rising water costs 

associated with declining groundwater tables. This dis

advantage can be offset, however, os it is at tho prosent 

time, by the highly competitive market in tho Los Angeles 

area, the weather as it affects tho feed-conversion rate, 

near capacity operation of foedlots over the full 12 months 

of the year, and the technical knowledge contained within 

the industry. On balance then, there would bo little 

reason to expect any major change in Arizona's comparative-

advantage in livestock production so that tho export 

situation would not bo expected to change on this account* 

Such considerations are overshadowed, however, by 

expectations based on domestic growth considerations* 

Arizona has experienced dramatic gains in population, 

employment, and general economic activity. As domestic 

markets continue to expand at relatively rapid rates they 

will tend to absorb an ever increasing amount of the 

domestic output of this sector. Thus we would be led to 

expect a gradual decline in livestock exports to other 
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states. Therefore it seems reasonable to hypothesize a 

reduction in actual base year (1958) net exports of 10, 

l6, and 24 per cent respectively for the years 1980, 2000, 

and 2020• 

The net imports of Sector 1 are hogs. The hog 

industry has continued to expand slowly in Arizona since 

1958. Arizona producers might be expected to gradually 

increase their share of the total market supply so that 

the net import to total supply ratio will be reduced to 

2.5 per cent in 1980, 1.3 per cent in 2000, and 1 per cent 

in 2020. 

Sector 2--Poultry and Eggs. While Arizona's 

poultry and eggs sector showed a competitive disadvantage 

in the period 19^0 to 195'* the situation was reversed for 

the period 1954 to 1964 during which a competitive 

advantage was shown. The overall significance of these 

competitive shifts appears to be relatively minor, how

ever, as over the last 13 years there has been virtually 

no change in this sector's share of agricultural products 

sold in Arizona. 

Over 50 per cent of the imports in 1958 were eggs* 

It has been estimated that 75 per cent of the eggs con

sumed within the state during the 1950's were imported. 

Today this percentage is closer to 50 per cent. Since i960 

domestic egg production has increased by 48 per cent 
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(Arizona Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, 1968). 

During this period there has been a shift from a large 

number of small farms to fewer large-sized operations which 

should tend to make Arizona egg producers more efficient. 

This trend may eliminate their slight cost disadvantage 

compared with out-of-state producers. 

It seems reasonable to expect a larger share of the 

market demand to be supplied by domestic producers in 

future years. Therefore net imports are reduced from 72.6 

per cent of total supply in 1958 to 52 per cent of total 

supply in 1980, 35 per cent in 2000, and 25 per cent in 

2020. 

Sector 3--Farni Dairy Products. The growth of 

dairying in Arizona seems to be most closely tied to the 

growth of the fluid milk market. Milk production is 

oriented toward the fluid market rather than toward 

processing. Since around 1955 production in the state has 

paralleled the population increase. Such being the case 

there is little reason to anticipate the development of 

either net imports or net exports over the projection 

period. 

Sector 4--Food and Feed Grains. The food and feed 

grains sector showed a small competitive advantage relative 

to the nation during the period 1954-196*1. The degree of 

competitive advantage exhibited was the least of any 
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Arizona agricultural sector. The favorable shift resulting 

from the competition element was more than offset, however, 

by the adverse shift resulting from the composition 

element. 

This sector was the only one, except for cotton, to 

register a significant decline in relative importance in 

Arizona agriculture. Projections through 2006 show acreage 

of Sector k crops in Pinal County declining by 21 per cent 

from 1967 levels (Martin et al., 1969)* Taking this 

decline as representative of the approximate decline for 

all groundwater producing areas of the state and extending 

it to the year 2020 would result in a reduction of about 

15 per cent in total production for the state. This 

estimate is based on the fact that a little over half of 

the total output of the principal grain crops--barley and 

grain sorghum—come from groundwater producing areas. 

Studies by Jones (1968), Mack (1969)1 Martin et al. (1969)j 

and Stults (1968) indicate that water costs will rise 

enough to force a reduction in food and feed grain pro

duction over the long run. 

Until 1957-1958 Arizona had produced enough feed 

grains to meet her needs, but since that time has become 

a net importer. In 1967, for instance, Arizona posted net 

imports of 150-200 thousand tons of grain. It would seem 

probable that so long as the livestock sector continues 

to expand in relative and absolute importance, and water 
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acts as a constraint upon growth in food and feed grain 

production, the bulk of the output of this sector will be 

consumed domestically. This implies a sharp reduction in 

exports and portends an increasing proportion of imports. 

To reflect these considerations base year (1958) exports 

of wheat, barley, and grain sorghums will be reduced by 

90 per cent for 1980, and will be completely eliminated 

in 2000 and 2020. Imports of corn and oats will be raised 

from 1 per cent of total supply in 1958 to 18 per cent of 

total supply in 1980. Imports of all food and feed grains 

will be set at 30 per cent of total supply in 2000, and 45 

per cent in 2020. 

Sector 5--Cotton. While the United States 

experienced a five per cent decline in cotton sales from 

1954 to 1964, Arizona experienced a 26 per cent decline. 

This competitive decline in cotton production over recent 

years would lead one to expect a decline from 1958 levels 

in Arizona's share of total cotton sales in the United 

States. However, cotton production is influenced largely 

by governmental policies and one can anticipate that 

cotton will continue to be grown up to the limit of its 

allotment. Of course, government programs are ultimately 

responsive to market conditions so that without some 

improvement in the basic national and international cotton 

market situation, allotments must be reduced. The demand 
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for cotton has been gradually shifting downward over time* 

Cotton's share of the total United States textile fiber 

market declined from 80 per cent in 1930 to slightly more 

than 50 per cent by 1966. Also, during the last 20 years, 

large fluctuations in exports, ranging from a low of 2 

million bales to a high of 7*5 million bales, reveal the 

lack of stability in foreign markets for United States 

cotton• 

In light of the foregoing considerations, base year 

(1958) cotton exports are reduced by 50 per cent in 1980,  

85 per cent in 2000 and vanish completely in 2020. 

Sector 6--Vegetables. Of all agricultural sectors 

in Arizona the vegetable sector has shown the most dramatic 

increase in recent years. Its share of total agricultural 

product sold has increased steadily from 6 per cent in 1939 

to 17 per cent in 196?« During both periods 19^0-195^ and 

195^-1964 the competitive advantage of this sector was 

considerable (Tables 12 and 13)• From 1964 to 1967* except 

for miscellaneous agriculture, the vegetable sector was 

the fastest growing agricultural sector in Arizona. In 

the United States, for the year 1967, Arizona ranked fourth 

in fresh market vegetables and melon production. 

In general, the market situation is expected to 

continue as in recent years. Arizona's main competition 

comes from California producers who have no significant 
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advantages over Arizona producers. While the basic demand 

situation appears to be fairly stable, year to year 

fluctuations will continue as seasonal conditions vary. 

In the base year net exports of vegetables from 

the state were a large proportion--83 per cent--of total 

Arizona output. On the basis of considerations outlined 

above we might expect this share to remain relatively un

changed over the projection period so that the "normal" 

export projections will be used. 

Sector 7--F*'uit3 and Tree Nuts. Fruits and tree 

nuts account for a very small but steady proportion of 

total agricultural products in the state. The small net 

exports from the state are grapes. All other fruits were 

imported on a net basis. While domestic grape production 

has grown it is assumed that Arizona producers will not 

alter their market shares to any significant extent so 

that no modification will be made to "normal" export 

projections. As final demand would be expected to grow 

faster than domestic production of fruits and nuts now 

being imported, the ratio of net imports to total supply 

will be increased to 80 per cent in 1980, 85 per cent in 

2000, and 90 per cent in 2020. 

Sector 8--Citrus Fruits. The citrus sector has 

shown favorable competition shifts for both the 19*40-195^ 

and 195^-1964 periods. The competitive strength of this 
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sector is revealed by the 198 percentage point difference 

between the rate of growth of this sector in Arizona and 

its growth rate in the nation. Since 195^ there has been 

a steady increase in the citrus sector's share of total 

agricultural output in Arizona. The outlook for Arizona 

citrus growers is not particularly encouraging at this 

time, howeverbecause of the large potential production 

resulting from recent plantings. Not only have there been 

large increases relative to total Arizona production but 

also there have been and will be continuous increases in 

Florida's output. These large increases are certain to 

depress both fresh and processed market prices. Since a 

large part of the Arizona citrus crop is marketed in fresh 

markets, the downward trend in per capita consumption of 

fresh oranges is another point of concern for Arizona 

growers. 

Net exports of citrus in 1958 amounted to 76 per 

cent of total state output. While market conditions may 

be unfavorable for citrus producers over the next several 

years the competitive strengths evidenced by this sector 

in recent years might well lead one to expect a slight 

increase over time in Arizona's share of the total citrus 

market. Therefore the "normal" export projection for 1980 

will be increased by 5 per cent, the "normal" export pro

jection for 2000 by 8 per cent, and that for 2020 by 10 

per cent. 
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Sector 9--P*orage Crops . Hay production in Arizona 

exhibited a competitive advantage during the period 19^0-

195^ but from 195^-1964 the situation was reversed with 

hay being produced at a competitive disadvantage. This 

was the only sector of Arizona agriculture, besides cotton, 

to grow at a slower rate than the comparable national 

sector• Since 195^ there has been a small steady Increase 

in the proportion of hay to total agricultural crops sold 

in Arizona. While the number of acres harvested has 

declined somewhat from 1958 levels, total production of hay 

has increased due to increased yields per acre. 

Alfalfa hay is a low-valued marginal crop and 

therefore highly sensitive to changes in production costs. 

Returns from the production of hay have not been high 

enough to allow any return to management. This being the 

case, increased pumping costs will result in a reduction of 

alfalfa acreage. A recent study of Pinal County points out 

that declining water tables, with concomitant rising costs, 

will have the greatest impact upon low-valued crops such as 

alfalfa which are contributing little to net returns 

(Stults, 1968). Projections of this study show that 

through the year 2006 irrigated acreage cropped would drop 

by nearly one-half. Water use was projected to decline 

some 4t5 per cent as crop acreage decreased. These rather 

substantial reductions in crop acreage and water use were 

associated with a decline of only 20 per cent in net 
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returns. Two-thirds of this impact is associated with 

changes in production of low-valued crops, the balance in 

increased water costs for the high-valued sectors* 

Building on Stults' work, a recent analysis shows a 

reduction of 86 per cent in alfalfa acreage in Pinal 

County from 1967 to 2006 (Martin et al., 1969)» 

A steady decline of the water table in Arizona with 

the associated rise in water costs will have their greatest 

impact on forage crop production. Therefore, it is reason

able to expect exports from this sector to vanish. Further

more, it seems likely that by 1980 increased demands for 

forage crops would be satisfied by out-of-state production. 

For projection purposes it is assumed that net imports will 

account for 20 per cent of total supply in 1980, 35 per 

cent in 2000, and '15 per cent in 2020. 

Sector IP—Miscellaneous Agriculture. Net exports 

from Sector 10 amounted to 17 pe** cent of gross state out

put in 1958. Because of the diverse nature of the products 

of this "catch-all" sector it is difficult to make export 

projections. On the basis of the strong competitive 

showing of this sector it seems justifiable to anticipate 

some increase in Arizona's share of the export market. 

Therefore, "normal" export projections will be raised by 

4, 7» and 10 per cent respectively for the years 1980, 

2000, and 2020. 
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Sector ll--Grain Mill Products. There were no 

exports recorded for any of the agricultural processing 

sectors—sectors 11 through 15-~in 1958 and as agriculture 

continues to decline in Arizona it is not likely that this 

picture will change. Thus exports of Sector 11, as well as 

all other agricultural processing sectors, are set at zero 

for each reference year. 

In 1958, the ratio of net imports to total supply 

of grain mill products was 15 per cent. Grain production 

in the state is expected to decline and Arizona's demand 

for Sector 11 product to increase substantially over time. 

It follows that growth of the state's processing of grain 

mill products would have to proceed at a rapid pace if the 

share of total supply domestically produced Is to remain 

constant. But the growth of this sector from 19**7 to 19&3 

was virtually nil. Therefore, rapid increases in import 

shares are to be anticipated. The import to total supply 

ratio of Sector 11 is raised from 15 per cent in 1958 to 

kO per cent in 1980, to 65 per cent in 2000, to 80 per cent 

in 2020. 

Sector 12~~Meat and Poultry Processing. In 1958, 

the ratio of net imports to total supply for this sector 

was 3^ per cent. The rate of growth of meat processing in 

Arizona was four times greater than that for the nation. 

This indicates a strong competitive advantage for Arizona. 
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Relative to other sectors of Arizona's economy, however, 

this sector's growth rate was among the lowest* 

Exports of livestock and livestock products are 

expocted to decline as more of Arizona's output is diverted 

to in-state markets. It is anticipated that local beef 

producers will be able to supply the bulk of future state 

demand. With an adequate local supply of beef and a 

growing in-state market for meats it would appear that 

domestic meat processing would be economical. This fact, 

coupled with observed trends, has led to a reduction in the 

import-total supply ratio (i.e., the import coefficient) 

from 3^ P®r cent in 1958 to 30 per cent in 1980 to 25 per 

cent in 2000 to 22 per cent in 2020. 

Sector 13--Palry Products. In 1958 net imports 

wore 19 per cent of the total supply of dairy products. 

The growth rate of this sector from 19^7 to 1963 far sur

passed that of other agricultural processing sectors and 

was double that of total manufacturing. This sector 

accounted for a substantial share of the total competitive 

employment shift from 19^7 to 1963* 

Although dairy processing has contributed greatly 

to favorable competitive shifts over recent years it does 

not seem likely that the proportion of total supply 

imported will decrease in the long run. In fact, due to 

anticipated declines in agriculture and growing market for 
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fluid inilk, which can most economic oily bo supplied by 

local producers, it 000ms probable that more highly proc

essed dairy products will continue to be imported. Con

sequently, the import-total supply ratio for Sector 13 

is hold constant at the 1958 level. 

Sector 1^--Cannlng, Preserving, and Freezing. 

There is insufficient data available to make reasonable 

adjustments in the import-total, supply ratio of Sector 14 

hence it will be assumed to remain unchanged over time. 

Sector 15--Miscellaneous Agricultural Processing. 

Sector 15t composed of bakery products, sugar, confection

ary products, beverages, and miscellaneous food prepara

tions, has grown at a rather substantial rate--97 P®r cont 

--in Arizona while declining by two per cont for the nation 

as a whole. The competitive shift of this sector has been 

considerable from 19^7 to 1963. This coupled with the fact 

that the value added by manufacture is significantly 

greater for many of this sector's products than those of 

other processing sectors provides the basis for projection 

of a slight decrease over time in the import-total supply 

ratio of Sector 15* It will be reduced from 51 per cent 

in 1958 to lk7 per cent in 1980, 45 per cent in 2000, and 

43 per cent in 2020. 
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Soctor l6--Chomlcal« and Fort.illzors. Up to this 

time the chemical industry in Arizona has not experienced 

gains anywhere nonr those of the more important state 

industries. The growth rate of this industry was only 

slightly higher than that for the nation while it was far 

below that for total manufacturing in Arizona. The recent 

rate of growth of Arizona's chemical industry, as reflected 

in figures taken from County Business Patterns, would 

indicate, however, that there is an underlying basis for 

future growth (United States Bureau of the Census, 19^3 and 

1968)* The number of covered employees working in the 

chemical industry increased from 08*1 in 1962 to 1,463 in 

1967* an increase of 64 per cent which is slightly more 

than double the growth rate from 19'*7 to 1963* 

The other component of Soctor 16, fats and oils, 

showed a less favorable increase--12 per cent from 19^7 to 

1963* This industry group actually declined in the United 

States during the same period. It would seem that the 

exports of Sector 16, if they were to consist solely of 

miscellaneous food preparations might be expected fo fall 

somewhate below "normal" projection levels. Instead of 

making this downward adjustment however, projected exports 

will be increased slightly based on the presumption that 

the intellectual climate fostered by the increasingly 

technologically-oriented citizenry will be conducive to 

the development of sophisticated chemical-industrial firms 
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ancillary to Arizona's oloctron.ic-aorospace complex. 

Accordingly| "normal" projootod not exports of plastics, 

synthetic fibers, and cottonseed oil will be incroused by 

5 per cent in 1980, 12 per cent in 2000, and l8 per cent 

in 2020. The ratio of net imports of industrial Inorganic 

and organic chemicals, agricultural chemicals, and 

miscellaneous chemical products will be reduced from 73 

per cent of the total supply of those products in 1958 to 

64 per cent in 1980, 56 por cent in 2000, and 'i? per cent 

in 2020. 

Sector 17—Petroleum. There wore no oxports from 

this sector in 1958 and virtually the whole supply of this 

sector's product was imported. The export situation should 

change somewhat, however, as subs tautial finds of oil in 

Apache County during 19^7 have placed Arizona among the 

leading oil producing statos. With twelve wells now 

pumping from the Kineh bi Keyah field, output has increased 

from 360 to 12,000 barrels a day. The total value sur

passes helium, formerly the state's most important well-

derived mineral resource. 

In a study of the economic feasibility of a 

refinery in Arizona Dunbar (1962:9) concluded 

It does not appear economically feasible to 
establish a conventional refinery in Arizona at 
the present time. Considering the long-run popu
lation and gasoline consumption trends, it does 
not even seem likely that a refinery might bo 
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feasible whonovor a sufficient supply of crude 
la developed to operato existing out-of-state 
refineries at mnxlmum capacity* 

In light of these considerations, not exports of 

crude oil will bo projected for each reference year. The 

value of not exports is set nt $12,800,000 in 19^0, 

$1^,000,000 in 2000, and *16,500,000 in 2020. About 90 

per cent of the total product of Sector 17 consists of 

petroleum refinery products such as gasoline, oil, fuel 

oils, etc* Virtually all of these products are imported 

and since there is littlo likelihood of any substantial 

change in this situation, the base year ratio of not 

imports to total supply is only slightly reduced for each 

reference year. 

Soctor l8--Fobricatod Metals and Machinery* Sector 

l8 is by far the most important manufacturing soctor in 

respect of projected export magnitudes. Arizona's major 

industry--e.lectronics--is contained in this soctor, as is 

the other important industry, non-electrical machinery. 

At the present time these two industries alone account for 

about 36 per cent of the total value of manufacturing out

put in Arizona. Also included in this sector are 

fabricated metal products and transportation equipment 

other than aircraft. 

In 1958 net exports of service industry machines, 

communications equipment, and miscellaneous machinery 
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amounted to 10 per cent of gross domestic output. At that 

time Sector 18 accounted for about 17 per cont of total 

manufacturing employment. But the growth rate of this 

sector has far surpassed other sectors. This, coupled with 

the fact that competitive shifts in this soctor have 

greatly exceeded those of other sectors, would load one 

to conclude that there has been a significant increase in 

the proportion of Sector 18 product being exported. 

Examination of foreign exports originating in Arizona would 

lead one to the same conclusion (Table 19)• Since i960 

exports of non-electrical machinery have increased by 1^395 

per cont from $2.1 million to $31*4 million. In just three 

years--1963 to 1966--exports of electrical machinery in

creased by 67^ per cent from $1.9 million to $14.7 million. 

While total exports to foreign countries increased by $69 

million between i960 and 1966, exports of Sector 18 in

creased by $44 million. 

Among the leading export items of Sector 18 are 

evaporative coolers and refrigeration machinery. It seems 

natural that Arizona would be a world leader in the manu

facture of evaporative coolers, but it is also gaining in 

importance as a production center for refrigerated air 

conditioners. Arizona-made coolers are shipped to more 

than thirty nations. Products range in size from portable 

units to giant industrial installations. 



Table 19* Sales of Arizona Products to Foreign Countries, by Industry, i960 and 
1966. 

(Millions of Dollars) 
Per Cent 

Industry 1963s i960 1966 Chancec 

Nonelectrical Machinery 2.1 31.4 +1395 
Instruments & Related Products 8.5 (b) 17.0 (+100) 
Transportation Equipment 10.1 15.0 +49 
Electrical Machinery 1.9 (b) 14.7 (+674) 
Misc. Manufacturing & Ordnance 10.8 (b) 6.8 (-37) 
Primary Metal Products (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Food & Kindred 1.9 3-3 +74 
Lumber & Wood Products 0.6 1.2 +100 
Fabricated Metal Products 0.6 (b) 1.1 (+83) 
Rubber & Plastic Products 0.1 (b) 0.3 (+200) 
Printing & Publishing 0.1 (b) 0.2 (+100) 
Furniture & Fixtures 0.1 0.1 0 
Textile Mill Products (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Apparel & Related (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Paper & Allied Products (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Chemicals & Allied Products (b) < b) (b) (b) 
Petroleum & Coal Products (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Leather & Leather Products (b) (b) tb) (b) 
Other 14.4 7.1 -50.7 

Total 29.2 98.2 +236 

Source: United States Department of Commerce, 1966a. 

^Figures for 1963 are shown only when those for i960 sure not available. 
Figures were not recorded in the source publication. 
Figures without parenthesis show change from 1960-1966; those with 

parenthesis show change over a shorter period, from 1963-1966. 
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But the underlying factor in the emergence of 

Arizona as a notable manufacturing center has been the 

rapid growth of its electronics industry. Arizona now 

ranks as the third-largest electronics center in the West, 

after Los Angeles and San Francisco. Arizona is one of 

the fastest growing electronic centers in the nation. 

Prospects for adding new producers are already being ful

filled. The growth of electronics in Arizona represents 

one of the outstanding economic developments in the 

Southwest. This growth in turn induces further growth as 

major industries foster the development of smaller shops 

and other sources of supply, the availability of which in 

turn attracts additional manufacturers. Local experience 

has shown that these smaller firms, developed as a source 

of supply, sometimes expand into new fields. Many such 

firms have achieved remarkable success, specializing in 

high quality products, systems, and services. Such growth 

is expected to significantly alter the base year export 

picture of Sector 18. 

In light of past trends and possible future 

developments the "normal" net export projections will be 

modified as follows: the 1980 projection is increased by 

400 per cent, the 2000 projection by 550 per cent, and the 

2020 projection by 600 per cent. 

In 1958j the ratio of net imports to total supply 

was 70 per cent in this sector. Included among the 
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classes of goods imported are: fabricated metal products, 

engines and turbines, farm machinery, automobiles, house

hold appliances, and construction and electrical equip

ment. Based on recent developments this ratio would be 

expected to decline over time. Future net import-total 

supply ratios for these products are set at 50 per cent 

in 1980, 40 per cent in 2000, and 30 per cent in 2020. 

* 

Sector 19--Aircraft and Parts. Much of Arizona's 

dramatic economic development is attributable to the 
t 

aircraft industry. The growth rate of this industry was 

not much below that of the electronics industry, and was 

far in excess of that for the nation as a whole. This is 

reflected in the very large competitive shift in employment 

recorded for this industry. A substantial amount of the 

production of this sector was exported in 1958. 

According to a recent study of the rapid-growth 

segment of American industry the long-range outlook for 

the aircraft industry in the United States is very 

favorable (United States Department of Commerce, 1968a). 

The research programs of the last few years have pro

vided the base for new progress in aircraft performance. 

Advances in aeronautical technology will improve the 

usefulness of all types of aircraft--military, airline, 

and general aviation. In order to meet the needs of the 

continued expansion of domestic and international air 
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transportation, the industry launched production of a new 

generation of large-capacity passenger and cargo trans

ports , and is engaged in the final stages of development 

of an operational supersonic transport. General aviation 

industry leaders predict their sales will exceed Si billion 

in the next five years, or more than double the current 

level. 

For the nation as a whole the rate of growth of 

this industry led all others, far surpassing the rate of 

growth of total manufacturing. Thus, if Arizona were 

merely to retain its share in this industry's total 

production the projected level of exports would have to be 

increases somewhat. But in addition to this Arizona has 

increased its competitive position to an amazing degree, 

necessitating a further upward adjustment in projected 

export levels. Such being the case, "normal" projected 

net exports will be increased by 90 per cent in 1980, 120 

per cent in 2000, and 160 per cent in 2020. 

Sector 20 —Primary Metals. While employment in the 

primary metal industry declined by 26 per cent for the 

United States as a whole, employment in Arizona increased 

by 31 per cent. Although this rate of increase was con

siderably below that of total manufacturing employment in 

Arizona, this sector did account for a substantial share 

of the competitive shift in employment. 
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The latest issue of County Business Patterns 

records two firms classed as "blast furnaces and steel 

mills" in Arizona, one of which has between 50 and 99 

employees and the other between 250 and 500 employees 

(United States Bureau of the Census, 1968). There were 

none recorded in 1962* There were four iron and steel 

foundries in both 1962 and 1967* The number of employees 

in primary nonferrous metals increased from 1,9^5 in 19&2 

to 2,4l9 in 1967, a change of 2k per cent. While 91 per 

cent of the copper ore produced in Arizona is smelted in 

the state only nine per cent is refined domestically and 

there is virtually no copper fabrication (Learning and 

Clark, 1966). Ninety per cent of the copper fabrication 

in this country occurs in the East and Midwest. This 

pattern of copper processing could well change in the 

future as the Southwest and Pacific regions continue the 

rapid economic expansion of recent years. Not only might 

one expect a larger share of refining to shift to Arizona 

but there is reason to anticipate an ever increasing use 

of refined copper by Arizona's rapidly expanding elec

tronics industry, and by other domestic copper fabricating 

industries. Finally, aluminum extrusion and casting 

account for a significant amount of the employment in this 

sector. As an example of firms in this industry, the 

Reynolds Metal Company's aluminum extrusion plant, with 
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more than jk acres under roof, is one of the largest in 

the United States. 

All the above considerations reflect the gradual 

trend toward an increased self-sufficiency for Arizona in 

this sector. The effect of such trends on the projected 

import-export patterns is somewhat mixed. For example, 

as more value is added to copper by further processing in 

the state, the value of exports would increase. On the 

other hand, use of Arizona copper by domestic fabricators 

would reduce the quantity of copper exports. Also, in

creased steel mills and blast furnaces would reduce the 

need for importing these products but the rapid growth in 

manufacturing tends to raise import requirements. For 

projection purposes it is presumed that developments in 

the higher fabrication sectors will outweigh those within 

the sector itself so that "normal" projected net exports of 

nonferrous metals will be reduced by 12 per cent in 1980, 

22 per cent in 2000, and ^5 P®** cent in 2020. The net 

import to total supply ratio is increased from 22.5 per 

cent in 1958 to 28 per cent in 1980, 36 per cent in 2000, 

and 40 per cent in 2020, to reflect increased imports of 

primary iron and steel products. 

Sector 21--0ther Manufacturing. Sector 21 is an 
• 
extremely important sector in view of the fact that it 

contains many market-oriented industries and thus should 
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show a considerable decline in the share of total supply 

imported as Arizona becomes more self-sufficient in 

manufactured products* Textile mill products account for 

the largest share--35 per cent--of the Imports of this 

sector, followed by paper and allied products--13 per cent, 

miscellaneous manufacturing--12 per cent, printing and 

publlshing--9 per cent, and rubber and plastic products— 

8 percent-~to mention the more important* From 1958 to 

I960 Arizona exhibited an adverse competitive shift in 

textile mill products. However, textile mills in Arizona 

now number five, whereas in 1962 there were none. Thus, 

over time we might expect a slight decline in importation 

of these products. While the Census of Manufacturing 

contained no data on employment in either the paper or 

allied products or rubber and plastic products industries 

in Arizona, some insight into what has occurred over recent 

years can be gained from a look at figures published in 

County Business Patterns (United States Bureau of the 

Census, 1968). Since 1962 the number of employees in the 

paper and allied products industry has increased from 190 

to 80^, a gain of 323 per cent. The number of employees 

in the rubber and plastic industry has increased from 199 

in 1962 to ^97 in 1967, a 150 per cent gain. 

A digression on Arizona's plastics industry is 

warranted because its growth potential is considerable 

owing to the low transportation cost of these lightweight 
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materials. The plastics industry is in its beginning 

stages here in Arizona. Most of the companies have been 

established since 195?* One plant, opened in 19&2, already 

has an annual sales volume of between $4.5 and $5 million. 

Local processors prepare specially formed packaging 

materials for delicate electronic devices, component parts 

for other manufacturers, tubing and pipe for many purposes, 

and wide range of consumer items. In the main, products 

of these plastics manufacturers are distributed in Arizona. 

There are marked exceptions, however. Thompson Industries, 

a Phoenix manufacturer, distributed 99 per cent of its 

polystyrene caps in the other 49 states. Pioneer Products, 

Inc. of Tucson, has 98 per cent out-of-state distribution 

of its plastic tote boxes, custom thermo-forming products, 

and industrial materials handling and parts protection 

devices. Plastics manufacturers attribute the growth of 

the local plastic products industry to the expanding 

Arizona market coupled with the natural climate advantages, 

high labor productivity and low product transportation 

costs. 

Printing and publishing showed a growth rate of 

l66 per cent from 19^7 to 1963* well above the 28 per cent 

increase recorded for the nation as a whole. All other 

industries within this sector also exhibited growth rates 

higher than comparable national rates. 
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In light of current trends we would seem justified 

in anticipating a continued increase in the proportion of 

this sector's total supply produced domestically* There

fore, the share of Sector 21 total supply Imported on a 

net basis will be reduced from its base year level of 58*7 

per cent to '18 per cent in 1980, 38 per cent in 2000, and 

28 per cent in 2020. Net imports consist of textile mill 

products, furniture, paper and allied products, rubber, 

glass and leather products, and miscellaneous manufactured 

products. 

While there is not as great an opportunity for 

expansion of net exports of Sector 21 as there is for those 

of Sector 18, nevertheless, generation of a sizeable 

quantity of exports is possible; the products of two 

industries in particular--plastics, because they are 

relatively light-weight and instruments, because they tend 

to be rather expensive. Both of these characteristics 

result in lower relative transportation costs. In light 

of the foregoing considerations, projected net exports of 

lumber and wood products, plastics and instruments, and 

related products are modified as follows: "normal" pro

jections for 1980 are increased by 60 per cent, those for 

2000 are increased by 80 per cent and those for 202 by 

100 per cent. 
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Soctor 22--Mlnlng. One of the richest mining 

states in tho nation, Arizona ranks first in tho production 

of copper, third in silver, and fourth in gold. Arizona's 

share of total United States copper production increased 

from 51.7 per cent in 1966 to 52.6 per cent in 1967* 

Millions of dollars are being invested in search of ore 

and for more efficient methods, greatly enhancing the 

future of Arizona's copper industry. Modern techniques 

permit the mining of ore which was unprofitable a few 

decades ago. The Arizona Department of Mineral Resources 

estimates that by 1972 annual productive capacity will 

total 989,200 short tons--21 per cent over 1968. Recent 

explorations have brought to light a number of heretofore 

undeveloped natural resources. Some of them--vanadium, 

uranium, molybdenum, and mercury--are now considered 

essential to the nation's security. 

On the basis of these and other considerations, 

base year exports of nonferrous metal ores, stone, and clay 

will be increased by 75 per cent, 100 per cent and lkO per 

cent to yield exports for years 1980, 2000, and 2020, 

respectively. The import-total supply ratio will be in

creased slightly over time to reflect increased use of 

coal and chemical minerals in the state. It is set at 

five per cent in 1980, seven per cent in 2000, and nine 

per cent in 2020. 
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Sector 23"-Utllltle». The export-Import pattern 

of Sector 23 is not oxpocted to change significantly 

through the projection period. Thus, "normal" export pro

jections of telephone, telegraph, and electric utilities 

sorvlces ore used. The net import-total supply ratio is 

also held constant, reflecting no relative change in gas 

utilities services imported. 

Sector 2fr--Selected Services. Sector 2k is of very 

great importance for Arizona's future economic development. 

Most important of the industries included in this sector 

are tourism, research and testing labs, motion pictures, 

and other recreational services. Each of these has out

standing growth potential. This is due in part to one of 

the most significant trends in the economic patterns of 

Arizona and the nation--relative growth of the service 

industry, both professional and personal. Demand for these 

services is taking an increasing proportion of the consumer 

dollar as the trend toward greater affluency continues. 

Total tourism expenditures are divided between 

Sectors 2k (Services) and 25 (Trade and Transportation). 

The discussion which follows, therefore, will apply to the . 

modification of Sector 25 exports as well as those of 

Sector 2k. 

The trend in tourist expenditures is shown in 

Figure 1 (Chapter 6). Arizona income generated by the 
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tourist industry has grown «t a rate slightly greater than 

that of income as a whole over recent years. This is part 

of o national and world-wide trend* A high general level 

of prosperityf improved c otnmuni cat ions , foster, more 

reliable and more economical modos of transportation, arid 

more leisure tiino make travel one of the most impressive 

growth industries everywhere, Arizona is particularly 

affected by Improvements in air travel and highway 

construction as isolation has traditionally been a limiting 

element in the state. Winter vacations have bocome popular 

as more leisure time has been made available to employees 

at this time of year. In addition, air conditioning has 

made the summer working and living conditions more agree

able, Influencing the trend toward summer vacations. 

Another factor giving rise to travel gains in Arizona is 

the increased use of the West Coast as a vacation spot. 

On the basis of such trends, "normal" projected 

net exports of lodging, personal services, and repair 

services will be increased by 65 per cent in 1980, 80 per 

cent in 2000, and 90 per cent in 2020. 

Arizona has become the third ranking and fastest 

growing electronics center in the West, and research has 

developed as an inherent function of that industry. But 

research in Arizona is not confined to electronics. The 

capabilities of the state's universities, the varied 

resources of its vast outdoor spaces, and a full range of 
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climatic conditions have made Arizona attractive for othor 

resoarch and touting purposes* Research efforts in Arizona 

rango from microolectronics to automotive testing on 

Qxtonsive proving grounds• Approximately 150 businoss 

firms, government offices, and educational institutions 

have research groups in Arizona. There are about ft0 

government and private research agencies or laboratories 

in Arizona. Government agoncies provide information of 

local interest to farmers, business firms, and others* 

Private enterprises conducting resoarch range from market 

research firms to the Amorican Museum of Natural History, 

which conducts basic biological research* 

It is expected that the increasing technological 

orientation of the Arizona economy will contribute to the 

growth of research activity within the stato. This in turn 

should give rise to a more sophisticated industrial complex 

which in its turn induces a heightened technological 

orientation and so on in a mutually reinforcing manner. 

Imports, which consist primarily of research services, are 

presumed to decrease over time. To reflect these con

siderations, the ratio of net imports to total supply for 

Sector 2k is reduced by two percentage points in 19&0, four 

percentage points in 2000, and six percentage points in 

2020. 

In recent years there has been a considerable in

crease in the production of motion pictures in Arizona. 
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Recognizing its potential, concerted offorts hnvo boon mmlo 

to attract this industry to tho state* For examplo, fcho 

logislaturo rocontly passod a bill oxompting film production 

companios from paying tho state workman's compensation 

insurunco promiuin and accopting tho insurance of individual 

movie companios. Also, Arizonans liavo responded to tho 

film-makers' nood for local soundstages. Tho $190,000 

sound stage rocontly constructed in Old Tucson is oxpected 

to incroaso filming by *t0 per cont in Tucson, for example. 

Work began last summer on tho Southwest's first modern 

motion picturo studio, a $2 million projoct, comploto with 

two sound stages, on 167 acres of land near Cnrofroo, 

Arizona* Another $2 million sound stage is plunnod for the 

Willcox area. 

Arizona has many advantages which aro drawing film 

producers from California. It offers bright blue skies, 

clear weather, and every kind of sconery imaginable. This 

is in sharp contrast with Hollywood whore producers are 

increasingly troubled by smog and urbanization. Finally, 

Arizona's locational disadvantage has been minimized by 

modern air transportation* It is now but an hour's ride 

away from the film producing center of the United States* 

The importance of such factors are indicated by the remark 

of one film producer who said, "I think your state is 

headed in the right direction, and I know there are many 

others in the motion picture industry who share my belief 
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that a new era of prosperity is beginning for Arizona 

insofar as film production is concerned" (Modern Arizona 

Industry, Inc., 1968:9)* Just how much it will grow in 

the next few years is speculative but estimates by 

Arizona's Development Board say a conservative estimate 

is that, it will triple and it may go higher. 

All things considered it seems reasonable to expect 

a gradual decline in net imports of this component of 

Sector 2'i and even to anticipate the emergence of a small 

net export balance in the long run. To reflect this, 

projected net exports will be increased by an additional 

two per cent in 2000 and six por cent in 2020. The net 

import coefficient (the net import-total supply ratio) of 

Sector 2k will be reduced by 0.9 percentage points in 1980 

and 2.9 percentage points in both 2000 and 2020 to reflect 

the decline and eventual disappearance of net imports of 

motion pictures and other recreational services. 

Consolidating adjustments for each major component 

of Sector 2'±, "normal11 projected net exports are increased 

by 65 per cent in 1980, 82 per cent in 2000 and 96 per cent 

in 2020. The net import-total supply ratio is reduced 

from 1^.9 per cent in 1958 to 12 per cent in 1980, to 

8 per cent in 2000, to 6 per cent in 2020. Net exports 

consist of lodging, personal and repair services and in 

2000 and 2020 of motion pictures and recreation services. 

Net imports consist of research development and testing 
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laboratory services and In 1980, of motion pictures ond 

other recreation services* 

Sector 25--Trade and Transportation. The exports 

of Sector 25 are divided equally between transportation 

services and retail and wholesale trade. There Is little 

justification for making significant modifications to the 

transportation component, but retail and wholesale trade 

will be adjusted for anticipated Increases In tourist trade 

as discussed under Sector 24. 

There Is one additional factor to be considered 

when modifying the projected level of Sector 25 exports. 

The domestic sale of products to tourists--temporary resi-

dents--are correctly regarded as exports since they are 

purchased with income produced otit-of-stato just as any 

other export. But the domestic sale of products to 

retirees--permanent residents--should equally as well be 

regarded as exports so long as the income used for their 

purchase originates out-of-state. It is estimated that 

the number of people 60 years of age and over will reach 

29 million by 1970 and 35 million by 1980. In a survey 

taken to determine the desires of citizens approaching 

retirement) 20 per cent of those polled wanted to move to 

a warm climate. With the number of persons over age 65 

increasing at a rate twice that of total population, and 

with the trend toward earlier retirement, the economic 
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potential for Arizona represented by the retirement market 

is considerable. That Arizona is realizing its potential 

is revealed by the fact that the rate of increase of 

persons of retirement age was higher in Arizona last year 

than in any other state* 

As the affluence of the American people Increases, 

not only will retirees tend to have more money to spend, 

but also will tend to retire earlier. With one million 

retirees each year—who are afforded greater freedom of 

choice by increased corporate pension plans and social 

security—the market for services to retired persons is 

steadily expanding. Arizona's success to date and the 

continuing appeal of its warm climate support predictions 

that a goodly share of these individuals will be attracted 

to Arizona. Therefore, to the modification of Sector 25 

exports arising from increased tourism will be added 

another adjustment for a growing retirement market. When 

these adjustments are combined, "normal" projected net 

exports of transportation services, wholesale and retail 

trade are increased by 55 per cent in 1980, 80 per cent in 

2000, and 105 per cent in 2020. 

Sector 26--Unallocated Services. Sector 26 is an 

aggregate of miscellaneous services and industries for 

which individual outputs could not be obtained. In the 

main it is comprised of Division G of the standard 
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Industrial classification--Finance, Insurance, and Real 

Estate--and a large share of the Services Division. 

Examination of Table 9 reveals a significant competitive 

shift for Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate from 19^0 

to 1950 and particularly from 1950 to i960. In fact, for 

the latter period the competitive shift of this sector 

was among the highest for all sectors. After construction, 

the competitive gains of medical and professional services 

from 1950 to i960 were the largest in the state. 

The anticipated growth in the retirement market 

will have a considerable impact upon the exports of Sector 

26, This fact coupled with the trends revealed by shift 

analysis make a fairly strong case for expecting a sub

stantial increase in exports over time. "Normal" pro

jected net exports of water and sanitary services, govern

ment enterprises, ordnance, finance, and insurance are 

increased by 80 per cent in 1980, 100 per cent in 2000, 

and 110 per cent in 2020. The net import-total supply 

ratio is reduced from 0.8 per cent in 1958 to 0. per cent 

in 1980, and is set at zero for 2000 and 2020 to reflect 

a decline and eventual disappearance of net imports of 

real estate, rental, and business services. 

Sector 27--Construction. Net imports and exports 

of the construction sector were zero for 1958 and will 

remain so throughout the projection period. 
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External Trade Pattern II 

Trade Pattern II is essentially Pattern I with each 

sector slightly modified so as to require less water. The 

extent of modification will vary among sectors in order to 

reflect the economic circumstances peculiar to each* In 

the discussion that follows, in those cases in which net 

exports are recorded in the same sector for which a net 

import coefficient is specified, products exported on a net 

basis are different from the products being imported on a 

net basis* Trade Pattern II is compared with the alter

native trade patterns in each reference year in Tables 20, 

21, and 22 at the end of this chapter* 

Agricultural and Agricultural Processing Sectors. 

In establishing the level of exports from Sector 1 it is 

postulated that the domestic market absorbs a larger share 

of domestic output than is the case in Pattern I so that 

exports drop off more rapidly* Base year net exports of 

cattle are reduced by 20, 30, and ^5 respectively for the 

years 1980, 2000, and 2020. It is assumed that even though 

domestic hog producers increase the actual amount of pork 

supplied to the domestic market, that demand increases at 

a faster rate so that hog imports actually increase 

slightly over time. The import-total supply ratio is 

raised to .0k in 1980, .05 in 2000, and .07 in 2020 
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Imports of poultry and eggs are reduced from 72.6 

per cent of total supply in 1958 to 64 per cent in 1980, 

58 per cent in 2000, and 52 per cent in 2020. Dairy 

products were neither imported nor exported on a net basis 

in the base year. There was little justification for 

making any changes when constructing Pattern I and this 

applies in the case of Pattern II also. Food and feed 

grain exports will be reduced more severely than under 

Pattern I so that exports vanish in all reference years. 

Imports are raised to 22 per cent of total supply in 1980, 

35 per cent in 2000, and 52 per cent in 2020. In project

ing cotton exports in Pattern II it is assumed that the 

decline in the relative importance of cotton noted in the 

discussion of Pattern I will continue at a somewhat 

accelerated pace thus forcing a more rapid curtailment of 

cotton production. Hence, base year exports are reduced 

by 60 per cent in 1980 and vanish completely in 2000 as 

well as 2020. 

The vegetable sector has exhibited strong continuous 

growth in Arizona over recent years. On the basis of its 

favorable growth characteristics it was assumed in Pattern 

I that exports from this sector would grow as the nation 

grew so that "normal11 export projections were not modified. 

For Pattern II, however, the "normal" projections are 

revised downward. They are reduced by l4 per cent in 1980, 

22 per cent in 2000, and 38 per cent in 2020. "Normal" 
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export projections for Sector 7 ore also modified somewhat 

being reduced by 10 per cent in 1980, 25 per cent in 2000, 

and 42 per cent in 2020* The ratio of net imports to total 

supply will be raised only slightly over Pattern I levels, 

increasing to 83 per cent in 1980, 87 per cent in 2000, 

and 92 per cent in 2020. 

Arizona's total share of the citrus market is 

assumed to remain relatively constant over time so that 

"normal" export projections are used. Imports of forage 

crops are assumed to increase more rapidly than in Pattern 

I so that in Pattern II the ratio of net imports to total 

supply will be set at 28 per cent in 1980, 46 per cent in 

2000, and 60 per cent in 2020. Although strong competitive 

gains were exhibited by Sector 10 during the period under 

study, it is postulated that the generally adverse water 

situation will manifest itself in a reduction of this 

sector's share in external markets so that "normal" export 

projections will be reduced by 8, 12, and 20 per cent 

respectively for the years 1980, 2000, and 2020. 

There were no exports from the agricultural pro

cessing sectors in Trade Pattern I. Exports from these 

sectors are also set at zero in Pattern II. The import-

total supply ratio of Sector 11 (grain mill products) is 

raised to 46 per cent in 1980, 74 per cent in 2000, and 

88 per cent in 2020. For Pattern II it will be assumed 

that the expansion of the market for beef will overshadow 
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other developments In domestic livestock production and 

processing so that the Import coefficient of Sector 12, 

instead of declining as in Pattern I, will remain rela

tively stable over time* It is set at per cent in 1980, 

36 per cent in 2000, and 38 per cent in 2020. The import 

coefficient of Sector 13 (dairy products) is increased 

slightly from 19 per cent in 1958 to 21 per cent in 1980, 

24 per cent in 2000, and 28 per cent in 2020. Since 

agricultural production will tend to shift out of the state 

over time if water is to be conserved, canning, preserving, 

and freezing operations will tend to be located out-of-state 

also so that over time more of the products of Sector 14 

would be imported. Thus the import coefficient is in

creased from 86 per cent in 1958 to 89 per cent in 1980, 

92 per cent in 2000, and 95 per cent in 2020. The import 

coefficient of Sector 15 is reduced at a slightly slower 

rate than is the case in Pattern I. It is set at 49 per 

cent in 1980, 47 per cent in 2000, and 45 per cent in 2020. 

Other Industrial Sectors.^ The level of exports 

from Sector 16 (chmicals and fertilizers) will remain the 

same as in Pattern I but the import coefficient will be 

reduced slightly. It is set at 62 per cent in 1980, 52 

1. For classification of products imported and 
exported on a net basis for each sector see discussion 
under "External Trade Pattern I." 
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per cent in 2000, and kO per cent in 2020* The external 

trade pattern of Sector 17 (petroleum) specified in Pattern 

II is the same as Pattern 1* 

Sector 18 (fabricated metals and machinery) is 

potentially the strongest export sector in the Arizona 

economy. The economic progress of this sector is of major 

importance in mitigating the adverse impact of relative 

water scarcity of the economic development of the state. 

The relatively large increases in exports posited in 

Pattern I will be accelerated in Pattern II on the pre

sumption that the main thrust of water policy action will 

be directed toward activities encompassed by this sector. 

Therefore, the export levels in Pattern I are increased by 

10 per cent in 1980, l*i per cent in 2000, and 18 per cent 

in 2020. The import coefficients remain the same as in 

Pattern I. Sector 19 (aircraft and parts) is also a strong 

export sector and for reasons similar to those given above, 

Pattern I exports will be increased by 15 per cent in 1980, 

20 per cent in 2000, and 20 per cent in 2020. Net imports 

are set at zero for each reference year. The external 

trade pattern of Sector 20 (primary metals) specified in 

Pattern I is used for Pattern II also. 

Sector 21 (other manufacturing) is another sector 

of extreme importance to the water-conserving effort in 

the state. As the externally produced products of this 

sector are supplanted by domestically produced products, 
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the quantity of exports required to exchange for these 

products Is reduced. Since in the past Arizona has tended 

to export goods embodying substantial quantities of water, 

the amount of water exported from the state will be 

reduced. Also, growth in the exports of this sector will 

permit an increase in the level of total imports. The 

water trade-price of Sector 21 exports being high, their 

exchange for lower trade-priced imports will result in a 

net water savings. Exports of this sector as projected in 

Pattern I are increased by 8 per cent in 1980, 12 per cent 

in 2000, and 1^ per cent in 2020. The import-total supply 

ratio is set at k6 per cent in 1980, 35 per cent in 2000, 

and 2k per cent in 2020. 

The export-import pattern of Sectors 22 (mining) 

and 23 (utilities) is the same for Pattern II as Pattern I. 

Because of the importance of Sector 2k (selected 

service) in reducing water requirements it is presumed that 

considerable effort will be expended in stimulating its 

economic growth. For this reason, Pattern I exports are 

increased by 20 per cent in 1980, 22 per cent in 2000, and 

2k per cent in 2020. The import-total supply ratio is re

duced to 10 per cent in 1980, 6 per cent in 2000, and 2 per 

cent in 2020. 

Sector 25 (trade and transportation) is another 

important sector insofar as its impact on the water situa

tion is concerned. Therefore, Pattern I exports are 
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increased by 12 per cent in 1980, 1^ per cent in 2000, and 

16 per cent in 2020# Net imports remain at zero. The 

Pattern I level of exports of Sector 26 (unallocated 

services) is increased by 15 per cent in 1980, 18 per cent 

in 2000, and 22 percent in 2020. Net import coefficients 

are the same as Pattern I. Net imports and exports of 

Sector 27 (construction) were zero in 1958 and will remain 

so in Pattern II. 

External Trade Pattern III 

Trade Pattern III is formulated in accordance with 

the technique for reducing total water requirments in the 

economy as described in Chapter 3« The trade-price of 

water in each sector and the base year pattern of trade are 

given in Table 18. This pattern is changed by substituting 

imported water of a lower trade-price for that of a higher 

trade-price while doing the opposite for exported water. 

Emphasis is placed on reducing the amount of water re

quired in production, but the resulting trade pattern must 

be realizable in light of Arizona's basic resources. As 

in the case of External Trade Patterns I and II, the re

sulting trade pattern is compared with the naive pattern 

for each reference year in Tables 20, 21, and 22. 

In the discussion that follows, when net imports 

and net exports are specified for the same sector they 

refer to different groups of products. The different 
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classes of products to which net exports and net imports 

apply were identified in the discussion of Trade Pattern I, 

and will not be repeated here. 

Agriculture and Agricultural Processing Sectors* 

Table 18 shows that the trade-price of water ranges from 

$19,181.71 per acre-foot in Sector 25 to $21.23 per acre-

foot in Sector 9* Examination of this table, together with 

Table 29, reveals that in the Naive Trade Pattern, per 

cent of the water exported is sold at a trade-price below 

$200*00 per acre-foot, and 79 per cent of the water is sold 

at a trade-price below $5,000 per acre-foot. In Trade 

Pattern III, no water will be exported at a trade-price 

below $152.00 per acre-foot. Thus, all exports from 

Sectors 1 through 5 and 7 through 11 are eliminated. A 

small quantity of water will be exported through Sector 6 

at a price of $152.00 per acre-foot. Exports of Sector 6 

are set at 12, 8, and k per cent of base year (1958) levels 

for years 1980, 2000, and 2020, respectively. Exports of 

the remaining agricultural processing sectors, 12 through 

15, are also set at zero for reasons outlined in the dis

cussion of Trade Patterns I and II. 

Trade-prices of water embodied in the products of 

Sectors 9 and k are the lowest of all; $21.23 per acre-

foot and $22.92 per acre-foot, respectively. Therefore, 

as much water as possible should be imported through these 
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sectors. Thus, the net import coefficiont of each is set 

at 96, 981 and 99 per cent for the years 1980, 2000, and 

2020, respectively. 

The water trade-price is also quite low for Sectors 

2, 3, 8, and 11 so that a concerted effort to import a 

large quantity of water through these soctors should be 

made also. Since 75 per cent of the eggs consumed in the 

state during the 1950's were imported, one may conclude 

that it is feasible to Import a rather substantial portion 

of the total supply of this sector's products. Therefore, 

net imports in Sector 2 will be set at 82 per cent of total 

supply in 1980, 88 per cent in 2000, and 9'* per cent in 

2020. 

Considerable difficulties are attendant upon the 

importation of farm dairy products. Net imports therefore 

are presumed to be at levels only slightly above zero and 

the net import coefficient of Sector 3 is set at .005 in 

1980, .015 in 2000, and .02fl in 2020. 

Since cotton exports are set at zero and cotton 

is produced for no other purpose, the net import coeffi

cient of Sector 5 remains at its base year value of zero. 

Although Arizona enjoys a comparative advantage in 

citrus production, nonetheless, this sector does require 

substantial quantities of water. Bccause of the "cheap

ness" of water imported through this sector it is advisable 

to Import citrus on a net basis. The import coefficient of 
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Sector 8 is set at 35 per cent in 1980, 't5 per cent in 

2000, and 60 por cent in 2020* 

The import coefficient of Sector 11 is raised to 

90 per cent in 1980, 92 per cent in 2000, and 9? per cent 

in 2020. 

The water trade-prices for Sectors 1, 6, 7, 10, 12, 

and 13 are slightly higher than those of tho previous group 

but still quite low relative to other sectors* Therefore, 

it is desirable to import water through these sectors also* 

Net import coefficients for livestock and livestock products 

are sot at 60, 72, and 87 per cent respectively for years 

1980, 2000, and 2020. Since a small quantity of exports is 

projected for Sector 6, its net import coefficient is set 

at zero. The net import coefficient of Sector 7 is set at 

85, 92, and 98 per cent respectively for years 1980, 2000, 

and 2020. The net import coefficient of Sector 10 is 

raised to 50 per cent in 1980, 65 per cent in 2000, and 80 

per cent in 2020. Meat and poultry processing is assumed 

to shift out-of-state as the domestic livestock industry 

declines so imports of Sector 12 are raised to 48, 62, and 

82 per cent of total supply for years 1980, 2000, and 2020, 

respectively. The 1958 import coefficient for dairy 

products is increased slightly to 21 per cent in 1980, 25 

per cent in 2000, and 30 per cent in 2020. 

The products of Sectors 14 and 15 have somewhat 

higher water trade-prices but are still good sectors 
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through which to import water. The import coefficient of 

Sector l4 ia set at 90 por cent in 1980, 9'* Por cent in 

2000, and 97 por cent in 2020, while that of Sector 15 

is set at 52 por cent in 19&0, 50 per cent in 2000, and 

62 per cent in 2020* 

Other Industrial Sectors. The products of Sectors 

16, 20, 21, 22, and 23 have intermediate level water trade-

prices so that strong pressures to export or import water 

through these particular sectors do not exist. Therefore, 

the external trade patterns of these sectors specified in 

Pattern II are used in Pattorn III also. 

The highest water trade-prices are associated with 

products of Sectors 17, 24, and 25. A major goal of water 

conserving policy is to increase the level of exports of 

these sectors so that water exported from the state earns 

the highest return. The exports of Sector 24 were pro

jected as Increasing considerably over normal projections 

in Pattern II, because of their importance to water con

serving efforts, but are increased even more in Pattern III. 

The exports of Pattern II are raised by 18 per cent in 

1980, 20 per cent in 2000, and 22 percent in 2020. The 

import coefficient is reduced only slightly from Pattern II 

levels. It is set at 10 per cent in 1980, 5*5 per cent in 

2000, and 1.5 per cent in 2020. The exports of Sector 25 

as projected in Pattern II are increased by 15 per cent in 
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1980» 20 per cunt in 2000, and 25 per cent In 2020> Net 

Imports are sot at zaro. 

The water trade-price of the product* of Sector 1.9 

Is only slightly bolow that of Sectors 17* 2't, and 25i so 

Sector 19 exports are equally important. Therefore, the 

exports projected for Soctor 19 in Pattern II are incroaaed 

by 3% 8, And 10 per cent, respectively, for yours 1980, 

2000, and 2020. Net imports remain at zero. Since exports 

from Sector 1? are basic minerals, policy offorts cannot be 

expectod to stimulate tho.ir growth to any appreciable 

dogree. Thus, the levels projoctod in Pattern II are usod 

for Pattern III. Import coefficients also remain tho same* 

Products of Sectors 18, 26, and 27 have water trade-

prices not much bolow those of the four preceding sectors. 

Therefore, exports from those sectors should bo increased. 

Pattern II exports from Sector 18 are Increased by 5 per 

cent in 1980,  10  per cent in 2000,  and 15 per cent in 2020.  

Pattern II exports from Sector 26 are raised by 'lO per cent 

in 1980, 50 per cent in 2000, and 60 per cent in 2020. The 

level of exports from Sector 27 and the net import coeffi

cients of Sectors 18, 26, and 27 remain the same as in 

Trade Pattern II* 

External Trade Pattern IV 

Trade Pattern IV is similar to Pattern III except 

that water policy is postulated to be pursued somewhat more 
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vigorously. Also thoro is u difference between the two 

patterns in the distribution of exports among the various 

sectors* As in the case of alternative patterns, Pattern 

IV is subject to the overriding constraint of practica

bility. 

In specifying the external trade patterns of each 

sector for Pattern IV exports will be handled separately 

from net import coefficients. Each sector is treated in 

order of the water trade-price of its product. The 

products of Sectors 2k and 25 have the highest water trade-

prices so policy should be strongly oriented toward in

creasing the exports in these sectors. These two sectors 

accounted for 32 per cent of total exports in Pattern III. 

Exports from Sector 2k consist of tourist expenditures, 

such as lodging, personal and business services, and motion 

pictures and other recreational services. Exports from 

Sector 25 consist of transportation services and wholesale 

and retail services. Both sectors have substantial 

"exports" to retirees, temporary residents, and all others 

whose domestic expenditures are financed by incomes earned 

out-of-state. It would be desirable to increase this 

proportion substantially, but even though they have con

siderable export potential, these sectors are not the 

strongest export sectors of the economy. Thus, the share 

of total exports for which they account is reduced slightly 

below that of Pattern III. In absolute terms, however, 
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they can be set at a somewhat higher level than Pattern 

III, Therefore, Pattern III exports for Sector 2k will be 

increased by 5 per cent in 1980, 8 per cent in 2000, and 

10 per cent in 2020* Pattern III exports of Sector 25 will 

be raised by 2 per cent in 1980, 4 per cent in 2000, and 

5 per cent in 2020* 

The water trade-prices of products in Sectors 17 

and 19 are only slightly below that for Sector 25 so 

exports from these two sectors are equally important* 

Since exports from Sector 19 ore already quite substantial 

in Pattern III, accounting for 29 per cent of total exports, 

they are held at Pattern III levels. Those of Sector 17 

are also held constant at Pattern III levels. 

In light of recent trends and an assessment of 

future possibilities, it is expected that Sector l8 will be 

the strongest export sector in future years. Therefore, 

for Pattern IV, the level of exports in Pattern II is in

creased by 180 per cent in 1980, 200 percent in 2000, and 

220 per cent in 2020.  

Exports from the construction sector are zero as in 

Pattern III. Exports from Sector 26 are increased from 

Pattern III levels by 10, 12, and 16 per cent, respectively, 

for the years 1980, 2000, and 2020. Exports from Sector 21 

are increased slightly over Pattern II levels, changing by 

8 per cent in 1980, 12 per cent in 2000, and 1^ per cent in 

2020. Exports from Sectors l6, 20, and 23 are the same as 
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in Pattern III. Because the trade-price of water traded 

through Sector 1^ is relatively low and water trade-prices 

of all remaining sectors are lower still, all net exports 

from these sectors are eliminated. 

For the most part, the net import coefficients used 

in Pattern IV are the same as those of Pattern III. Slight 

changes are made, however, in the coefficients of some 

sectors having very high or very low water trade-prices. 

No change is made in the net import coefficients of 

Sectors 1-3, 5» 7» 8, 12-17, 19* 20, 22, 23, and 25-2?. 

The net import coefficient of Sector 2k is set at 

9 per cent in 1980, 5 per cent in 2000, and 1 per cent in 

2020. The coefficient of Sector 18 is reduced to 42 per 

cent in 1980, 3^ per cent in 2000, and 20 per cent in 2020. 

The only other sector to have its import coefficient re

duced is Sector 21. It is changed to kk per cent in 1980,  

32 per cent in 2000, and 22 per cent in 2020. 

Turning to sectors with low water trade-prices, it 

is desirable to increase the proportion of total supply 

imported. The import coefficients of Sectors k and 9 are 

set at 97 per cent in 1980, and 99 per cent in 2000 and 

2020. Import coefficients of Sector 10 are raised to 55* 

70, and 96 per cent, respectively, for yeefrs 1980, 2000, 

and 2020. Finally, net imports of Sector 6 are set at 50 

per cent of the total supply in 1980, 60 per cent in 2000, 

and 75 per cent in 2020. 
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The aggregate and sectoral exports and imports 

which result from posited changes for each sector under 

each alternative trade pattern for each projected year are 

F 
shown in Tables 20, 21, and 22. In these tables sectors 

are arranged according to the water trade-price of water 

embodied in the products of each. This was done to high

light the extent to which exports embodying high-priced 

water are substituted for thos embodying low-priced water 

and imports embodying low-priced water substituted for 

those embodying high-priced water in each posited external 

trade pattern. Moving from the naive trade pattern through 

increasingly more water conservation oriented trade 

patterns these substitutions become more extensive. 

These trade patterns are the end result of posited 

changes in net exports and net imports plus adjustments 

needed to balance trade in each reference year. 

To aid in following the trends in sectoral imports 

and exports discussed in this chapter, two additional 

tables are included in the Appendix. Table 38 shows, for 

each alternative trade pattern, the distribution among 

sectors of aggregate exports in each reference year. 

Table 39 shows, for each alternative trade pattern, the 

ratio of net imports to total supply in each sector for 

each reference year. 
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Table 20. Exports and Imports by Sector in 1980 Under 
Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 1958 
Dollars) 

Producing Sector 

Water 
Trade-Pric e 
(Dollars) 

Naive Trade Pattern 

Exports Imports 

25 Trade and Transporta
tion 19 ,181  .71  90, i4o  0  

17 Petroleum 15 ,618  .kl 0 250,970 
24 Selected Services 12 ,169 .kl 218,512 79,565 
19  Aircraft & Parts 11 ,690  .kk 282,492 0 
27 Construction 8 ,32k .80  0 0  
26 Unallocated Services 8 ,173 .27  21 ,335 14 ,305 
18 Fabricated Metals & 

Machinery 7 ,610  .29  38,980 678,874 
23  Utilities 3 ,603 ,6k 120,996 10,277 
22 Mining 3 ,551 .77  873,782 27,286 
21  Other Manufacturing 3 ,531 .  66  1,762 663 ,046 
20 Primary Metals 2 ,586  •  73  330,133 1^2,246 
16  Chemicals & 

l4  
Fertilizers 1 ,7  7k •  56  30 ,834 299,260 

l4  Canning, Preserving, 
& Freezing 

CO CN 

.45  0  68,678 
15 Misc. Agricultural 

Processing kG7 .31  0  119,571 
12  Meat & Poultry 

Processing 173 .67  0 67,902 
6 Vegetables 151 .92  239,822 0 

13 Dairy Products 110 .48  0  21 ,099 
1  Meat Animals & 

Products 107 .10  424 ,081  14,862 
7  Fruits & Tree Nuts 97 .78  1 ,774 12,947 

10 Miscellaneous Agricul
ture 97 .02  18,145 0 

8  Citrus Fruits 84 .45 29,636 0 
11 Grain Mill Products 7k .82  0  8,956 

5 Cotton 67 .13  265 ,491 0  
2  Poultry & Eggs 63 .28  0  54,283 
3 Farm Dairy Products 56 .64  0  0  
k Food & Feed Grains 22 .92  4o ,200 632 
9 Forage Crops 21 .23  18 ,994 0 

Total 3,047,109 2 ,534,777 

Non-Competitive Imports — 512,332 

Total Exports & Imports 3,047,109 3 ,047,109 
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Table 20.--Continued Exports and Imports by Sector in 1980 
Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 
1958 Dollars) 

Producing 
Sector 

Trade Pattern I 

Exports Imports 

Trade Pattern II 

Exports Imports 

25* 120,940 0 131,480 0 
17 18,940 299,205 18,014 298,171 
24 337,441 67,638 393,054 62,589 
19  464,603 0 518,625 0 
27 0 0 0 0 
26 35,943 7,008 4o,i23 7,506 
18 189,399 546,107 202,230 565,193 
23 143,016 10,861 138,822 11,365 
22 565,065 30,515 548,494 30,599 
21 2,241 514,900 2,350 503,795 
20 282,112 175,270 273,839 176,999 
16 25,749 224,311 24,994  215,606 
14 0 53,775 0 57,550 
15 0 96,590 0 114,970 
12 0 44,226 0 60,622 
6 I4O,150 0 116,995 0 
13 0 13,809 . 0 19,753 
1 141,043 3,967 121,695 6 ,808 
7 1,099 9,931 960 10,682 

10 16,335 0 14,027 0 
8 22,561 0 20,856 0 

11 0 21,737 0 25,120 
5 49,054 0 38,093 0 
2 0 28,225 0 39,292 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 1,486 4,761 0 5,272 
9 0 7,252 0 10,710 

Total  2,556,795 2,160,088 2 ,604,651 2 ,222,602 

Non-Competitive 
Imports 396,707 382,0^9 

Total Exports & 
Imports 2,556,795 2,556,795 2,60^,651 2,604,651 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 191* 
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Table 20.--Continued Exports and Imports by Sector in 1980 
Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 
1958 Dollars) 

Producing 
S ector 

Trade Pattern III Trade Pattern IV 
Producing 
S ector Exports Imports Exports Imports 

25* 163,366 0  150,961 0  
17 19 ,463 295,437 17 ,632 295,170 
24  501,115 63 ,740 476,683 63,839 
19 588,363 0  533,027 0  
27 0  0  0  0  
26 60 ,690 6 ,394 60,480 7 ,977 
18  229,424 562,562 554,256 625,482 
23 149,990 10 ,173 135,883 11,830 
22 592,617 30 ,607 536,881 30,988 
21 2 ,539 482,236 2 ,485 496,890 
20 295,868 180,996 268,04l  197,941 
16 27 ,005 204,970 24 ,465 210,357 
l4  0  59,697 0  59 ,670 
15 0  138,425 0  138,133 
12  0  100,283 0  100,218 
6 11,153 0  0  12,185 

13 0  23,394 0 23,369 
1  0 37,896 0 37,874 
7  0  io,54o 0 10,540 

10 0  8 ,4oi  0  9 ,036 
8  0  1,826 0 1 ,826  

11 0  43,326 0  45,888 
5  0  0  0  0  
2  0  53 ,287 0  53,287 
3 0  236 0 236 
4 0  10,200 0  9,474 
9 0  12 ,4o8 0  12,448 

Total 2,641,593 2 ,337,034 2 ,760,794 2 ,454,668 

Non-Competitive 
Imports — 304,559 — 306,126 

Total Exports 8e 
Imports 2,641,593 2 ,641,593 2 ,760,794 2 ,760,794 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 191* 
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Table 21. Exports and Imports by Sector in 2000 Under 
Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 1958 
Dollars) 

Water Naive Trade Pattern 
Trade-Price • 

Producing Sector (Dollars) Exports Imports 

25 Trade & Transporta-
tion 19 ,l8l .71 198 ,204 0 

17 Petroleum 15 ,6l8 .41 0 551,845 
24 Selected Services 12 ,169 .89 480 ,474 174,951 
19 Aircraft & Parts 11 ,690 .44 621 ,158 0 
27 Construction 8 ,324 .80 0 0 
26 Unallocated Services 8 ,173 .27 46 ,913 31,455 
18 Fabricated Metals 8c 

Machinery- 7 ,610 .29 85 ,711 1 ,492,741 
23 Utilities 3 ,603 .64 266 ,052 22,597 
22 Mining 3 ,551 .77 1,921 ,314 59,998 
21 Other Manufacturing 3 ,531 . 66 3 ,875 1 ,457,936 
20 Primary Metals 2 ,586 .73 725 ,912 312,816 
16 Chemicals & 

14 
F ertilizers 1 ,774 .56 67 ,798 658,027 

14 Canning, Preserving, 
.45 & Freezing 984 .45 0 151,012 

15 Misc. Agricultural 
Processing 467 .31 0 262,918 

12 Meat 8c Poultry 
Processing 173 .67 0 149,306 

6 Vegetables 151 .92 527 ,331 0 
13 Dairy Products 110 .48 0 46,394 
1 Meat Animals & 

Products 107 .10 932 ,490 32,679 
7 Fruits 8c Tree Nuts 97 • 78 3 ,900 28,469 

10 Miscellaneous Agricul
ture 97 .02 39 ,898 0 

8 Citrus Fruits 84 .45 65 ,165 0 
11 Grain Mill Products 74 .82 0 19,692 
5 Cotton 67 .13 583 ,775 0 
2 Poultry & Eggs 63 .28 0 119,360 
3 Farm Dairy Products 56 .64 0 0 
4 Food and Feed Grains 22 .92 88 ,393 1,391 
9 Forage Crops 21 .23 4i ,464 0 

Total 6,700 ,127 5 ,573,587 

Non-Competitive Imports — 1 ,126,540 

Total Exports & Imports 6,700 ,127 6 ,700,127 
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Table 21.--Continued Exports and Imports by Sector in 2000 
Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 
1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern I  Trade Pattern II 
Producing ________ 
Sector Exports Imports Exports Imports 

25* 289,842 0 311,807 0 
17 20,559 748,142 19,401 748,166 
24 817*628 98,435 941,318 85,544 
19 1 ,110,195 0 1 ,257,190 0 
27 0 0 0 0 
26 87,730 0 97,691 0 
18 556,819 986,756 599,017 1 ,052,283 
23 380,735 26,437 359,289 28,874 
22 654,097 56,295 617,253 56,818 
21 3,398 848,511 3,592 820,118 
20 565,920 488,182 534,043 493,725 
16 53,027 388,194 50,o4o 361,820 
l4 0 97,648 0 109,034 
15 0 183,501 0 224,768 
12 0 63,557 0 117,913 
6 214,671 0 158,011 0 
13 0 22,586 0 37,033 
1 133,333 4,031 104,853 io,48o 
7 1,756 18,262 1,243 18,948 

10 34,684 0 26,919 0 
8 41,717 0 36,451 0 
11 0 76,159 0 78,587 
5 9,937 0 0 0 
2 0 31,567 0 64,864 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 12,661 0 11,860 
9 0 19,055 0 24,259 

Total 4 ,976,048 4,169,979 5 ,118,118 4 ,345,094 

Non-Competitive 
Imports — 806,069 — 773,024 

Total Exports 8e 
Imports 4 ,976,048 4,976,048 5 ,118,118 5 ,118,118 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 194. 
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Table 21»--Continued Exports and Imports by Sector in 2000 
Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 
1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern III Trade Pattern IV 
Producing ' —————-——— 
Sector Exports Imports Exports Imports 

25* 380,907 0 343,725 0 
17 19,750 744,014 17,137 7*18,728 
24 1,1*19,928 85,102 1 ,077,589 89,544 
19 1,382,221 0 1 ,199,325 0 
27 0 0 0 0 
26 1^9,176 0 144,969 0 
18 670,787 1 ,078,223 1 ,587,350 1 ,324,214 
23 365,760 28,282 317,362 33,852 
22 628,371 56,896 545,224 58,659 
21 3,657 813,286 3,553 842,999 
20 5^3,662 503,^79 *471,724 561,671 
16 50,941 351,138 44,201 372,552 
l4 0 113,050 0 112,972 
15 0 313,171 0 312,260 
12 0 231,788 0 231,5^9 
6 6,898 0 0 24,165 
13 0 46,151 0 46,103 
1 0 59,444 0 59,385 
7 0 19,321 0 19,321 

10 0 24,393 0 25,918 
8 0 4,300 0 4,300 
11 0 71,393 0 74,529 
5 0 0 0 0 
2 0 103,356 0 103,356 
3 0 1,099 0 1,098 
4 0 14,651 0 13,662 
9 0 17,003 0 17,028 

Total 5,352,058 4 ,679,540 5 ,752,159 5 ,077,865 

Non-Competitive 
Imports — 672,518 — 674,294 

Total Exports & 
Imports 5,352,058 5 ,352,058 5 ,752,159 5 ,752,159 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 194. 
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Table 22. Exports and Imports by Sector in 2020 Under 
Altornativo Trade Patterns (Thousands of 1958 
Dollars) 

Water Naive Trade Pattern 
Trade-Price —————i_______ 

Producing Sector (Dollars) Exports Imports 

25 Trade and Transporta-
tion 19 ,181 .71 390 ,057 0 

17 Petroleum 15 ,6l8 .41 0 1 ,086 ,010 
24 Selected Services 12 ,169 .89 945 ,554 344 ,297 
19 Aircraft 8e Parts 11 ,690 .44 1 ,222 ,415 0 
27 Cons truetion 8 ,324 .80 0 0 
26 Unallocated Services 8 ,173 .27 92 ,323 61 ,902 
18 Fabricated Metals & 

Machinery 7 ,6l0 .29 168 ,676 2 ,937 ,659 
23 Utilities 3 ,603 .64 523 ,579 44 ,471 
22 Mining 3 ,551 .77 3 ,781 ,074 118 ,074 
21 Other Manufacturing 3 ,531 .66 7 ,627 2 ,869 ,164 
20 Primary Metals 2 ,586 .73 1 ,428 ,567 615 ,611 
16 Chemicals & 

14 
F ertilizers l ,774 .56 133 ,425 1 ,294 ,972 

14 Canning, Preserving, 
984 & Freezing 984 .45 0 297 ,186 

15 Misc. Agricultural 
Processing 467 .31 0 517 ,412 

12 Meat and Poultry 
Processing 173.67 0 293 ,829 

6 Vegetables 151 .92 1 ,037 ,768 0 
13 Dairy Products 110 .48 0 91 ,302 
1 Meat Animals & 

Products 107 .10 1 ,835 ,106 64 ,310 
7 Fruits & Tree Nuts 97 .78 7 ,675 56 ,027 
10 Miscellaneous Agricul 

tur e 97 .02 78 ,518 0 
8 Citrus Fruits 84 .45 128 ,243 0 
11 Grain Mill Products 74 .82 0 38 ,754 
5 Cotton 67 .13 1 ,148 ,848 0 
2 Poultry & Eggs 63 .28 0 234 ,895 
3 Farm Dairy Products 56 .64 0 0 
4 Food & Feed Grains 22 .92 173 ,955 2 ,737 
9 Forage Crops 21 .23 82 ,191 0 

Total 13 ,185 ,601 10 ,968 ,612 

Non-Competitive Imports - 2 ,216 ,989 

Total Exports & Imports 13 ,185 ,601 13 ,185 ,601 
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Table 22.--Continued Exports and Imports by Sector In 2020 
Undor Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 
1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern I Trade Pattern II 
rroaucing 
Sector Exports Imports Exports Imports 

25* 582,275 0 620,917 0 
17 23,027 1 ,629,812 21,168 1 ,637,587 
24 1,630,960 155,538 1 ,859,142 61,287 
19 2,314,395 0 2 ,553,092 0 
27 0 0 0 0 
26 170,623 0 191,357 0 
18 974,736 1 ,441,223 1 ,057,345 1 ,583,365 
23 822,906 61,864 756,481 69,178 
22 745,949 102,049 685,736 104,270 
21 9,060 1 ,234,420 9,495 1 >151,353 
20 756,759 958,206 695,673 975,595 
16 93,613 582,745 86,057 534,965 
14 0 168,566 0 193,969 
15 0 338,144 0 411,513 
12 0 10.1,326 0 221,773 
6 302,835 0 172,602 0 
13 0 39,590 0 73,435 
1 114,646 2,868 76,270 19,272 
7 2,555 32,177 1,362 32,502 
10 62,898 0 42,052 0 
8 67,444 0 56,364 0 
11 0 177,810 0 168,029 
5 0 0 0 0 
2 0 39,239 0 101,560 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 30,962 0 26,133 
9 0 38,394 0 44,518 

Total 8,674,681 7 ,134,933 8 ,885,113 7 ,4io,3o4 

Non-Competitive 
Imports — 1 ,539,748 — 1 ,474,809 

Total Exports & 
Imports 8,674,681 8 ,674,681 8 ,885,113 8 ,885,113 

'Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 197* 
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Table 22*--Continued Exports and Imports by Sector In 2020 
Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 
1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern III Trade Pattern IV 
hrouucing 
Sector Exports Imports Exports Imports 

25* 764,347 0 664,795 0 
17 20,847 1 ,63/1,605 17,268 1,654,828 
24 2,233,671 51,593 2,035,258 40,636 
19 2,765,706 0 2,290,940 0 
27 0 0 0 0 
26 301,518 0 289,720 0 
18 1,197,^61 1 ,660,147 2,760,078 1,647,714 
23 744,980 70,6/17 617,095 85,066 
22 675,311 104,910 559,386 111,069 
21 9,351 1 ,175,940 8,830 l ,280,583 
20 685,097 995,965 567,492 1,169,734 
16 84,7^8 529,210 70,200 584,537 
l4 0 198,786 0 198,560 
15 0 618,800 0 616, Zt89 
12 0 513,539 0 512,728 
6 3,089 0 0 47,841 
13 0 88,278 0 88,134 
1 0 58,879 0 58,792 
7 0 33,271 0 33,271 

10 0 61,316 0 64,378 
8 0 9,836 0 9,836 
ll 0 114,741 0 116,767 
5 0 0 0 0 
2 0 186,292 0 186,292 
3 0 3,025 0 3,020 
k 0 18,612 0 17,523 
9 0 20,889 0 20,493 

Total 9,486,126 8 ,1^9,281 9,881,062 8,548,292 

Non-Competitive 
Imports - - 1 ,336,8/15 — 1,332,770 

Total Exports 8c 
Imports 9,486,126 9 ,/t86,126 9,881,062 9,881,062 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 197* 



CHAPTER 7  

ARIZONA'S WATER STATUS UNDER ALTERNATIVE 
ECONOMIC STRUCTURES 

Those having a balanced view of the water problom 

in Arizona contend that the rate of growth of the economy 

will not be constrained by a relatively limited water 

supply bo long as that supply is continuously reallocated 

over time from lower valued to higher valued uses* The 

fundamental purpose of the present study is to tost thin 

contention* Four alternative patterns of extornal trade 

are posited and the effect of each on the total quantity 

of water demanded is determined. The results of the 

analysis are presented in this chapter. 

Arizona's Water Status 

"Water status" is defined as the difference between 

the total quantities of water supplied and demanded. Since 

there are several alternative conceptualizations of "water 

supply" Arizona's water status in any one year will vary 

depending upon the concept of water supply adopted. Four 

water supply conditions are posited for this analysis. 

They are: 

Wsl = Existing Annually Renewable Water Supply 

XJb2 = Potential Annually Renewable Water Supply 

200 
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T7a3 b Existing Water Supply 

T7s4 • Potontial Wot or Supply 

"Existing Annually renewable water supply" consists 

of the total annual surface flow of water presently avail

able for use plus annual groundwater recharge. "Potontial 

annually renewable water supply" consists of this existing 

supply plus additional water made available through the 

Central Arizona Project* "Existing water supply" consists 

of the existing annually renewable supply plus groundwater 

overdraft at current withdrawal rates. "Potontial water 

supply" consists of the potential annually renewable supply 

plus groundwater overdraft ut current withdrawal rates. A 

more complete discussion of these alternative concepts and 

an empirical measure of each follows in the section on 

"Water Supply.» 

The total quantity of water demanded in any one 

year is determined by the size and structure of the economy. 

Water statuB is given by: 

Wsi - fft = Wr± (7-1) 

where 

Xfa± = Total quantity of water supplied 

Vt - Total quantity of water demanded 

Wr^ = Water status 
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A bar placed over the variable indicates that it is 

a scalar rather than a vector. Thus, for any given quantity 

of water domanded, water status will vary with variations 

in the supply of water. The contention that water status 

can be changed equally as effectively through a change in 

the quantity of water demanded is not genorally accepted 

because of the belief that reductions in the rate of 

economic growth are a necessary concomitant of such changes. 

The fundamental purpose of this study is to test whether or 

not changes in water status resulting from changos in the 

quantity of water demanded can occur without a decline in 

the projected rate of economic growth. Therefore, it is 

necessary to disaggrogate the total quantity of water 

demanded so that the operation of the mechanism whereby 

this change is effected can be more readily understoud. 

The total quantity of water demanded is composed of 

1. The quantity needed for the production of goods 

and services produced in the economy—an endogenous 

quantity. 

2* That quantity of water used directly by final users 

such as households and municipalities—an 

exogenous quantity. 

The total quantity of water demanded is given by: 

Wt = Wd + T7o (7-2) 
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where 

Xft a Total quantity demanded 

T7d • Endogenous quantity demanded 

Wo - Exogenous quantity demanded 

Mathematically, the endogenous quantity demanded is 

found by multiplying the column vector of gross domestic 

output by the row vector of direct water intake coefficients 

Total water consumed by an economy is consumed 

directly and indirectly. When water is consumed directly 

it is consumed in the form of water itself. When it is 

consumed indirectly it is consumed in the form of economic 

goods; that is, water is "embodied" in economic goods. For 

example, suppose a household demands .2 acre-feet of water 

per year for domestic purposes and demands $1,000 worth of 

beef. Since 9*2?8 acre-feet of water is needed to produce 

SI,000 worth of beef, the total final demand for water is 

9.^58 acre-feet; .2 acre-feet used directly by the house

hold and 9«258 acre-feet needed to produce the beef con

sumed by the household. Thus this household consumed 9*'*58 

acre-feet of water; .2 acre-feet of "raw" water and 9*258 

acre-feet of "embodied" water. 

Total water consumed in the economy is given by: 

Wc = Wo + T7b (7-3) 

where 
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T7c = Total water consumed In Arizona 

Wo = Exogenous quantity demanded* This is equivalent 

to the "raw" water consumed by final users. 

Wb = Water embodied in final goods consumed in 

Arizona; that is, gross water intake required, 

directly and indirectly, for the production of 

final economic goods consumed domestically by 

final users. 

The amount of embodied water consumed in the economy 

is calculated as follows. First, the amount of capital 

needed in order to satisfy total final demand is found by 

multiplying aggregate final demand by the aggregate capital 

coefficient to find aggregate capital accumulation. The 

latter is multiplied by individual sector coefficients to 

produce the capital accumulation vector. Then the final 

demand vector and the vector of capital accumulation asso

ciated with this level of final demand are added and the 

sum multiplied by the vector of direct and indirect water 

intake coefficients to find the total water required to 

produce this aggregate of economic goods. Note that the 

direct plus indirect water intake coefficients are computed 

with imports of all sectors set at zero. The result is a 

measure of the water required to produce all economic goods 

consumed in the economy plus the water needed to produce 

the additions to capital stock required for this level of 

production of final goods. 
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Wb = W^'(Y + AKy) (7-^) 

where 

Y = Final demand vector 

AKy - Vector of additions to capital needed to produce 

Y 

wf, ss Vector of direct and indirect water intake 
W 

coefficient (calculated on basis of all imports 

set at zero) 

In the absence of external trade all final demand 

would have to be satisfied with domestically produced goods 

and services. In this case embodied water consumed by 

final users would be equal to the water required for the 

production of total goods and services produced in the 

economy. That is: 

Wd = Wb (7-5) 

(where exports and imports are zero). Thus equation (7-2) 

becomes: 

Wt = W, + V?o 
b 

and substituting from equation (7-3) yields: 

Ft = Wc (7-6) 

(where exports and imports are zero). 

Thus, in the absence of external trade, the total 

demand for water is equal to total water consumed in the 

economy. This means that, given the water supply, water 
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status is entirely a function of total water consumed in 

the economy. Substituting from equation (7-6) into 

equation (7-1) yields: 

Ws. - Wc = V?r. 
i i 

The introduction of external trade severs the 

connection between the total quantity of water demanded and 

the amount of water consumed. While a large proportion of 

the economic goods produced in Arizona are consumed 

domestically, some are exported. Therefore water required 

for the 1 production of total goods and services is greater 

than the embodied water consumed by final users by the 

amount of embodied water exported. Thus, equation (7-5) 

changes to: 

Wd = W. + T7 (7-7) 
b e 

where 

W = Water exported; that is, gross water intake re-

quired, directly and indirectly, for the produc

tion of economic goods exported from the state. 

By the same token, embodied water consumed by final 

users could exceed the water required for the domestic 

production of total goods and services by the amount of 

embodied water imported. 

^d = W - W 
b m 
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where 

^m = wa^er imported; that is, gross water intake that 

would be required, directly and indirectly, for 

the production of economic goods imported into 

the state _if these goods were produced in Arizona 

Therefore, the total quantity of water needed for 

domestic production of goods and services—the endogenous 

quantity--is equal to the quantity of water contained in 

economic goods consumed domestically plus the quantity of 

water contained in goods exported from the economy less the 

quantity of water that would be required if imported goods 

were domestically produced. 

Wd = W + We - Wm (7-8)  
D 

Equation (7-8)  is equivalent to equation (7-5)  when 

the restriction on external trade is removed. 

Substituting equation (7-8)  into equation (7-2) 

yields: 

W = Wc + We - Wm (7-9)  
w 

Equation (7-9)  i s  equivalent to equation (7-6)  with 

trade restriction removed. Thus, when external trade is 

introduced, the connection between the total quantity of 

water demanded and total water consumed is broken. The 

total quantity of water demanded is now equal to total 
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water consumed plus total water exported less total water 

Imported. 

The amount of embodied water exported from the 

economy is found by multplying total exports by the 

aggregate capital coefficient to find aggregate additions 

to capital stock required for the production of this level 

of exports. Aggregate capital is multiplied by sectoral 

capital coefficients to yield the capital accumulation 

vector which is then added to the export vector. The 

resulting vector is then multiplied by direct and indirect 

water intake coefficients to find the total amount of water 

required to produce the economic goods exported. 

We = (E + AK ) 
W £I 

where 

E = Vector of imports 

AKg = Vector of capital accumulation associated with 

exports 

= Vector of direct and indirect water intake 
w 

coefficients (calculated on basis of all imports 

set at zero) 

The amount of water imported is calculated by 

multiplying the aggregate of final demand imported by the 

aggregate capital coefficient to find the aggregate addi

tion to capital stock that would be associated with the 
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goods and services imported if those goods would had to 

have been produced in Arizona* Import and capital accumu

lation vectors are added and the result multiplied by 

direct and indirect water intake coefficients to find the 

quantity of water imported* 

T7m = VT^ (M + AKm) 
w 

where 

M = Vector of imports 

AKm = Vector of capital accumulation associated with 

goods and services imported 

Note that the direct plus indirect water-intake 

coefficients used in calculating the amount of embodied 

water exported, imported, or consumed are developed on the 

basis of no imports of goods that can be produced in 

Arizona. That is, import coefficients are set at zero for 

the purpose of developing this specialized set of water-

intake coefficients. These coefficients reflect the total 

quantity of water required in satisfying the final demand 

for any particular product produced in the state. 

The "water-trade position" of an economy is 

defined as the difference between exports and imports of 

embodied water. 

T?p = We - Wm (7-10) 

where 
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Wp = Water-trade position 

An economy may either export water or import water on a net 

basis or its water-trade may be in balance. 

Substituting from equation (7-10) into (7-9) gives: 

Wt = Wc + Wp (7-11) 

In turn, substituting from equation (7-11) into (7-1) 

yields: 

V? - (Wc + Wp) = W (7-12) 
si ri 

This equation shows that water status is the difference 

between the annual water supply and the quantity of water 

annually consumed plus the water-trade position of the 

economy* Thus, with the water supply and the amount of 

water consumed given, water status is determined by the 

economy's water-trade position. 

Arizona's Water Supply 

The average annual quantity of water used for all 

purposes in the state of Arizona in recent years (1956-

1966) is seven million acre-feet (Arizona State Land 

Department, Annual). This water is supplied from two 

basic sources—precipitation and underground reservoirs. 

Precipitation 

Arizona is naturally divided into three regions: 

the Desert Lowlands or Alluvial Basins region comprising 
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the southwestern three-fifths of the state, the Plateau 

Uplands comprising the northeastern two-fifths of the state, 

and the Central Highlands, a mountainous region constitut

ing a transition zone between the major provinces. Annual 

precipitation in the Alluvial Basins region ranges from 

less than k inches in the southwest corner of the state to 

about 12 inches at the base of the Mogollon Rim and l6 to 

20 inches in the relatively large mountains northeast and 

east of Tucson. Precipitation in the Central Highlands is 

20 to somewhat more than 24 inches along the Mogollon Rim. 

The Plateau Uplands receive 8 to l6 inches annually. Over

all it has been estimated that 80 million acre-feet of 

water falls each year upon Arizona in the form of rain or 

snow (McGuinness, 1963)• 

Of the total' precipitation annually received in 

Arizona an estimated 71*5 million acre-feet is lost through 

evaporation and evapotranspiration leaving 8.5 million 

acre-feet, about 10 per cent of the total, available for 

beneficial use. Of this amount an estimated 4.2 million 

acre-feet is used by timber and forage crops, and about 

1.5 million acre-feet recharges the groundwater reservoirs 

leaving an average runoff reaching principal streams of 

2.8 million acre-feet (McGuinness, 1963)* The total 

diversion of streamflow in Arizona has averaged 2.5 million 

acre-feet over recent years (1956-1966) while storage in 

Arizona reservoirs has increased by 0.2 million acre-feet 
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annually on the average (Arizona State Land Department, 

Annual)• Subtracting these amounts from the average annual 

runoff leaves an estimated 0.1 million acre-feet of run

off unused* Disposition of water supplied from precipita-
e> 

tion is summarized in Table 23* 

Table 23* Average Annually Renewable Surface Water in 
Arizona 

Surface Water: 
Source and Disposition Acre-feet (Thousands) 

Annual precipitation 80,000 

Evaporation and evapotranspiratlon 71i500 

Precipitation available for 
beneficial use 8,500 

Timber and forage crops 4,200 

Groundwater recharge 1,500 

Average annual runoff reaching 
streams 2,800 

Captured and stored 2,700 

Total streamflow diversions 2,500 

Average annual increase in 
reservoir storage 200 

Unused runoff 100 

Source: Arizona State Land Department, Annual and 
McGuinness (1963)* 
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Underground Ro«ervoira 

Underground reservoirs, the other basic source of 

Arizona's water supply, differ significantly from 

precipitation as a water supply source in that water can 

be withdrawn at a rate in excess of the replenishment rate 

resulting in the depletion or "mining" of these reserves. 

This has been happening in Arizona for quite some time. 

In recent years, for example, the withdrawal of groundwater 

for all purposes has averaged about k*5 million acre-feet 

(Arizona State Land Department, Annual). Most of the 

groundwater is withdrawn and used in the Alluvial Dasins 

and Range Lowlands Provinces, and two areas—the Salt River 

Valley and the lower Santa Cruz basin—accounted for more 

than 60 per cent of the total amount withdrawn in the state. 

The principal hydrologic feature of the Alluvial Basins 

region is the alluvial fill of the valleys which provides 

enormous groundwater storage and is capable of large yields 

to wells but is replenished at relatively low rates, 

mostly from streamflow. Annual recharge of the groundwater 

reserves is estimated at 1.5 million acre-feet which means 

that Arizona's groundwater reservoirs are being depleted 

at the rate of 3*0 million acre-feet per year. The length 

of time for which this rate of depletion can continue 

depends upon the total amount of economically recoverable 

water stored underground, estimated at some 600 million 
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acre-feet (Harshbarger et al*, 1966), and Its distribution 

within the state. 

The several groundwater reservoirs in Arizona are 

in various stages of development. Some are practically 

unused and suitable for development and others show a high 

degree of development or overdevelopment. Areas in which 

the most rapid declines in the water table are taking place 

ore the Salt River Valley, the lower Santa Cruz Valley, and 

the northern part of the upper Santa Cruz Valley. Other 

areas of considerable development which are, as yet, 

showing less serious declines in water level Include the 

Willcox and Douglas basins in the southeastern part of the 

state. Available data are insufficient to make any reason

ably accurate estimate of how long the several basins will 

yield water at current withdrawal rates. There is some 

evidence that the saturated fill in some basins of southern 

Arizona may extend about 3»000 feet (Smiley, 1957)* but 

pumping from such depths would be impractical for many 

uses even if the water at these depths proved to be of good 

quality. The existing water supply situation in Arizona 

is summarized in Table 2k• 

Central Arizona Project 

One additional source of water has recently been 

made available by the favorable Supreme Court decision of 

June 3, 1963 in the case of State of Arizona v. State of 
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Table 2'*. Arizona's Existing Avorage Annual Water Supply0 

•aaBcaaaBB^MaasMaac i i i . asss=ass^= i i i 1 i i 

Existing Water Supply) 
Source and Disposition Acre-feet (Thousands) 

Existing Water Supply 7*300 

Unused Runoff 100 

Average annual increase in 
reservoir storage 200 

Groundwater overdraft 3»000 

Annual groundwater recharge 1,500 

Groundwater pumpage 4,500 

Streamflow diversions 2,500 

Total water used in Arizona 7*000 

Data in this table represent "normal" or average 
annual magnitudes over the last 20 years. Entries are 
based on data appearing in McGuinness (1963) and Arizona 
State Land Department, Annual• 
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California ot al. (1966), which was initintod by Arizona in 

1952* The Court upheld Arizona's contention that it is 

entitled to 2,800,000 acre-feet annually of Colorado River 

mainstream flows. As reported by the Arizona Interstate 

Stream Commission (1967) Arizona diverts 1.0 million acre-

feot of Colorado River water annually, leaving 1.0 million 

acre-feet not utilized at tho present time due to the lack 

of facilities for its diversion and distribution. A plan 

for the construction of such facilities, known as the 

Central Arizona Project, was approvod by Congross on 

September 30, 1968, as a part of a Hill authorizing a 

regional plan for Colorado River water. 

The basic idea of this plan is to convoy Colorado 

River water from Lake Havasu through an aqueduct to central 

Arizona and, in particular, to the intensively irrigated 

and heavily urbanized areas around Phoenix, Tempo, Mesa, 

Casa Grande, and Tucson. Though the Central Arizona 

Project plan has been authorized, Congress has appropriated 

no money for its construction. Arizona is now faced with 

the task of obtaining annual appropriations in amounts 

required to complete construction of the Project. 

Alternative Water Supply Conditions 

The above discussion reveals the contingent nature 

of Arizona's water supply. For example, the water supply 

is greater if the unallocated portion of Colorado River 
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water la included and loss if the concept is restricted to 

annually renewable sources. Tor purposes of subsequent 

analysis four alternative water supply conditions for 

Arizona havo been posited (Table 25). These magnitudes 

differ slightly from previous estimates made in other 

studies because they are based on more recent figures re

leased by the Arizona State Lund Department as recorded in 

its annual report on groundwater. 

Table 25* Alternative Average Annual Water Supply 
Conditions in Arizona 

Arizona's Water Supply: 
Alternative Possibilities 

Acre-feet 
(Thousands) 

Existing water supply (Ws^) 7, 300 

Less: Groundwater overdraft 3 ,000 

Existing annually renewable water 
supply (Ws.^) 300 

Plus: Additional water available 
from the Colorado River 1 ,800 

Potential annually renewable water 
supply (Ws2) 100 

Plus: Groundwater overdraft 3 

o
 

o
 

o
 #» 

Potential water supply (Ws^) 9, 100 
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The Exogenous Demand for Water 

Totnl exogenous wntor requirements oriso from all 

uses of water not accounted for In the interindustry model• 

Included would be uses such as urban rosidential use con

sisting of lawn irrigation and sprinkling and household 

demands, rural domestic uaut municipal use for parks, golf 

courses, and other landscaping, fire protection, sanitation, 

and an allowance for waste and system losses. Since there 

are no estimates of exogenous requirements as here defined, 

it was necessary to synthsize those estimates. 

The basic source used is the comprehensive report 

on Arizona's water resources prepared by the IJuroau of 

Reclamation (United States Department of the Interior, 

1965a and 1965b). This report contains estimates of total 

water use for the years i960 and 2020 under two principal 

categories--Agricultural Use and Municipal and Industrial 

Use. Municipal and Industrial Use is further broken down 

into (a) municipal, (b) rural domestic, and (c) private 

industrial use. Estimates of these uses were made for 

each of the drainage basins in the state, which, when 

combined, yield estimates for the state as a whole. These 

estimates appear in Table 26. It was not possible to use 

these data exactly as shown, however, because "municipal 

use" consists of (i) domestic and (ii) industrial and 

commercial use and estimates for these separate categories 

are not provided in the study. 
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Table 26• Estimated Municipal and Industrial Wator Uso in 
Arizona, 19<J0 and 2020 

Estimatod 
Amount of Water Used 

(Acro-feet) 

Water Use I960 2020 

Municipal and Industrial 385,550 2,511,071 

Municipal (domestic plus 
industrial and commercial) 275,'*60 2,325,382 

Rural domestic 12 ,160 18,207 

Private industrial 97,930 167,482 

Source: United States Department of the Interior 
(1965a and 1965b)• 
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In a U. S, Geological Survey study of estimated 

water use in i960 (MacKichan and Kammerer, 1961) separate 

estimates for these two categories are provided* The 

ratios of domestic use and industrial and commercial use 

to municipal use derived from this study are applied to 

the Bureau of Reclamation figures for municipal use 

appearing in Table 26 to yield estimates of domestic and 

industrial and commercial uses in i960 and 2020* However, 

a slight adjustment is made to the Dureau of Reclamation 

figures before these ratios are applied. It was necessary 

to deduct Salt River Project water delivered for domestic 

uses from total municipal use before allocation to avoid 

over-stating industrial and commercial uses. Estimates of 

SRP deliveries for the period 1959-1963 were obtained from 

a study by H. J. Thiele (1965) and are used as a basis for 

projecting deliveries in 2020. The figures for municipal 

use after adjustment for Salt River Project deliveries 

are 231*553 acre-feet in i960 and 2,1^9,11'i acre-feet in 

2020. When the ratios taken from MacKichan and Kammerer 

(1961) are applied to these figures, domestic and municipal 

use is estimated at 199,367 acre-feet in i960 and 1,850,388 

acre-feet in 2020. These figures are added to those for 

rural domestic use and Salt River Project deliveries to 

yield total domestic and industrial use for i960 and 2020. 

These quantities, in turn, are added to industrial and 
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commercial use to yield total municipal and industrial use 

for I960 and 2020 (Table 27). 

Table 27. Estimated Quantities of Water Used for Domestic 
and Municipal, and Industrial and Commercial 
Purposes, i960 and 2020 

Estimated 
(Acre 

Water Use 
-feet) 

Water Use i960 2020 

Municipal (domestic plus industrial 
and commercial)0 275,460 2,325,382 

Salt River Project deliveries '13,907 176,268 

Municipal less SRP deliveries 231,553 2,149,114 

Estimated domestic and municipal use 199,367 1,850,388 

£ 
Rural domestic use 12,l6o 18,207 

Salt River Project deliveries 43*907 176,268 

Total Domestic and Municipal Use 255,434 2,044,863 

Industrial and Commercial 32,186 298,726 

Private Industrial 97,930 167,482 

Total Industrial and Commercial 130,116 466,208 

Total Municipal and Industrial 385,550 2,511,071 

aFigures found in Table 24. 
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Total domestic and municipal use — exogenous water 

use—for i960 is divided by the i960 Arizona population 

figure to obtain the yearly per capita consumption of 

water for 1960# Estimated exogenous water use--total 

domestic and municipal use--in 2020 is divided by the 

Arizona population figure for 2020 as projected in the 

Bureau of Reclamation report from which aggregate water use 

projections were taken (United States Department of the 

Interior, 1965a and 1965b). This population projection was 

used in deriving the per capita consumption figure for 2020 

in order to maintain internal consistency. 

For simplicity it is assumed that per capita con

sumption increases at a constant rate over time. The 

estimated per capita consumption rate for each projection 

year is then multiplied by Arizona's population as pro

jected in this study to yield the total exogenous water 

requirements in each reference year (Table 28). 

Quantification of the Water Problem 

The only solution to the water problem as naively 

conceived is to increase the supply of water. To gain some 

appreciation of the magnitude of the problem so conceived, 

the base year economy is expanded at the expected rate of 

Arizona's economic growth over the next 50 years. Since 

the structure of the economy is presumed unchanged over 
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Table 28. Total and Per 
ments, 1958, 

Capita Exogenous 
I960, 1980, 2000, 

Water Require-
and 2020 

1 

Year 

Yearly Per 
Capita Water 
Usea 

(Acre-feet) 

Arizona 
Population 
(Thousands) 

Exogenous 
Water 
Requirement 
(Acre-feet) 

1958 .192802 1,193 230,013 

I960 .193364 1,321 255,434 

1980 .198984 2,142.7 426,363 

2000 .204604 3,320.6 679,^08 

2020 .210225 5,003.3 1,051,819 

aCoefficient for i960 found by dividing estimated 
exogenous requirement of 255,434 acre-feet by Arizona's 
i960 population. The coefficient for 2020 is found by 
dividing estimated exogenous requirement of 2,044,863 acre-
feet by population of 9,727,000 as projected in United 
States Department of Interior (1965a and 1965b). Other 
coefficients are on a linear trend between these two 
points. 
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time it is sufficient to calculate base year water usage 

and expand this at the expected growth rate. 

Since water status is determined by water supply, 

total water consumed, and the water-trade position, and 

since water supply is given and total water consumed held 

constant by hypothesis, water status is dependent upon the 

state's water-trade position. Therefore, the first step in 

calculating base year (1958) water status is to determine 

the water-trade position in 1958. 

Quantification of the Water Situation in the 
Base Year Economy (1958) 

Water-Trade Position and Terms of Water Exchange 

in 1958. The water-trade position is the difference 

between exports and imports of embodied water. Table 29 

presents the water-trade position in 1958. It shows for 

each sector the amount of water exported and imported and 

the net water export position. This table reveals that 

in 1958 Arizona exported 3»369»843 acre-feet of water and 

imported 1,128,688 acre-feet leaving net water exports of 

2,241,155 acre-feet. It seems rather remarkable that a 

semi-arid state such as Arizona would export such large 

quantities of water, even more that it should do so on a 

net basis. 

The paradoxical situation with respect to water 

availability and water trade is revealed also in Arizona's 

terms of water exchange for 1958. The average "trade-price" 
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Table 29# Exports and Imports of Embodied Water for 
Arizona in 1958 

Sector 

Embodied 
Water 
Exported 
(Acre-feet) 

Embodied 
Water 
Imported 
(Acre-feet) 

Net Exports 
of Embodied 
Water 
(Acre-feet) 

1 Meat Animals and 
Products 1 ,009,264 53 ,222 956,042 

2 Poultry and Eggs 0 339 ,431 -339,431 
3 Farm Dairy 

Products 0 0 0 
4 Food and Feed 

Grains 447,015 12 ,652 434,363 
5 Cotton 1 ,007,975 0 1,007,975 
6 Vegetables 402,367 0 402,367 
7 Frui.ts and Tree 

Nuts 4,623 50 ,664 -46,o4i 
8 Citrus Fruits 89,446 0 89,446 
9 Forage Crops 228,029 0 228,029 
10 Miscellaneous 

Agriculture 47,672 0 47,672 
11 Grain Mill 

Products 0 53 ,940 -53,940 
12 Meat and Poultry 

Processing 0 185 ,564 -185,564 
13 Dairy Products 0 98 ,001 -98,001 
l4 Canning, Preserving 

& Freezing 0 26 ,083 -26,083 
15 Miscellaneous 

Agric. Processing 0 111 ,278 -111,278 
16 Chemicals and 

F ertilizers 4,429 58 ,217 -53,788 
17 Petroleum 0 5 ,448 -5,448 
18 Fabricated Metals 

and Machinery 2,973 31 ,727 -28,754 
19 Aircraft and Parts 6,186 l4 6,172 
20 Primary Metals 32,529 18 ,454 14,075 
21 Other Manufacturing 577 71 ,103 -70,526 
22 Mining 62,704 2 ,726 59,978 
23 Utilities 8,648 1 ,398 7,250 
24 Selected Services 4,576 3 ,0l4 1,562 
25 Trade and 

26 
Transportation 1,372 94 1,278 

26 Unallocated Services 798 1 ,017 -219 
27 Construction 8,660 4 ,64i 4,019 

Total 3 ,369,843 1,128 ,688 2,241,155 
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of water exported in 1958 was #230.47 per acre-foot while 

the average "trade price" of water imported was $830.35 

per acre-foot. The terms of exchange yielded by these 

trade-prices is 27*8 per cent. This means that Arizonans 

paid almost four times more for water which they purchased 

than they received for water sold. This is hardly a 

desirable state of affairs for a state which purports to 

be short of water. 

Water-Trade Position and Terms of Water Exchange 

in Ad.justed Base Year Economy. One major adjustment is 

made before base year water use is calculated. That is to 

balance external trade. This is appropriate in view of the 

long-run nature of this study and is necessary so that 

comparisons can be made between base year projections and 

projections under alternative patterns of external trade. 

The rationale for this adjustment is given in Chapter 4. 

After this adjustment is made the amount of water exported 

rises to 4,703*427 acre-feet and water imported declines 

to 971»085 acre-feet leaving a net water export position 

of 3i732,342 acre-feet per year. The rather considerable 

differences between actual water use figures for 1958 and 

those after the 1958 economy has been adjusted for trade 

balance are accounted for by the functional relationship 

of imports, both competitive and non-competitive, to 

changes in gross domestic output. An increase in exports 
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and a decrease in imports both necessitate an increase in 

gross domestic output which in turn induces an increase in 

imports. Therefore the increase in exports and reduction 

in imports must be rather substantial if the trade deficit 

is to be eliminated. This means that the change in gross 

domestic output will be rather large, hence the sizable 

increase in water used when the base year economy is 

adjusted for trade balance. Since the economy is presumed 

to grow proportionately over time under the naive model, 

the net water-trade position of any future year is found 

by multiplying the base year net position by the expected 

growth rate of the total economy. 

The average "trade-price" per acre-foot of water 

exported in the adjusted base year economy is $230.^7 while 

that of water imported is $928.59* With these prices the 

terms of water exchange is 24.8 per cent. Since growth is 

proportional, the terms of water exchange remains the same 

for each reference year. 

Water Status in Base Year Economy (1958). Water 

status is given by: 

Ws. - V?c - \7p = \7r, 
l i 

Because the importation and exportation of water is 

of central importance the water-trade position will be 

specified in terms of water imports and exports. Thus, a 
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modified version of the water status equation will be used 

as a basis for presenting the results of this study. 

The modified water status equation is: 

- T7c - I7e + V7m = Vfr. (7-13) 
1 1 

Table 30 shows the quantities of water consumed, 

exported, and imported in 1958* Empirically derived water 

use figures appear in the first column while water use 

figures calculated after the 1958 economy has been adjusted 

for inventory additions and withdrawals and trade balance 

appear in the second* 

Empirical water use figures recorded here will 

differ somewhat from figures recorded in Tijoriwala et al. 

(1968) because the water required in the production of 

economic goods used for inventory additions and the water 

"supplied" through inventory withdrawals is not accounted 

for here. Water intake attributable to inventory additions 

in 1958 amounted to 1.24 million acre-feet, most of which 

was used in the cotton sector. Water "supplied" through 

inventory withdrawals amounted to .08 million acre-feet 

leaving a net water intake of 1.16 million acre-feet not 

accounted for in Table 30• Also, gross water intake for 

1958 found in Tijoriwala et al. (1968) uses a water intake 

coefficient of 63*042 for the food and feed grain sector 

while the present work uses a coefficient of ^2,087. This 
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Table 30 • Arizona's Water Status, Demand for and Supply of 
Water in 1958 

Water Use Categories 

Water Use 
1958 
(Acre-feet) 

Water Use 
1958-Trade 
Balanced 
(Acre-feet) 

Water Consumed 2,501,463 2,501,463 

Water Exported 3,369,843 4,703,427 

Water Imported 1,128,688 971,085 

Total Quantity of Water 
Demanded 4,742,618 6,233,805 

Water Supply (Acre-feet) Water Status (Acre-feet) 

Existing Annually Renewable 
Supply (**,300,000) -422,618 -1,933,805 

Potential Annually Renewable 
Supply (6,100,000) 1,357,382 -133,805 

Existing Water Supply 
(7,300,000) 2,557,382 1,066,195 

Potential Water Supply 
(9,100,000) 4,357,382 2,866,195 
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accounts for a difference of .59 million acre-feet. This 

downward adjustment in the coefficient was made to reflect 

the considerable change in the crop mix of this sector as 

well as the sharp increases in yields and prices* Finally, 

the figure for total water use in 1950 appearing in Table 

30 includes an exogenous water requirement of *23 million 

acre-feet which does not appear in the Tijoriwala ot al• 

study. Therefore, to reconcile these figures it is 

necessary to add 1.75 million acre-feet to the million 

acre-feet of Table 30 to obtain aggregate water use in 1958 

of 6.^9 million acre-feet. Subtract .23 million acre-feet 

of water used for exogenous demands from this total to 

obtain the total endogenous demand for water of 6.26 

million acre-feet found in Tijoriwala et al. (1968) .  

In 1958 Arizona consumed 2,501,463 acre-feet of 

water, exported 3»369,843 acre-feet, and imported 1,128,688 

acre-feet. This yields a total quantity of water demanded 

of 4,7^2,6l8 acre-feet. The quantity demanded is related 

to the four posited water supply conditions in order to 

determine Arizona's water status in 1958. When the 1958 

economy is adjusted for changes in inventory and trade 

balance the quantities of water exported and imported 

change but the quantity of water consumed does not because 

the level and structure of final demand is held constant. 



Arizona's water status changes, however, in rosponse to a 

change in the water-trade position* 

Quantification of the Vater Problem 
in Future Years 

Naive View* Since water status is the difference 

between the total quantity of water supplied and demanded, 

the magnitude of a deficit water status is the measure of 

the quantity of additional water needed if equilibrium is 

to be restored solely by means of an Increase in the supply 

of water. In other words, a deficit water status reveals 

the magnitude of the water problem as naively conceived. 

Since alternative water supply conditions are 

constant over time, and because in the naive view of the 

problem no allowance is made for a change in the structure 

of the economy, the amount of embodied water consumed in 

195^ is increased at the projected rate of growth of the 

Arizona economy to find the amount of embodied water con

sumed in future years. To this quantity is added the 

projected levels of exogenous water demand to determine 

the total quantity of water consumed in each reference 

year. Also, water exports and imports of the adjusted 

1958 economy are expanded at the economy's growth rate to 

find water exports and imports in each reference year. 

The water status in future years is derived from these 

projected water use magnitudes. 
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Tablo 31 shows Arizona's water status in 1980, 

2000, and 2020 under alternative supply conditions. A 

glance at Tablo 31 quickly reveals the inadequacy of an 

increase in supply as the sole solution to the water 

problem in Arizona* It is clear that if the economy is to 

grow as expected, the structure of the economy must chango 

in such a manner that the total quantity of water demanded 

falls. Remaining controversy must contor around the degree 

of structural change. If the economic structure doos not 

change, then the instate supply of raw water inust truly bo 

a restraint on the naive view of the state's economic 

growth since enhancement of the raw water supply by these 

magnitudes is patently impractical, if not impossible. 

Balancod View. When the water problem in Arizona 

is viewed in its entirety, the possibility of a reduction 

in the total quantity of water demanded is considered along 

with the possibility of increasing the quantity of water 

supplied. Many are reluctant to accept a reduction in the 

quantity demanded as a viable alternative, however, because 

of the persistent belief that this would necessitate a 

decline in the rate of growth of the economy. Therefore, 

in this study the growth rate of the economy is held 

constant, so that only the structure of the economy changes 

over time, not its size. 



Table 3!• Arizona's Vater Status, Demand for and Supply of Vater 1980, 2000, and 
2020—Naive Trade Pattern 

Years 

Vater Use Categories 
1980 

(Acre-feet) 
2000 

(Acre-feet) 
2020 

(Acre-feet) 

Vater Consumed 
Vater Exported 
Vater Imported 

7,031,565 
13,221,244 
2,729,702 

15,461,338 
29,071,497 
6,002,197 

30,427,336 
57,211,620 
11,812,099 

Total Quantity of Vater 
Demanded 17,523,107 38,530,638 75*826,857 

Vater Supply (Acre-feet) Vater Status (Acre-feet) 

Existing Annually Renewable 
Supply (4,300,000) -13,223,107 -34,230,638 -71,526,857 

Potential Annually Renewable 
Supply (6,100,000) -11,423,107 -32,430,638 -69,726,857 

Existing Vater Supply 
(7,300,000) -10,223,107 -31,230,638 -68,526,857 

Potential Vater Supply 
(9,100,000) -8,423,107 -29,430,638 -66,726,857 

to 
w 
u 
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By holding total final demand constant at expected 

levels, the classes and quantities of goods consumed within 

the statev or, in othor words, the standard of living of 

Arizona's population, does not vary as the total quantity 

of water demanded changes in rosponse to alterations in 

Arizona's water trade position. Since the water oxported 

from and imported into Arizona is embodied water, or water 

required to produce goods exportod from Arizona, or that 

would be required to produce imports if produced in Arizona, 

a change in the pattern of external trade will result in a 

change in the total quantity of water demanded. This 

proposition, after having been discussed more completely, 

is stated in equation (7-11) as: 

T7. = T7c + 17 
t p 

where: 

^ = Total quantity of water demanded 

T7c = Total water consumed in Arizona 

W = We - T7m = water-trade position 
P 

Four alternative patterns of external trade have 

been posited in this study. The water-trade position for 

each pattern of external trade in 1980, 2000, and 2020 is 

presented in Tables 32, 33» and 3^« Results recorded under 

the naive trade pattern show the enormous quantities of 

water that would be exported from Arizona in future years 



Table 32. Water Position and Terms of Water Exchange in 1980 Under Alternative 
Trade Patterns 

Naive 
Trade 
Pattern 

Trade 
Pattern 

I 

Trade 
Pattern 

II 

Trade 
| Pattern 

III 

Trade 
Pattern 

IV 

Water Exported 
(acre-feet) 13,221,244 3,9^5,882 3,342,478 

j  

589,1^5 520,790 

Water Imported 
(acre-feet) 2,729,702 2,521,911 3,119,205 4,613,137 4,727,697 

Water-Trade Position 
(acre-feet) 10,491,5^2 1,423,971 223,273 -4,023,992 -4,206,907 

Average Price of 
Water Exported 
(Dollars) 230.47 647-97 779-26 4,483.77 5,301.17 

Average Price of 
Water Imported 
(Dollars) 928.59 856.53 712.55 506.60 519.21 

Terms of Water 
Exchange (Per Cent) 24.8# 75.7% 109.4% 885.196 1,021.0% 

10 
v*> 
\n 



Table 33- Water Position and Terms of Water Exchange in 2000 Under Alternative 
Trade Patterns 

Naive Trade Trade Trade Trade 
Trade Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 
Pattern I II III IV 

Water Exported 
(acre-feet) 29,071,497 4,549,184 3,6l6,974 981,176 969,289 

Water Imported 
(acre-feet) 6,002,197 5,123,960 6,495,066 8,506,055 8,756,185 

Water-Trade Position 
(acre-feet) 23,069,300 -574,776 -2 ,878,092 -7,524,879 -7 ,786,896 

Average Price of 
Water Exported 
(Dollars) 230.47 1,093-83 1,415-03 5,454-74 5,934.41 

Average Price of 
Water Imported 
(Dollars) 928.59 813.82 668.98 550.14 579-92 

Terms of Water 
Exchange (Per Cent) 24.896 134.496 211.5% 911-5% 1,023-3% 



Table 34. Water Position and Terras of Water Exchange in 2020 Under Alternative 
Trade Patterns 

Naive 
Trade 
Pattern 

Trade 
Pattern 
I 

Trade 
Pattern 

II 

Trade 
Pattern 

III 

Trade 
Pattern 

IV 

Water Exported 
(acre-feet) 57,211,620 5,961,100 4,381,606 1,524,820 1,529,797 

Water Imported 
(acre-feet) 11,812,099 9,776,712 12,025,446 14,684,584 15,117,617 

Water-Trade Position 
(acre-feet) ^5,399,521 -3,815,612 -7,815,612 -13,159,764 -13, 87,820 

Average Price of 
Water Exported 
(Dollars) 230.47 1,455-21 2,027.82 6,221.14 6,459.07 

Average Price of 
Water Imported 
(Dollars) 928.59 729.79 616.22 554.95 565.45 

Terms of Water 
Exchange (Per Cent) 24.8% 199.4% 329.1% 1,121.0% 1,142.396 

to 
VJ 
*sl 
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if the economy were to grow at the expected rate while the 

structure remained rigid. The quantity of water exported 

increases from 4.7 million acre-feet in the base year to 

13.2 million acre-feet in 1900* 29.1 million acre-feet in 

2000, and 57*2 million acre-feet in 2020. The average 

trade-price of this water is $230.47 per acre-foot. When 

the structure of the economy is allowed to change, however, 

substantial reductions in quantities of water exported are 

realized along with considerable increases in the average 

trade-price of water exported. For example, in 1980 0.5 

million acre-feet of water is exported under Pattern III. 

The average trade-price of this water is $4,483.77 per acre 

foot. In 2020, 1.5 million acre-feet of water is exported 

under Pattern IV at an average water trade-price of 

$6,459*07 per acre-foot. 

Such large-scale reductions in the quantities of 

water exported and extraordinary increases in the average 

trade-price are accounted for not so much by differences in 

the level of aggregate exports under each trade pattern, 

which are not very great, but by differences in the 

composition of aggregate exports. For example, Tables 18, 

191 and 20 show that under Trade Patterns III and IV 

exports from Sectors 9 through l4, the goods of which con

tain low-priced water, are totally eliminated, while 

exports from Sectors 18, 19» and 24, the goods of which 
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contain high-priced water, are increased rather subatan-

ially. 

The quantities of water imported under the naive 

pattern of trade are shown increasing from 2.7 million 

acre-feet in I98O to 11.8 million acre-feet in 2020. The 

average trade-price of this imported water is $928.59 per 

acre-foot. This naive pattern is changed by substituting 

imports containing low-priced water for those containing 

high-priced water as shown in Tables 20, 21, and 22. As a 

result of these changes, the average trade-price of water 

imported is reduced and quantities of water increased 

significantly as we move from the naive pattern to Pattern 

IV. For example, under Pattern IV, 15.1 million acre-feet 

of water is imported at an average trade-price of $5^5*^5 

per acre-foot. 

Under the naive pattern the Arizona economy would 

have a net export water-trade position of 10.5 million 

acre-feet in 1980, 23.1 million acre-feet in 2000, and 45.4 

million acre-feet in 2020. When the structure of the 

economy changes, however, the Arizona economy tends to 

shift to a net import water trade position. For example, 

in the most extreme case (Pattern IV), Arizona would have 

a net import position of 4.2 million acre-feet in 1980, 

7.8 million acre-feet in 2000, and 13*6 million acre-feet 

in 2020. 
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The terms of water exchange also become more 

favorable as the structure of the economy changes from that 

existing under the naive pattern to that existing under 

Pattern IV, The water exchange ratio is 2k,8 per cent 

under the naive trade pattern, which means that Arizona 

must export k units of water in exchange for each unit of 

water imported. On the other hand, in all but a single 

instance (Trade Pattern I in 1980), the terms of water 

exchange for all other trade patterns in each reference 

year are greater than 100 per cent and in most cases 

considerably greater. For example, the water exchange 

ratio under pattern IV is 1,021 per cent in 1980. In this 

case Arizonans would receive a little over 10 units of 

water in exchange for each unit of water exported. 

The total quantity of water demanded in the Arizona 

economy under each alternative pattern of external trade 

is shown in Tables 35, 36, and 37* This quantity is found 

by adding the (positive or negative) water-trade position 

to the quantity of water consumed as shown in equation 

(7-11). Tables 35» 36, and 37 show, for each trade 

pattern, the total quantity of water consumed in Arizona 

and the quantities of embodied water exported from and 

imported into the state in each reference year. Changes 

in the quantities of embodied water supplied and/or 

demanded manifest themselves as changes in the quantity 

of raw water demanded. Therefore, the "Total Quantity of 



Table 35* Arizona's Water Status, Demand for and Supply of Water in 1980 Under 
Alternative Trade Patterns 

Water Use Categories 

Naive 
Trade 
Pattern 

Trade 
Pattern 
I 

Trade 
Pattern 

II 

Trade 
Pattern 

III 

Trade 
Pattern 

IV 

Water Consumed 
(acre-feet) 

Water Exported 
(acre-feet) 

Water Imported 
(acre-feet) 

Total Quantity of Water 
Demanded (acre-feet) 

Water Supply 

Existing Annually 
Renewable Supply 
(4,300,000 acre-feet) 

Potential Annually 
Renewable Supply 
(6,100,000 acre-feet) 

Existing Water Supply 
(7»300,000 acre-feet) 

Potential Water Supply 
(9*100,000 acre-feet) 

7,031,565 5,362,242 5,362,242 5,362,242 5,362,242 

13,221,244 3,945,882 3,342,478 589,145 520,790 

2,729,702 2,521,911 3,119,205 4,613,137 4,727,697 

17,523,107 6,786,213 5,585,515 1,338,250 1,155,335 

Water Status (acre-feet) 

-13,223,107 -2,486,213 -1,285,515 2,961,750 3,144,665 

-11,423,107 -686,213 514,485 4,761,750 4,944,665 

-10,223,107 513,787 1,714,485 5,961,750 6,144,665 

-8,423,107 2,313,787 3,514,485 7,761,750 7,944,665 



Table 36. Arizona's Water Status, Demand for and Supply of Water in 2000 Under 
Alternative Trade Patterns 

Water Use Categories 

Naive 
Trade 
Pattern 

Trade Trade Trade Trade 
Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 
I II III IV 

Water Consumed 
(acre-feet) 

Water Exported 
(acre-feet) 

Water Imported 
(acre-feet) 

Total Quantity of Water 
Demanded (acre-feet) 

Water Supply 

Existing Annually 
Renewable Supply 
(4,300,000 acre-feet) 

Potential Annually 
Renewable Supply 
(6,100,000 acre-feet) 

Existing Water Supply 
(7»300,000 acre-feet) 

Potential Water Supply 
(9*100,000 acre-feet) 

15,461,338 9,700,691 9,700,691 9,700,691 9,700,691 

29,071,^97 4,549,184 3,616,974 981,176 969,289 

6,002,197 5,123,960 6,495,066 8,506,055 8,756,185 

38,530,638 9,125,915 6,822,599 2,175,812 1,913,795 

Water Status (acre-feet) 

-34,230,638 -4,825,915 -2,522,599 2,124,188 2,386,205 

-32,430,638 -3,025,915 -722,599 3,924,188 4,186,205 

-31,230,638 -1,825,915 477,401 5,124,188 5,386,205 

-29,430,638 -25,915 2,277,401 6,924,188 7,186,205 



Table 37* Arizona's Water Status, Demand for and Supply of Water in 2020 Under 
Alternative Trade Patterns 

Water Use Categories 

Naive 
Trade 
Pattern 

Trade 
Pattern 

I 

Trade 
Pattern 

II 

Trade 
Pattern 

III 

Trade 
Pattern 

IV 

Water Consumed 
(acre-feet) 

Water Exported 
(acre-feet) 

Water Imported 
(acre-feet) 

Total Quantity of Water 
Demanded (acre-feet) 

Water Supply 

Existing Annually 
Renewable Supply 
(4,300,000 acre-feet) 

Potential Annually 
Renewable Supply 
(6,100,000 acre-feet) 

Existing Water Supply 
(7,300,000 acre-feet) 

30,427,336 16,630,343 16,630,343 16,630,343 16,630,343 

57,211,620 5,961,100 4,381,606 1,524,820 1,529,797 

11,812,099 9,776,712 12,025,446 14,684,584 15,117,617 

75,826,857 12,814,731 8,986,503 3,470,579 3,042,523 

Water 5tatus (acre-feet) 

-71,526,857 -8,514,731 -4,686,503 829,421 1,257,477 

-69,726,857 -6,714,731 -2,886,503 2,629,421 3,057,477 

-68,526,857 -5,514,731 -1,686,503 3,829,421 4,257,477 

Potential Water Supply 
(9,100,000 acre-feet) -66,726,857 -3,714,731 113,497 5,629,421 6,057,477 
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Water Demanded" of Tables 35» 36, and 37 is the total 

quantity of raw water demanded in Arizona* Finally, the 

total quantity of raw water demanded is subtracted•from the 

total quantity of raw water supplied to find Arizona's 

water status under each trade pattern for each reference 

year • 

The amount of water consumed under the naive trade 

pattern differs from the amount consumed under all other 

trade patterns. This difference exists because in the 

naive view no change occurs in the structure of final 

demand, while under the other patterns a small change is 

made to record income elasticity effects over time* 

Since Trade Pattern I allows for elasticity effects 

and because it is based upon discernible trends in the 

economy as well as reasoned speculation, Trade Pattern I 

projections come closest to being empirical projections* 

Thus f Trade Pattern 1 is a "benchmark" pattern in that it 

represents the results to be expected if the economy of 

Arizona continues to grow and change as it has in the past* 

Therefore, the structure of final demand under Pattern I, 

hence the amount of water consumed, is held constant for 

all hypothesized trade patterns so that differences in the 

total quantity of water demanded, and water status under 

each, are related solely to changes in the water-trade 

position. 
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Under the naive trade pattern the total quantity 

of raw water is 17*3 million acre-feet in 1980, 30*5 

million acre-feet in 2000, and 75»8 million acre-feet in 

2020. The total quantity of raw water demanded under Trade 

Pattern IV ia only 1.2 million acre-feet in 1980, 1.9 

million acre-feet in 2000, and 3.0 million acre-feet in 

2020. Thus, a marked change in the economic structure 

leads to a reduction in the total quantity of raw water 

demanded of 16.3 million acre-feet in 1980, 36.6 million 

acre-feet in 2000, and 72.8 million acre-feet in 2020. 

These reductions take place without a decline in the total 

quantity of water consumed in the economy. 

An examination of Tables 35? 36, and 37 reveals 

several possible solutions to the water problem in Arizona. 

For example, the most effective solution is the adoption 

of a strong demand-oriented water policy (Trade Pattern 

IV). In this case, the existing annually renewable supply 

of water exceeds the total quantity of water demanded in 

every year of the study. A slightly less rigorous demand-

oriented policy (Trade Pattern III) also results in a 

surplus of existing annually renewable supply over annual 

quantity demanded in each reference year. 

A very slight attempt to reduce the quantity of 

water demanded (Trade Pattern II) would result in a surplus 

of water in each reference year, assuming Arizona gets 

Central Arizona Project water and groundwater continues to 
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bo withdrawn at the current rate. Without Central Arizona 

Project water or with a reduction in the current ground

water withdrawal rate to the point where net withdrawals 

are zero, it would be necessary for Arizona to adopt a 

strong demand-oriented policy if the water problem is to 

be eliminated in 2020* In the year 2000, under Trade 

Pattern II, it would be possible for Arizona to have a 

water surplus without Central Arizona Project water if 

groundwater withdrawal continues at the current rate* 

However, it would not be possible to have a water surplus 

in 2000 under Trade Pattern II if groundwater withdrawals 

were limited to annual recharge even if Central Arizona 

Project water were available. In this case Arizona would 

be forced to adopt a stronger demand-oriented policy. 

The findings of this study, summarized in Tables 

32 through 37» show that as the water-trade position is 

changed so that ever greater quantities of water are 

imported on a net basis and as the terms of water exchange 

become increasingly more favorable, the total quantity of 

raw water demanded declines* Since the supply of water is 

given and the total amount of water consumed held constant, 

these reductions in the quantity of raw water demanded 

result in a continuous improvement in Arizona's water 

status. Thus, the hypothesis is demonstrated; namely, 

that the disparity between the quantities of water supplied 

and demanded can be reduced or eliminated solely by means 
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of a reduction in the totol quantity demanded resulting 

from an appropriate change in the pattern of external 

trade. 



CHAPTER 8 

WATER POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
» 

Arizona's Water Policy 

'•Public Policy" is a term which tends to bo somewhat 

ambiguous, therefore, a consideration of the implications 

of the findings of this study for water policy in Arizona 

will be preceded by a brief discussion of public policy in 

general. 

The Nature of Public Policy 

The concept of public policy implies an action or a 

course of conduct. It may be thought of as a definite 

course of action to guide, and usually to determine, 

present and future decisions. The idea of public implies 

some sort of collective action. Most simply put, public 

policy is an agreed upon solution to a problem* 

Public policies are designed to improve the con

ditions under which people work and live. The goals of 

policies are governed by what people desire, and policy 

measures determined by what people think the government 

can and ought to do to bring about the change desired. In 

other words, a "problem" arises when people don't like the 

way things are going and pressures begin to develop for a 

248 
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"solution#» When pooplo fool that thoy, Individually, 

cannot bring about tho desirod asjustmonts there Is a 

rising dotnand for public action• Thoy have in mind soma 

"norm," somo linage of an Ideal situation toward which they 

strive. These norms become the goals of policy toward 

which objectives of specific programs are directed* 

Tho process of formulating specific program 

objectives and appropriate program moasures with which to 

pursue these objectives is complex and requires an 

extensive effort if it is to bo dono objectively. In its 

simplest form, tho process of policy making is one of 

choosing alternative means to achieve a given objective. 

The objective of the program needs to bo clearly doflnod 

so that it is possible to judge the effectiveness of a 

particular policy. 

Since the achievement of an end in public policy is 

not a matter of all or nothing, but rather one of degree, 

the relative success of alternative policies depends upon 

the extent to which the situation is improved under each* 

The means are the policy measures, or program 

provisions, employed to achieve the policy end. There are 

often many different means that could possibly serve a 

certain end. The choice from among these specific measures 

largely determines tho degree of success of a program. 

Knowledge of economics can be useful in making a wise 

choice in the selection of means. Some are more effective, 
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but porhopa more expensive, than otheraf soma nro moro 

easily administered than othora, nnd aomo may have un-

dosirable roporcuaaiona elsewhere in the economy. 

The crucial iaauo in policy appraisal ia tho 

relationahip betwoon tho end and tho moana, Tho purpose 

of tho policy may bo fine, but, if tho measures appllod 

are inappropriate, the whole program may bo a failure. 

Finally, whon evaluating tho relative merits of niter-

native means in any system of moans-end relationships, the 

end is specified. Ilowovor, this end itself' becomes a 

means within tho context of a moro genornl system of end-

means relationships. Thus in evaluating tho appropriate

ness of an ond, it must bo placed in the position of a 

means serving a superior end. 

Water Policy in Arizona 

If public policy denotes a course of action de

signed to alleviate or eliminate an undesirable situation, 

then public water policy denotes a course of action de

signed to alleviate or eliminate an undesirable water 

situation; that is, water policy consists of collective 

activity aimed at solving tho water problem. 

Since the water problem gives rise to policy 

prescriptions for its alleviation or elimination, water 

policy reflects the water problem as perceived by those 

pressing for action. In Arizona the water problem is 
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generally held to be one of insufficient supply. In terms 

of the end-means relationships discussed in the previous 

section, the objective of Arizona's water policy in the 

least-general end-means system is to increase the supply 

of water. Sevoral alternative means for doing so have 

been proposed, the most important of which is the Central 

Arizona Project. Moving to the next moro general system, 

an increaso in the supply of water becomes a means for 

eliminating the disparity between the total quantity of 

water supplied and demanded. Finally, the elimination of 

this disparity is the moans whereby a decline in the 

expected rate of growth of the Arizona oconoiny consequent 

upon this disparity is avoided* 

Ultimately, Arizona water policy is governed by the 

fear that without ah increase in the supply of water the 

rate of growth of Arizona's economy must necessarily decline 

below expected levels. This fear, coupled with the 

implicit belief that water scarcity is the only really 

significant impediment to future growth of the economy, 

has led to the various supply augmenting policies proposed. 

These beliefs are a manifestation of the "water-is-

different" syndrome which afflicts most residents of 

Arizona. In a discussion of this syndrome, Kelso (1967) 

points out that policies and institutions are products of 

the way people "see" things and since they tend to "see" 

things subjectively, their images of reality are often 
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false* Unfortunately) Arizonans have developed some false 

images of the water situation. 

Three of these false images are of particular 

interest here. They are: (l) the image of irrigation 

fundamentalism, (2) the desert image, and (3) the water 

shortage mistakenly attributed to the desert rather than 

the irrigation image. According to the first, agriculture 

is held to be the cornerstone of any viable society and if 

there is to be agriculture there must be irrigation* Hence 

irrigation water is an absolute requirement if a viable 

society is to exist in the desert. The second belief is 

that if a viable economy is to grow in the desert, the 

natural scarce supply of water must necessarily be 

augmented. Finally, where all water is used because of 

large irrigation demands, the shortage of water is 

attributed to aridity rather than low-valued irrigation 

use. These false images or false norms, have been the 

basis for setting policy goals toward which specific 

programs for solving Arizona's water problem have been 

directed. 

General Implication of this Study 
for Arizona Water Policy 

The principal value of this study is demonstrating 

that the disparity between the total quantity of water 

demanded and the total quantity of water supplied can be 

eliminated by means of a reduction in the quantity demanded 
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without a concomitant reduction in the level or composition 

of projected final demand, Arizona's water problem is not 

solely one of insufficient supply—as widely believed--but 

one of insufficient supply or an excessive demand or both. 

The water problem in Arizona is, at present, only partially 

perceived. This being the case, Arizona water policy, or 

collective action taken to solve the water problem is 

incomplete. There is a need for a more comprehensive 

water policy in Arizona. 

A Comprehensive Water Policy for Arizona 

The Nature of a Comprehensive Water Policy 

The comprehensive water policy proposed in this 

paper distinguishes between "raw" and•"embodied" water. 

Any change in the quantity of embodied water ultimately 

involves a change in production. Herein lies the signifi

cance of the distinction between raw and embodied water. 

Whenever the water problem has been considered, 

attention has focused almost exclusively upon raw water. 

In any economy raw water is used for one of two purposes; 

either it is consumed directly by the final users, or it 

is used in the production of economic goods which are then 

consumed by final users. The introduction of political 

entities complicates this relatively simple situation. 

Since water policy is generally public policy, political 

entities, because they determine the scope of policy, 
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assume considerable importance. Attention focuses on 

Arizona1s water problem. A distinction is made between raw 

water of domestic origin and that obtained from out-of-

state. 

Four uses of domestic water may be recognized; it 

may be consumed directly by domestic final users, or by 

out-of-state final users, or it may be used in the pro

duction of economic goods which are then consumed by resi

dent final users or are exported from the state to be con

sumed by out-of-state final users. Ultimately then, all 

raw water is either consumed, directly as raw water or 

indirectly as embodied water, by residents of Arizona, or 

it is exported, directly as raw water or indirectly as 

embodied water, for final consumption by out-of-state users. 

Finally, just as water, raw or embodied, may be 

exported from Arizona, so may raw or embodied water be im

ported into Arizona. Thus, total water consumed in the 

Arizona economy will normally consist of domestic and 

imported raw water and domestic and imported embodied water. 

Total exports of water from Arizona consist of domestic 

raw and embodied water, exported, while total imports of 

water consist of out-of-state raw water imports plus out-

of-state embodied water imports. 

It follows that the total quantity of water demanded 

in Arizona is composed of the quantity consumed plus the 

quantity exported and that domestic or out-of-state, raw 
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or embodied, water can be used to satisfy this requirement. 

Thus, the total quantity of raw water demanded domestically 

is composed of the quantity consumed plus the quantity 

exported less the quantity of water imported. Therefore, 

whenever the total domestic quantity of raw water demanded 

exceeds the total quantity supplied, equilibrium can be 

restored by one or more of the following means: (l) in

crease the quantity of raw water supplied, (2) increase 

the quantity of embodied water supplied, (3) decrease the 

quantity of embodied water demanded, and (k) decrease the 

quantity of raw water demanded. 

A comprehensive water policy is designed to 

eliminate the disparity between the total quantities of 

water supplied and demanded by changing the quantities of 

raw water and/or embodied water supplied to or demanded by 

the Arizona economy. Thus, the fundamental difference 

between the present incomplete water policy in Arizona 

and the more comprehensive policy proposed in this paper is 

that the latter encompasses all water, both raw and em

bodied, while the former is concerned only with raw water. 

Implementation of a Comprehensive Water Policy 

Water policy which is concerned with quantities of 

embodied water is often not recognized as having anything 

at all to do with water. Since its immediate concern is 

with changes in the structure of the economy it may easily 
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be mistaken. for general economic policy* Therefore, it is 

necessary to examine somewhat more.closely the nature and 

operation of such policy. 

General Aims of a Comprehensive Water Policy. The 

supply of embodied water is increased by increasing the 

quantity of economic goods imported into the state or by 

changing the existing composition of aggregate imports. In 

either case the objective is to realize the greatest 

quantity of water imported per unit value of goods imported. 

Therefore, the selection of which goods to be imported is 

of central importance in water policy formulation. The 

trade-price of water embodied in each class of goods is 

used as a guide in the selection of imports. These trade-

prices are shown in Table 18. With the total value of 

imports held constant, the quantity of water imported is 

increased whenever the average trade-price of imported 

water is reduced, and this average trade-price is reduced, 

in turn, by substituting imports which contain low-priced 

water for those containing high-priced water. 

Arizona's supply of embodied water can be increased 

by substituting goods imported in Sectors 9 (forage crops), 

k (food and feed grains), 3 (dairy), 2 (poultry and eggs), 

5 (cotton), or through l4 (canning, preserving, and 

freezing) for goods imported in Sectors 25 (trade and 

transportation), 17 (petroleum), 24 (selected services), 
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19 (aircraft and parts), through 16 (chemicals and 

fertilizers)• In short, a reduction in the quantity of 

services and manufactures imported and an increase in im

ports of agricultural commodities and processed foods is 

sound water policy. 

A reduction in the quantity of embodied water 

demanded is effected by reducing the level of exports or 

changing the composition of aggregate exports. In either 

case the objective is to reduce the quantity of embodied 

water exported per unit value of goods exported. 

Decreasing the quantity of embodied water demanded 

is achieved by reducing or eliminating the export of goods 

from Sectors 9 (forage crops), k (food and feed grains), 

2 (poultry and eggs), and 5 (cotton), to mention the most 

important, and increasing the exports from Sectors 25 

(trade and transportation), 17 (petroleum), Zk (selected 

services), and 19 (aircraft and parts), and other high 

water trade-price sectors. 

Specific Policy Proposals. Water policy aimed at 

changing quantities of embodied water supplied and/or 

demanded is implemented primarily through a reduction in 

exports and increases in imports of agricultural commodi

ties and processed foods, and through an increase in 

exports and a reduction in imports of services and manu

factured goods. 
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Public policies aimed at changing the structure of 

the economy ultimately involve the spending or collecting 

of funds by state governmental units. Some specific uses 

to which state or local funds may be put for the attainment 

of demand-oriented water policy goals are listed below. 

After this follows a brief discussion of the utilization 

of tax collections in achieving the ends of demand-oriented 

water policy. 

Exports from Sectors l8, 19? 24, 25, and 26 should 

be encouraged because they require high priced water in 

their production. Included in these sectors are aerospace, 

electronics, and other space-age industries. Since these 

industries require high-quality educational and research 

facilities, any effort to increase exports from these 

sectors calls for increased spending on higher education. 

Arizona already has a good nucleus of space-age industries 

and further investment in higher education might well 

expand this nucleus significantly, as well as attract other 

types of industry that are increasingly dependent on highly 

trained managerial and technical personnel. For example, 

an investment of 770 million dollars (estimated cost of 

the Central Arizona Project) could well create, in a 

relatively short time, an outstanding educational and re

search institution, producing well-trained graduates and 

having a faculty that could interact with industrial 
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management and professional workers in consulting, re

search , and advanced degree programs. 

Investment in primary and secondary schools is 

r 

another measure for attracting industry, thereby leading 

to an increase in the export of or reduction in the imports 

of goods containing high priced water. Other government 

expenditures, such as those for highway construction, 

hospital operation, and other governmental services, could 

also be increased. The enhancement of these public 

services would make the state a more attractive place for 

people to live and work, thus attracting more industry. 

Other programs for changing the quantity of embodied 

water would includc the creation of research parks, im

provement in recreational and cultural attractions, the 

construction of convention and meeting facilities, improve

ment and expansion of tourist accommodations, and the 

creation and promotion of retirement communities. Finally, 

investment in agencies, such as the State of Arizona 

Development Board or the Development Authority for Tucson's 

Expansion, which have as their goal industrial and tourist 

development in the state, is a sound embodied water policy 

measure. 

State funds may also be loaned to business firms. 

For example, the state may finance land acquisitions, plant 

construction, and purchases of machinery and equipment for 
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those firms that cannot arrange convenient financing them

selves . 

A loan guarantee program is another financial 

inducement for attracting industries producing goods with 

favorable water prices. 

Another financial inducement is that of using the 

credit of a governmental unit to back bonds issued for the 

purpose of acquiring or constructing industrial facilities. 

Arizona's adoption of this recently developed technique 

could aid in its goal of expanding the low water use 

sectors of its economy. 

The policies listed above would have the effect of 

increasing the output and exports of manufacturing sectors 

(l6 through 21) and service sectors (23 through 26) as 

posited in Trade Patterns III and IV especially, as shown 

in Tables 20, 21, and 22. 

Another possible spending program would involve 

direct payments to Arizona farmers for not withdrawing 

groundwater for use, particularly, on forage crops, food 

and feed grains, cotton and fruit trees. The output of 

these sectors (9* 5» and 7) would decline appre

ciably from base year levels, as posited in Trade Patterns 

III and IV, and water would be conserved for future high~ 

valued uses. Some of the cost of these payments could be 

passed on to future water users in the form of higher 
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future water prices; the rest would be covered from general 

state revenues « 

A similar possible program might involve the pur

chase by the state of land in central Arizona used to 

produce the water-intensive agricultural products of 

Sectors 5, 7» 8* and 9. These lands could then be 

resold with the proviso that water may not be used for 

irrigation of crops. Or, the state might simply purchase 

the water rights associated with the land. The cost of 

such programs would be absorbed by future water users and 

the general taxpayer. 

Turning now to the tax side of the public budget, 

tax concessions may be made to industries with particularly 

desirable growth prospects and water use characteristics. 

Such concessions might include: 

1. Exemption for local or state property taxes for 

periods of time extending from two to ten or more 

years. 

2. A guarantee that a new firm's property tax will not 

be increased for a specified number of years. 

3* Exemption from state income and excise taxes. 

4. Exemption from property taxes on goods and materials 

stored for interstate shipment. 

These inducements may be accompanied by assistance 

from community leaders in smoothing the way in zoning 
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hearings; in waivers of code requirement*, building 

restrictions, or fire regulations; and in modification of 

planning commission rulings on land-building ratios or 

aesthetic architectural requirements* State agencies may 

be created which would assist industry with market research 

studies, special raw material or labor market studies, and 

other technical services, which if not obtained free, would 

have to be purchased by the incoming firm* 

Finally, taxes may be used to discourage agricul

tural production* For example, pumpage taxes may be levied 

on groundwater withdrawal and rates set at levels which 

would hold withdrawals to acceptable amounts* 

These taxation and expenditure policies have as 

their goal the reduction of output and exports of wuter-

intenslve goods, notably those of the agricultural sectors 

(1 through 10), and the growth in output and exports of 

goods requiring little water for their production, notably 

those of the manufacturing and service sectors. They aim, 

more immediately, at encouraging general industrial 

expansion and forcing withdrawal of land from agricultural 

production. 

Summary. In conclusion, water policy aimed at in

creasing the supply of and/or reducing the demand for 

embodied water is implemented through changes in the import-

export pattern. This entails a change in the structure of 
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Arizona's economy* Therefore, changing the structure of 

the economy is sound water policy. 

So, to the present policy of Increasing tho supply 

of raw water is added a policy of changing the quantities 

of embodied water, such changes manifesting themselves aa 

decreases in the quantity of raw water domanded. These 

policies are combined to yield a comprehensive water policy 

for dealing with all water in Arizona. 

Conclusions and Commonts 

This study was undertaken in the spirit of the 

National Academy of Sciences' Committee on Water which 

calls for applying more intonsively present knowledge of 

the behavior of water, land, and man . . by Identifying 

all available alternatives for coping with water problems 

and taking systematic steps to discover new altornatives" 

(National Academy of Sciences, 1966:48). Tho Committee 

seeks ultimately to . « devise a procedure for organiz

ing scientific analysis and scientific capabilities in 

such a way that new methods of managing water and related 

resources will be developed* This procedure should present 

all practicable alternatives for public discussion prior 

to political decision" (National Academy of Sciences, 

1968:3). 

Following these pronouncements, this study was 

initiated for the purpose of testing the feasibility of 
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decreases In the quantity of total water demanded oa an 

alternative means of solving tho water problem in Arizona* 

At tho present time water policy in Arizona is concerned 

only with increases in tho supply of water. This study was 

set up to determino whether or not there is some viable 

alternative to the present policy* 

The basic analytical technique selectod was inter

industry analysis because changes in the quantity of water 

demanded involve changes in the structure of the economy* 

Thus, structural relationships are of prime concern. How

ever, use of input-output analysis for generating future 

water "needs" tends to yiold higher water use figures than 

are likely to occur because it makes no allowance for 

technological change or for changes in the nature of good.* 

produced. Thus, any water-conserving changes in production 

techniques that may take place over time are not reflected 

in the results. 

The fundamental problem in connection with water 

resources in Arizona is tho failure of its citizens to 
r> 

perceive the water problem--the existing disparity between 

the total quantities of raw water supplied and demanded--

in its entirety. Since the water problem is viewed simply 

as one of insufficient supply, water policy consists of 

measures designed to increase the supply of water. This 

incomplete perception of the problem is due in.part to a 

preoccupation with raw water as evidenced in the widespread 
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belief that traductions in the quantity of wator demanded 

will necessarily lead to a reduction in Arizona's rate of 

economic growth* Since ombodiod water policy manifests 

itself as a decline in the total quantity of raw water 

demanded, tho persistence of this belief implies that 

embodied water policy is completely ignored. Thus, water 

policy is restricted to increasing tho supply of raw water* 

An attempt was made to quantify tho water problem, 

as presently conceived, so that one might gain some idea 

of the magnitude of the increases in the supply of water 

called for under the present raw water policy. It was 

found that the total supply of water would have to be in

creased from 6.2 million acre-feet per year in the base 

year to 17«5 million acre-feet in 1900, 38-5 million acre-

feet in 2000, and 75*8 million acre-feot in 2020 if the 

water problem is to be eliminated in each of these years. 

Since the average annual flow of water available for use 

in Arizona is 4.3 million acre-feet per year, an additional 

71*5 million acre-feet of raw water would have to be im

ported into the state in 2020. If we assume that Central 

Arizona Project water will be available at that time, the 

additional water needed would be 69*7 million acre-feet 

per year* Since the importation of such large quantities 

of water are obviously out of the question, the first 

major conclusion of this study is that Arizona cannot 
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rely upon raw water policy alone to solve its water 

problem* Embodied water policy is absolutely osaeiitlal* 

"Embodied water policy" is synonymous with a 

"changing economic structure*" Since the economic 

structure obviously changes ovor time, it is cloar that 

embodied water policy need not bo formally adoptnd or 

pursued; in fact, as is presently the caso, it need not 

even be recognized or identified. Embodied water policy 

may, and indeed now does, operate without any conscious 

effort at its implementation* This is demonstrated by the 

results under Trade Pattern I. 

This pattern of trade reflects past trends in tho 

economy as well as reasoned speculation as to the most 

probable course of future events. Thus, these results 

come closest to what might most reasonably be expected to 

occur in the absence of conscious policy offorts. A 

comparison of these results with the results of a pure raw 

water policy reveals the key role played by spontaneous 

embodied water policy in solving Arizona's water problem. 

In 1980, for instance, the total quantity of raw water 

demanded under Pattern I is 6.8 million acre-feet as 

compared with 17*5 million acre-feet under a pure raw 

water policy. Thus, the automatic operation of embodied 

water policy reduces the total quantity of raw water 

demanded by 10.7 million acre-feet per year. 
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In the year 2000 spontaneous embodied water policy 

reduces the total quantity of raw water demanded by 29*4 

million acre-feet while in 2020 it reduces the quantity 

demanded by 63*0 million acre-feet. In 2020 a pure raw 

water policy calls for 75*8 million acre-feet of water to 

be supplied to the Arizona economy, while an automatically 

operating embodied water policy calls for 12*8 million 

acre-feet of water to be supplied. 

The question arises: If embodied water policy is 

essential and if it is now operative, why don't Arizonans 

recognize it for what it is so that it may be consciously 

pursued and thereby be made much more effective? 

This reluctance to deliberately utilize embodied 

water policy probably can be traced to "false images" of 

the water situation in Arizona, such as the image of 

irrigation fundamentalism, the desert image, and water 

shortage attributed to the desert instead of irrigation 

image. These false images give rise to the fear that any 

reduction in quantity of water demanded will lead to a 

decline in the economy's rate of growth. 

The most important finding of this study is that 

such a fear is unfounded. This study finds that the 

Arizona economy can grow at the expected rate of growth for 

the next 50 years while using even less water per year than 

it is using at the present time, and secondly, that it has 

been tending toward such a state of affairs automatically. 
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^ deliberate embodied water policy, exemplified by 

external Trade Patterns II, III, and IV, can result in 

rather dramatic reductions in the total quantity of raw 

water demanded. For example, Trade Pattern II, which is a 

composite of the automatic embodied water policy of Pattern 

I plus a slight deliberate embodied water policy effort, 

shows a decline in the total quantity of raw water demanded 

of 3*8 million acre-feet over Pattern I in 2020, while the 

more vigorous embodied water policy of Pattern IV shows a 

decline of 9*8 million acre-feet over Pattern I* 

The embodied water policy of Pattern IV leads to a 

total quantity of raw water demanded of 1.2 million acre-

f e e t  i n  1 9 8 0 ,  1 . 9  m i l l i o n  a c r e - f e e t  i n  2 0 0 0 ,  a n d  3 . 0  

million acre-feet in 2020. Thus, while a pure raw water 

policy calls for an additional 71*5 million acre-feet of 

water to solve the water problem in 2020, a pure embodied 

water policy leads to a surplus of 1.3 million acre-feet of 

water per year in 2020. 

Opportunities for Further Research 

The objective of this paper has been to identify 

and test the efficacy of embodied water policy for Arizona. 

It was found that embodied water policy is a viable alterna

tive to the present raw water policy. The first and most 

obvious extension of this study, therefore, would be a 

detailed inquiry into the relative effectiveness of 
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alternative means of carrying out such a water policy. One 

would want to compare the effect of spending, say a billion 

dollars, to implement a pure raw water policy with the 

effect of spending that billion dollars to implement a pure 

embodied water policy instead. Since "policy dollars," 

that is, the total resources available for policy imple

mentation, are limited, we would naturally wish to "spend" 

them on that policy which is most effective in eliminating 

the disparity between the total quantities of water supplied 

and demanded in Arizona. Furthermore, this decision should 

be made at the margin. In other words, we should always be 

concerned with detormining for which alternative policy the 

next "policy dollar" should be spent. Thus, the present 

study, coupled with this logical extension, is a basic step 

toward fulfillment of the aspirations of the National 

Academy of Sciences' Committee on Water which envisions a 

situation in which ". . . the public would be presented with 

a number of technically feasible alternatives for meeting 

particular objectives and the related costs and benefits, 

both tangible and intangible, for each alternative" 

(National Academy of Sciences, 1966:2*0. 

A second extension of the present study would be an 

examination of the various possible "trade-offs" that could 

be isolated for analysis. In the present study the rate of 

growth of Arizona's economy was held constant at the 

anticipated rate while the structure of the economy was 
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changed. Tho implication of this change for total water 

use and water policy was examined. If, in addition to the 

growth rate, the disparity between the quantities of water 

supplied and demanded were held constant, at zero for 

instance, then a "trade-off" between a change in the 

structure of the economy and the amount of water surplus 

or deficit could be isolated for study. For example, in 

the year 2020 there is a water surplus of 1.3 million acre-

feet per year under Pattern IV. This means that if the 

surplus were held constant at zero, the structure of the 

economy would have to have changed somewhat less than it 

actually did change under Pattern IV. Thus, the "cost" of 

1.3 million acre-feet of surplus water is the change in the 

structure of the economy which would not had to have taken 

place had the water surplus been held at zero. Analogously, 

the water deficit of 4.7 million acre-feet under Pattern II 

in 2020 could be eliminated by a more extensive change in 

the structure of the economy. The "cost" of this addi

tional water is the change in the structure needed to 

eliminate the deficit. 

If the change in the structure of the economy is 

held constant at the predicted change, that is, the change 

of Pattern I, and the growth rate allowed to vary while 

water status is held constant at zero, then we can isolate 

a "trade-off" between growth and water status. For example, 

there is a deficit of 2.5 million acre-feet of water under 
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Pattern I in 1980. If water status is held at zero the 

economy must grow at that rate at which the size of the 

total economy in 1980 will be such that water status is 

zero. Thus, the "cost" of 2.5 million acre-feet of water 

is the reduction in the growth rate of the economy. 

Another trade-off possibility is that between a 

change in the structure of the economy and the rate of 

economic growth. Under Trade Pattern III in the year 2000 

there is a water surplus of 2.1 million acre-feet. When 

water status is set at zero one of two possibilities 

exists: either the structure need not change as much as it 

did, or the size of the total economy may be increased, 

that is, the rate of growth may be increased. If we elect 

to mitigate the change in the economic structure, the 

"cost" is the increase in the growth rate we might have 

enjoyed had the structure been allowed to change to the full 

extent called for under Pattern III. On the other hand, if 

we choose to allow the economy to grow at a faster rate, 

the "cost" of this growth is the change in the structure 

which need not have taken place had growth been held 

constant. 

The existence of a water surplus makes possible an 

increase in the rate of growth or a reduction in the degree 

of change of the economic structure. A water surplus is 

normally attributable to the action of embodied water 

policy or raw water policy. If a billion dollars spent on 
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implementing raw water policy results in the realization of 

a water surplus equal to that resulting from a billion 

dollars spent on implementing embodied water policy, then, 

all other things equal, we would be Indifferent between 

these two policies. But, if embodied water policy were to 

give rise to a water surplus twice that of raw water 

policy, then the increase in economic growth or reduction 

in the degree of change in the economic structure would be 

greater if embodied policy were adopted than would be the 

case if raw water policy were adopted. Thus we are back at 

evaluating the incremental effectiveness of "policy 

dollars . •• 

There is also the possibility of including the 

groundwater overdraft rate as another variable and 

examining the various "trade-offs11 which its inclusion 

would suggest. For example, at the present overdraft rate 

there would be a water surplus of 1.7 million acre-feet in 

1980 under Trade Pattern II. If water status were set at 

zero, then either the economy could grow at a faster rate 

than the posited rate, or the overdraft rate could be 

reduced. If the economy is allowed to grow at the fastfer 

rate the cost of this growth is the difference between the 

present annual groundwater overdraft and that annual over

draft for which the water surplus would vanish if the 

growth of the economy were held at the posited rate. Thus 

a particular amount of annual groundwater overdraft could 
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support or "finance" some determinate rate of economic 

growth. 

5imiXarlyt some particular rate of groundwater 

overdraft would permit a determinate degree of structural 

change in the economy. 

In retrospect, it seems that a disaggregation of 

the water problem would be in order. All figures used in 

this study have been developed for the state as a whole, 

yet, quite obviously in a state the size of Arizona with 

its varied climatic conditions, spatial considerations are 

quite important. Thus, the overall water problem in the 

state is really composed of the set of water problems of 

individual areas. This suggests that a similar study of 

the water problem in each of the major areas of the state 

would be appropriate. Such a study, however, would require 

an integrated inter-area state input-output model as its 

base. The development of such a model would be a major 

study in itself. 
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Table 38* Percentage Distribution of Exports Among Sectors 
in 1958, 1980, 2000, and 2020 Under Alternative 
Trade Patterns® 

Water 
Trade-Price 

Producing Sector (Dollars) 1958 

25 Trade and Transportation 19,181.71 3.0 
17 Petroleum 15,6l8.4l 0.0 
24 Selected Serviced 12,169.41 7.1 
19 Aircraft and Parts 11,690.44 9.3 
27 Construction 8,324.80 0.0 
26 Unallocated Services 8,173.27 0.7 
18 Fabricated Metals and Machinery 7,610.29 1.3 
23 Utilities 3,603.64 4.0 
22 Mining 3,551.77 28.6 
21 Other Manufacturing 3,531.66 0.1 
20 Primary Metals 2,586.73 10.8 
16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 1,774.56 1.0 
l4 Canning) Preserving, and Freezing 984.45 0.0 
15 Misc. Agricultural Processing 467.31 0.0 
12 Meat and Poultry Processing 173.67 0.0 
6 Vegetables 151.92 7.9 
13 Dairy Products 110.48 0.0 
1 Meat Animals and Products 107.10 13.9 
7 Fruits and Tree Nuts 97.78 0.1 

10 Misc. Agriculture 97.02 0.6 
8 Citrus Fruits 84.45 1.0 

11 Grain Mill Products 74.82 0.0 
5 Cotton 67.13 8.7 
2 Poultry and Eggs 63.28 0.0 
3 Farm Dairy Products 56.64 0.0 
4 Food and Feed Grains 22.92 1-3 
9 Forage Crops 21.23 0.6 

Total 100.0 
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Table 38.--Continued Percentage Distribution of Exports 
Among Soctors in 19138, 1980, 2000, and 2020 
Under Alternative Trade Patterns 

Producing 
Sector 

Trade Pattern I Trade Pattern II 
Producing 
Sector 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 

25* **.7 5.8 6.7 5.0 6.1 7.0 
17 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.2 
24 13.2 16.4 18.8 15.1 18.4 20.9 
19 18.2 22.3 26.7 19.9 24.6 28.7 
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 1.4 1.8 2.0 1.5 1.9 2.2 
18 7.4 11.2 11.2 7.8 11.7 11.9 
23 5.6 7.7 9.5 5.3 7.0 8.5 
22 22.1 13.1 8.6 21.1 12.1 7.7 
21 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
20 11.0 11.4 8.7 10.5 10.4 7.8 
16 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1*1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 5.5 4.3 3.5 4.5 3.1 2.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 5.5 2.7 1.3 4.7 2.0 0.9 
7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

10 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 
8 0 .9  0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6 

11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 1 .9  0.2 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

^Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 275. 
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Tablo 38.--Continued Percentage Distribution of Exports 
Among Sectors in 1958* 1980, 2000, and 2020 
Under Alternative Trade Patterns 

Producing 
Sector 

Trade Pattern 111 Trade Pattern IV 
Producing 
Sector 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 

25* 6 • 2 7.1 8.1 5.5 6.0 6.7 
17 0.7 oA 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2 
2k 19.0 21.5 23.5 17.3 18.7 20.6 
19 22.3 25.8 29.2 19.3 20.8 23.2 
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 2.3 2.8 3.2 2.2 2.5 2.9 
18 8.7 12.5 12.6 20.1 27.6 27.9 
23 5.7 6.8 7.9 4.9 5.5 6.3 
22 22.4 11.7 7.1 19 A 9.5 5.7 
21 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
20 11.2 10.2 7.2 9.7 8.2 5.7 
16 1. .0 1 .0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 
ik 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 oA 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
k 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 275. 

Absolute projected exports are found in Tables l8-
20 in Chapter 5* 
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Table 39• Not Imports as a Per Cent of Total Supply for 
Bach Sector in 1950, 1980, 2000, and 2020 Undor 
Alternative Trade Patterns 

Water 
Trade-Price 

Producing Sector (Dollars) 1958 

25 Trade and Transportation 19,101.71 0.0 
17 Petroleum 15,6l8.4l 94.3 
24 Selected Services 12,169.41 14.9 
19 Aircraft and Parts 11,690.44 0.0 
27 Construction 8,324.80 0.0 
26 Unallocated Services 8,173.27 0.8 
18 Fabricated Metals and Machinery 7,610.29 69.9 
23 Utilities 3,603.64 2.5 
22 Mining 3,551.77 3.0 
21 Other Manufacturing 3,531.66 58.7 
20 Primary Metals 2,586.73 22.5 
16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 1,774.56 72.6 
14 Canning, Preserving, and Freezing 904.45 86.1 
15 Misc. Agricultural Processing 467.31 50.8 
12 Meat and Poultry Processing 173.67 33.8 
6 Vegetables 151.92 0.0 
13 Dairy Products 110.48 19.0 
1 Meat Animals and Products 107.10 3.8 
7 Fruits and Tree Nuts 97.78 74.5 

10 Misc. Agriculture 97.02 0.0 
8 Citrus Fruits 84.45 0.0 
11 Grain Mill Products 74.82 14.7 
5 Cotton 67.13 0.0 
2 Poultry and Eggs 63.28 72.6 
3 Farm Dairy Products 56.64 0.0 
4 Food and Feed Grains 22.92 1.0 
9 Forage Crops 21.23 0.0 
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Table 39«--Continued Net Imports as a Per Cont of Total 
Supply for Bach Soctor In 1950, 1980, 2000, and 
2020 Under Alternative Trade Patterns 

Trade Pattern I Trade Pattern II 
Producing Producing 
Soctor 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 

25* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17 90.0 89.O 87.0 90.0 89.O 87.0 
24 12.0 8.0 6.0 10.0 6.0 2.0 
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 
18 50.0 40.0 30.0 50.0 40.0 30.0 
23 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
22 5.0 7.0 9.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 
21 48.0 38.0 28.0 46.0 35.0 24.0 
20 28.0 36.0 4o .0 28.0 36.0 40.0 
16 64.0 56.0 45.0 62.0 32.0 40.0 
l4 86.0 86.0 86.0 89.0 92.0 95.0 
15 47.0 45.0 43.0 49.0 47.0 45.0 
12 30.0 25.0 22.0 34.0 36.0 38.0 
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 19.0 19.0 19.0 21.0 24.0 28.0 
1 2.5 2.0 1.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 
7 80.0 85.0 90,0 83.0 87.0 92.0 

10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

11 40.0 65.o 80.0 46.0 74.0 88.0 
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 52.0 35.0 25.0 64.0 58.0 52.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 18.0 30.0 45.0 22.0 35.0 52.0 
9 20.0 35.0 45.0 28.0 46.0 60.0 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 278. 
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Table 39»--Continuod Not Imports as a Per Cont of Total 
Supply for Eftch Soctor in 1958, 1980, 2000, and 
2020 Undor Alternative Trade Pattorns 

Trade Pattern III Trade Pattern IV 
Producing Producing 
Soctor 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 

25* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 
17 90.0 89.0 87.0 90.0 89.O 87.O 
24 10.0 5.5 1.5 9.0 5.0 1.0 
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 
26 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 
18 50.0 4o.o  30.0 42.0 34.0 20.0 
23 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
22 5.0 7.0 9.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 
21 46 .0 35.0 24.0 44.0 32.0 22.0 
20 28.0 36.0 40.0 28.0 36.0 40.0 
16 62.0 52.0 4o.o  62.0 52.0 40.0 
,l4 90.0 94.0 97.o 90.0 94.0 97.0 
15 52.0 58.0 62.0 52.0 58.0 62.0 
12 48.0 62.0 82.0 48.0 62.0 82.0 
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 60.0 75.0 
13 21.0 25.0 30.0 21.0 25.0 30.0 
1 60.0 72.0 87.0 60.0 72.0 87.O 
7 85.0 92.0 98.0 85.0 92.0 98.0 
10 50.0 65.0 80.0 55.0 70.0 86.0 
8 35.0 45.0 60.0 35.0 45.0 60.0 
11 90.0 92.0 95.0 96.0 97.0 98.0 
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 82.0 88.0 94.0 82.0 88.0 94.0 
3 0.5 1.5 2.8 0.5 1.5 2.8 
4 96.0 98.0 99.0 97.0 99.0 99.0 
9 96.0 98.0 99.0 97.0 99.0 99.0 

*Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 278. 
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Table 40* Total Final Demand for Each Reference Year Under 
Alternativo Trade Patterns* (Thousands of 1926 
Dollars) 

Uase Year 

Producing Sectors 1958 

1 Meat Animals and Products 110 401 
2 Poultry and Eggs 27 971 
3 Farm Dairy Products 1 300 
4 Food and Feed Grains 10 300 
5 Cotton 67 718 
6 Vegetables 73 479 
7 Fruits and Tree Nuts 6 542 
8 Citrus Fruits 9 722 
9 Forage Crops 4 871 
10 Misc. Agriculture 5 881 
11 Grain Mill Products 11 920 
12 Meat and Poultry Processing 85 709 
13 Dairy Products 48 365 
l4 Canning, Preserving, and Freezing 27 580 
15 Misc. Agricultural Processing 94 464 
16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 62 806 
17 Petroleum 42 684 
18 Fabricated Metals and Machinery 107 854 
19 Aircraft and Parts 72 160 
20 Primary Metals 84 328 
21 Other Manufacturing 174 20 4 
22 Mining 224 704 
23 Utiliti es 107 599 
24 Selected Services 206 133 
25 Trade and Transportation 435 105 
26 Unallocated Services 606 274 
27 Construction 181 764 

Total 2,891, 838 
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Table 40.--Continued Total Final Demand for Each Reforonco 
Year Undor Alternative Trade Pat torn* (Thousand* 
of 1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern I 

Year 

Producing Soctore 1980 2000 2020 

1* • 143 944 137,133 119,866 
2 62 702 J, 14,606 195,850 
3 1 239 1,186 1,133 
4 1 556 102 160 
5 49 .192 10,240 596 
6 164 359 254,760 366,455 
7 13 219 22,257 35,701 
8 27 508 50,976 83,583 
9 84 185 365 
10 18 674 38,984 70,584 
11 19 722 29,086 42,434 
12 105 405 329,115 549,965 
13 91 733 148,233 231,051 
14 59 710 .106,082 177,408 
15 241 875 487,108 893,279 
16 166 989 338,606 619,131 
17 195 427 541,872 1,271,977 
18 491 898 1,261,194 2,408,251 
19 465 04l 1,1X1,133 2,316,192 
20 282 681 567,248 759,466 
21 448 167 903,574 1,663,242 
22 570 602 666,002 768,872 
23 424 018 1,141,524 2,547,538 
24 719 884 1,635,089 3,221,129 
25 1 ,242 654 2,675,071 5,129,747 
26 1 ,773 638 3,979,236 7,898,538 
27 486 531 1,051,134 2,052,357 

Total 8 ,348. ,452 17,601,736 33,434,870 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 28l. 
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Table 40.--Continued Total Final Demand for Each Reforence 
Year Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands 
of 1938 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern II 

Year 

Producing Sectors 1980 2000 2020 

1* 124,596 108,653 81,490 
2 62,702 114,606 195,850 
3 1,239 1,186 1,133 
4 70 102 160 
5 38,231 303 596 
6 l4l,204 198,100 236,222 
7 13,080 21,744 34,508 
8 25,803 45,710 72,503 
9 84 185 365 
10 16,366 31,219 49,738 
11 19,722 29,086 42,434 
12 ±85,405 329,115 549,965 
13 91,733 148,233 231,051 
14 59,710 106,082 177,408 
15 241,875 487,108 893,279 
16 166,234 335,619 611,575 
17 194,883 540,714 1,270,118 
18 504,729 1,303,392 2,490,860 
19 519,063 1,258,128 2,554,889 
20 274,408 535,371 698,380 
21 448,276 903,768 1,663,677 
22 554,031 629,158 708,659 
23 419,824 1,120,078 2,481,113 
24 775,497 1,758,779 3,449,311 
25 1 ,253,194 2,697,036 5,178,389 
26 1 ,777,818 3,989,197 7,919,272 
27 486,531 1,051,134 2,052,357 

Total 8 ,396,308 17,743,806 33,645,302 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 28l. 
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Table 40*--Continued Total Final Demand for Each Reference 
Year Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands 
of 1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern III 

Year 

Producing Sectors 1980 2000 2020 

1* 2,901  3 ,800  5 ,220  
2 62,702  l l4 ,6o6  195 ,850  
3  1 ,239  1 ,186  1 ,133  
4  70  102  160  
5  138  303  596  
6  35 ,362  46 ,987  66 ,709  
7  12 ,120  20,501 33,146  
8  4 ,947  9 ,259  16 ,139  
9  84  185 365 

10 2,339  4 ,300  7 ,686  
11  19 ,722  29,086 42,434  
12  185 ,405  329 ,115  549 ,965  
13  91 ,733  148 ,233  231 ,051  
l4  59 ,710  106 ,082  177 ,408  
15  241 ,875  487 ,108  893 ,279  
16  168 ,245  336 ,520  610 ,266  
17  196 ,332  541 ,063  1 ,269 ,797  
18  531 ,923  1 ,375 ,162  2 ,630 ,976  
19  588 ,801  1 ,383 ,159  2 ,767 ,503  
20  296 ,437  544 ,990  687 ,804  
21  448 ,465  903 ,833  1 ,663 ,533  
22  598 ,154  640 ,276  698,234 
23 430 ,992  1 ,126 ,549  2 ,469 ,612  
24  883 ,558  1 ,967 ,389  3 ,823 ,840  
25  1,285,080 2,766,136 5,321 ,819  
26  1 ,798 ,385  4 ,040 ,682  8 ,029 ,433  
27  486 ,531  1 ,051 ,134  2 ,052 ,357  

Total 8,433 ,250  17 ,977 ,746  34 ,246 ,315  

'"Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 281. 
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Table 40.--Continued Total Final Demand for Each Reference 
Year Under Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands 
of 1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern IV 

Y ear 

Producing Sectors 1980  2000 2020 

1* 2,901 3 ,800  5,220 
2 62,702 ll4,6o6 195,850 
3 1,239 1 ,186  1,133 
4 70 102 160 
5 138 303 596 
6  24,209 4o,o89 63 ,620  
7 12,120 20 ,501  33,1^6 
8 4,947 9,259 16,139 
9 84 185  365 
10 2,339 4,300 7,686 
11 19,722 29 ,086  42,434 
12 185,405 329,115 549,965 
13 91,733 148,233 231,051 
l4 59,710 106,082 177,408 
15 241,875 487,108 893,279 
16  165,705 329,780 595,718 
17 194,501 538,450 1,266,218 
18 856,755 2,291,725 4,193,593 
19 533,465 1 ,200 ,263  2,292,737 
20 268,610 473,052 570,199 
21 448,411 903,729 1,663,012 
22 542,418 557,129 582,309 
23 416,885 1,078,151 2,341,727 
24 859,126 1,895,050 3,625,427 
25 1,272,675 2,728,954 5,222,267 
26  1,798,175 4,036,475 8,017,635 
27 486,531 1,051,134 2,052,357 

Total 8,552,451 18,377,847 34,641,251 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 28l. 

The total final demand vector is an aggregate of 
five components—household purchases, federal government 
purchases, state and local government purchases, farm 
household consumption, and net exports (out-of-state 
sales). 
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Table 4l• Final Projections of Gross State Output Under 
Alternative Trade Patterns (Thousands of 1958 
Dollars) 

Producing Sectors 

Base Year 

1958 

1 Meat Animals and Products 143,384 
2 Poultry and Eggs 8,117 
3 Farm Dairy Products 26,055 
4 Food and Feed Grains 28,162 
5 Cotton 150,795 
6 Vegetables 73,841 
7 Fruits and Tree Nuts 1,700 
8 Citrus Fruits 9,899 
9 Forage Crops 34,260 
10 Misc» Agriculture 26,889 
11 Grain Mill Products 23,273 
12 Meat and Poultry Processing 63,135 
13 Dairy Products 46,142 
l4 Canning, Preserving, and Freezing 4,l6l 
15 Misc. Agricultural Processing 50,453 
16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 38,953 
17 Petroleum 5,150 
18 Fabricated Metals and Machinery 98,948 
19 Aircraft and Parts 98,589 
20 Primary Metals 164,418 
21 Other Manufacturing 175,791 
22 Mining 314,520 
23 Utilities 187,502 
24 Selected Services 209,831 
25 Trade and Transportation 632,498 
26 Unallocated Services 994,541 
27 Construction 500,000 

Total 4,111,007 
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Table 4l»--Continued Final Projections of Gross State 
Output Under Alternative Trade Patterns 
(Thousands of 1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern I 

Year 

Producing Sectors 1980 2000 2020 

1* 234 713 314,211 428,951 
2 40 685 97,208 182,84l 
3 53 157 88,073 138,845 
4 32 502 44,466 53,424 
5 53 945 11,229 654 
6 165 230 256,175 368,569 
7 3 669 4,793 5,008 
8 28 055 51,982 85,226 
9 43 262 53,278 66,608 
10 43 639 83,240 156,066 
11 49 080 60,328 61,287 
12 169 421 324,834 560,304 
13 99 349 166,545 264,201 
14 12 907 23,757 38,786 
15 171 877 362,459 672,484 
16 181 453 450,943 1,0l4,64i 
17 47 441 13^,721 339,361 
18 795 620 2,220,960 4,848,916 
19 620 294 1,478,634 3,074,119 
20 635 40 6 1,229,166 1.957,579 
21 837 095 2,152,755 4,698,547 
22 838 862 1,099,067 1,447,747 
23 693 660 1,739,225 3,724,976 
24 785 607 1,837,461 3,659,865 
25 1,901 618 4,128,866 7,986,710 
26 3,026 464 6,768,136 13,400,271 
27 1,463 447 3,159,060 6,100,199 

Total 13,028. ,458 28,341,572 55,336,185 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 286. 
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Table *11 * --Continued Final Projections of Gross State 
Output Under Alternative Trade Patterns 
(Thousands of 1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern II 

Year 

Producing Sectors 1980 2000 2020 

1* 202,482 246,316 301,372 
2 27,969 58,899 110,952 

3 51,^93 79,269 118,354 
4 23,322 27,056 28,113 
5 41,925 332 654 
6 141,915 199,084 237,361 

7 2,732 3,494 3,307 
8 26,186 46,224 73,052 

9 33,965 34,748 34,495 
10 39,252 72,368 131,825 
11 36,921 33,756 26,602 
12 151,513 265,782 429,741 
13 96,154 149,633 224,837 
14 8,884 11,697 11,944 

15 152,573 319,326 596,050 
16 185,321 467,472 1,045,348 
17 46,012 127,403 313,632 
18 797,709 2,215,851 4,816,136 
19 688,204 1,662,921 3,374,629 
20 625,315 1,183,856 1,850,563 
21 858,791 2,204,724 4,841,243 
22 816,823 1,046,708 1,356,943 
23 689,234 1,713,597 3,645,216 
24 850,134 1,982,444 4,001,997 
25 1 ,914,173 4,151,497 8,027,247 
26 3 ,038,677 6,795,208 13,454,928 
27 1 ,460,013 3,149,367 6,075,664 

Total 13 ,007,692 28,249,032 55,132,205 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 286. 
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Table 4l.--Continued Final Projections of Gross State 
Output Under Alternative Trade Patterns 
(Thousands of 1958 Dollars) 

Trade Pattern III 

Year 

Producing Sectors 1980 2000 2020 

1* 25,264 23,117 8,798 
2 11,697 14,094 11,891 
3 46,977 72,170 105,018 
4 425 299 188 
5 151 332 654 
6 35,615 47,297 67,078 
7 1,860 1 ,680  679 
8 3,392 5,255 6,557 
9 517 347 211 
10 8,401 13,135 15,329 
11 4,8l4 6 ,208  6,039 
12 108,639 142,063 112,728 
13 88 ,006  138 ,452  205 ,981  
14 6 ,633  7,216 6,148 
15 127,777 226,779 379,265 
16 190,991 463,273 1,016,845 
17 49,033 128,950 308,332 
18 859 ,692  2,311,418 4,956,465 
19 776,925 1,822,066 3,645,517 
20 683,107 1,224,925 1 ,862 ,638  
21 905,413 2,237,630 4,845,729 
22 882,184 1,067,051 1,343,734 
23  710,294 1,729,492 3,640,182 
24 964,769 2,205,753 4,411,470 
25 1 ,961,790 4,232,819 8 ,171 ,898  
26 3 ,089,533 6,890,749 13,630,967 
27 l ,461,956 3,151,243 6,077,530 

Total 13 ,005,855 28 ,163 ,813  54,837,871 

•Numbers in this column refer to numbered items in 
first column on page 286. 
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